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The Strait of Gibraltar limits the exchange between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean 
Sea and therefore plays an important role in determining the water properties of the 
evaporation-dominated Mediterranean Sea. On the other hand, the strait dynamics 
depends on the boundary conditions set by the basin. To investigate this fundamental 
feedback between strait and basin processes, a 3-box model of the Mediterranean with 
a hydraulically controlled strait was programmed. It accommodates both maximal and 
submaximal strait exchange and does not impose steady state budget constraints, mak-
ing it particularly useful for investigating transitional and non-equilibrium situations. 
The model is used in an explorative study to find new dynamical aspects of the system. 
First, the response of the system to changing air-sea-fluxes is modelled. Increasing 
evaporation shifts the steady state of the system to a more saline and - as a secondary 
effect - slightly warmer state. Increased heat loss leads to a colder and slightly less 
saline basin. Besides shifting the steady state, changes in heat flux and net evaporation 
can also lead to a nonlinear response in which the pycnocline deepens considerably for 
a transitional period of decades or centuries before returning to its steady state depth. 
Second, the effect of rising sea levels since the Last Glacial Maximum (18 kyr BP) was 
modelled. At times of rapid sea level rise, the long residence time leads to stronger 
stratification and reduced circulation in the basin, providing a possible mechanism for 
the formation of sapropel Si. 
Finally the effect of mixing in the hydraulic jump between the Mediterranean and the 
Strait of Gibraltar is included in the model. The entrainment of inflowing water into the 
outflow reduces the effective exchange between Atlantic and Mediterranean, and the 
system develops multiple equilibria. After a comparatively short perturbation (e. g. 
a 20% larger evaporation for 10 years), the system can move from the stable, well-
ventilated state to an almost stagnant meta-stable state which persists for centuries 
before the well-ventilated state is reestablished. Under different conditions, oscillating 
behaviour between the two states is found. This mechanism is also found in GCM 
experiments, although its relevance for realistic situations remains unclear. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Although the ocean plays a crucial role in controlling climatic variations on time scales 
of months to centuries, we still know very little about the variability of ocean circulation 
due to internal dynamics and external forcing. The (Eurafrican) Mediterranean Sea 
(figure 1.1) can serve as a laboratory in which we can develop our understanding of 
ocean dynamics, as it shows many of the important physical processes that occur in 
the global ocean, like a thermohaline circulation with deep and intermediate water 
formation and passage through straits. Its topography with several sub-basins and 
different water formation sites makes it in principle possible that the circulation shows 
complex dynamical behaviour. Indeed, the geological record shows drastic changes in 
the circulation in the past, and recent observations also hint to changing conditions at 
present. 
Beside being a test basin for the global ocean, the Mediterranean is of great impor-
tance as a regional climate factor. Furthermore, the saline outflow from the Mediter-
ranean Sea forms an important water mass in the North Atlantic - the Mediterranean 
Overflow Water (MOW) or the Eurasian Mediterranean Water (EMW) - that may 
interact with the global thermohaline circulation and therefore may play an important 
role in the global climate system. 
Therefore, a good understanding of the fundamental behaviour of the Mediterranean 
Sea is of great interest, both for the climate history of the Mediterranean region and 
the stability of the global thermohaline circulation. This study aims to clarify some of 
the basic mechanisms that govern the Mediterranean. 
1 
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Figure 1.1: The Eurafrican Mediterranean Sea and its sub-basins (from Tomczak and 
Godfrey 1994) 
The Mediterranean Sea is a marginal basin to the World Ocean that is connected 
to the Atlantic only through the narrow and shallow Strait of Gibraltar. Its area is 
approximately 2.4 x 1012  km2 , and its average depth is 1500 m. It may be roughly 
divided by the Straits. of Sicily and Messina into the Western Mediterranean with 
depths down to 3200m in the Tyrrhenian Sea, and the Eastern Mediterranean, with 
its deepest point being a narrow trench off the Coast of Greece at 5100 m, and large 
parts of the Ionian Sea between 3000 m and 4200 m (Tomczak and Godfrey 1994). 
Situated in a predominantly arid area, it has a freshwater deficit, as evaporative 
losses are not balanced by precipitation and river runoff. Modern estimates of the net 
evaporation E - P (where P includes both precipitation and river runoff) range from 
from 50cm/year to 100 cm/year averaged over the whole basin (Bryden and Kinder 
1991, Bethoux 1979). However, in some sub-basins there is considerable inflow of 
freshwater from humid regions, e. g. through the Nile and Po rivers as well as the 
Black Sea and the Dardanelles Strait. In this thesis, generally a value of 75 cm/year 
is used. The heat budget is also negative with a net heat loss to the atmosphere of 
approximately 7W/m 2 averaged over the basin. 
Typical for a marginal sea under arid conditions, the main overall circulation is a 
thermohaline anti-estuarine or lagoonal circulation (see figure 1.2), with comparatively 
fresh water of approximately 36 psu flowing in at the surface through the Strait of 
Gibraltar, and saltier (ca. 38 psu) intermediate and deep water flowing out at greater 




Figure 1.2: The Mediterranean shows an anti-estuarine or lagoonal thermohaline cir-
culation, in which inflowing surface water is transformed into intermediate and deep 
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Figure 1.3: Observed salinity along the Strait of Gibraltar, showing the outflow of 
denser Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) (from Baringer and Price 1997). 
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depth, so that the Strait of Gibraltar shows a 2-layer exchange (1.3). The outfiowing 
water sinks to approximately 1000m in the Atlantic, where it forms a distinct water 
mass, the so-called Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) or Eurasian Mediterranean 
Water (EMW) (Tomczak and Godfrey 1994). 
The amount of MOW may have significant effects on the circulation in the North 
Atlantic and the global circulation. The inflow of highly saline water into the North 
Atlantic makes the North Atlantic saltier than the Pacific and facilitates the formation 
of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) in the Norwegian Sea, which is a driving force 
of the global thermohaline circulation (Reid 1979). On the other hand, it has been 
suggested that an increase in the Mediterranean outflow due to the damming of river 
systems and global warming may lead to a stronger stratification in the North Atlantic, 
inhibiting the deep water formation in the Norwegian Sea and thus leading to a collapse 
in the global thermohaline circulation, but this is still very controversial' (Rahmstorf 
1998). 
Inside the basin, intermediate water is predominantly formed during winter in the 
Levantine Sea and therefore called Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW). In the Adri-
atic or Aegean Sea, deep water is formed and fills the Eastern Mediterranean as East-
ern Mediterranean Deep Water (EMDW), while Western Mediterranean Deep Water 
(WMDW) is predominantly formed in the Gulf of Lyons. 
The Strait of Gibraltar, being the only significant connection to the world ocean, 
plays an important role in determining the water properties of the Mediterranean. The 
Strait of Gibraltar (see figure 1.4) has a narrows of 12 km at Tarifa, and a shallow sill - 
the Camarinal Sill - with a depth of 284 m further to the west. Its limited size restricts 
the water exchange with the global ocean, making the Mediterranean saltier than the 
global ocean. On the other hand, in the long term, the water, salt and heat transports 
through the strait also have to balance the equivalent air-sea-fluxes over the basin. 
It has been noted decades ago by Stommel and Farmer (1953) that these constraints 
allow a minimal salinity difference between inflow and outflow to be calculated for the 
steady state. In other words, the water properties of the Mediterranean can be said to 
'Nonetheless, this prospect has prompted Johnson (1997) to suggest somewhat provocatively to 
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Figure 1.4: Bathymetry of the Strait of Gibraltar (from Garrett et al. 1990) 
be controlled by the Strait, as the actual salinity difference must be larger than this 
minimum. 
Therefore, the dynamics of sea straits with a 2-layer exchange (figure 1.5) has 
received some attention, and the fluid dynamics of systems of this type has been in-
vestigated by many researchers (see chapter 2 for details). These studies allow the 
calculation of the transport in the two layers as a function of the boundary conditions 
in the connected reservoirs, and confirm that - for a given density difference between 
the layers and a net transport specified by the evaporation over the basin - there is 
maximal possible exchange transport through the strait. These fluid dynamical studies 
have generally focussed on the strait, and regarded the basin primarily as a reservoir 
which determines the boundary conditions for the strait dynamics. 
However, while budget studies see the strait as controlling the basin, and fluid 
dynamical studies assume that the basin only determines the boundary conditions of 
the strait dynamics, little attention has been directed to the fact that there is a feedback 
between the strait and the basin, which may lead to interesting dynamical behaviour. 
In particular, the budget considerations are only valid in the steady state, but are 
unable to predict transitional states. 
This thesis therefore tries to focus on the feedback between the strait dynamics and 
6 
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Figure 1.5: Two layer exchange. 
the basin properties. For most of this study, a box model of the Mediterranean was used. 
This model was given the name HYCOBOX and reflects the basic feedback through 
its combination of a hydraulically controlled strait with a simple 3-box representation 
of the Mediterranean basin. Although other researchers, e. g. Tziperman and Speer 
(1994), have used box models with an unresponsive strait, this is - to the best of our 
knowledge - the first model that couples a box model to a strait with full hydraulics 
that allows both maximal and submaximal situations. The model does not impose any 
budget constraints on the system other than the fundamental conservation laws, and 
the volume of all boxes and the sea surface are allowed to change freely. 
Simple models like HYCOBOX can complement the use of more detailed General 
Circulation Models (GCMs). In particular, while primitive equation GCMs are very 
good at reproducing observations in detail, they cannot easily be used to develop a 
physical understanding of the relevant processes. Simpler box models, on the other 
hand, specifically focus on a few physical mechanisms and can therefore be used to 
investigate their relevance for the system and their qualitative behaviour. Thus simpler 
models are appropriate tools for understanding both the observations and GCM results. 
Simpler models are also particularly useful for the investigation of past climatic 
conditions, where observational data are less abundant, and more competing scenarios 
ej 
are possible. Simple box models have the advantage of being able to simulate several 
thousands of years in only a few minutes computing time, so that it is possible to scan 
a large number of different scenarios and filter out inconsistent scenarios, while GCMs 
are so computationally expensive that such experiments would not be feasible with 
GCM runs. 
Although all calculations in this study were performed with Mediterranean values, 
the results are qualitatively applicable to any basin-strait-system with an anti-estuarine 
circulation and a 2-layer exchange at the strait. Furthermore, it is hoped that enough 
information about numerical scaling arguments is given to enable readers to apply the 
results quantitatively to other sea straits. 
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 summarises hydraulic control 
theory, i. e. the fluid dynamics of straits, and introduces and defines all the necessary 
quantities. Chapter 3 describes the design details of the HYCOBOX model. A par-
ticular problem for the model is the parameterisation of the water formation rate, for 
which no established method exists. Therefore, a number of different water formation 
parameterisations are implemented, so that their behaviour can be compared. Chap-
ter 4 discusses the main feedback mechanisms that act in the strait-basin-system, and 
calculates the relevant timescales. 
Chapter 5 uses a set of 24 HYCOBOX experiments to address the question of 
how the system reacts to changing air-sea-fluxes, a question relevant both for recently 
observed changes and for transitions from earlier climate regimes at the end of the 
pleistocene. For the steady state, a simple but useful equation, the SQE-equation, is 
derived that links the changes in salinity (S) and strait transport (q) to changes in 
net evaporation (E - P). While the steady state changes in an easily predictable way, 
the transitional states can develop complex behaviour. An important result of the 
experiments is the fact that relatively small changes in air-sea-fluxes may not only lead 
to a simple shift of the steady state, but push the system into a transitional phase for 
several centuries during which the circulation is significantly different from both the 
initial and the final steady state. 
As a case study, the transition from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) 18000 years 
ago to the present day is investigated in chapter 6. Of particular interest is a time 
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in the early holocene (9600 - 6400 BP ) 2 , during which the presence of sapropels, i. e. 
dark carbon rich sediments, may indicate a collapse in the Mediterranean circulation. 
HYCOBOX is used to investigate possible mechanisms. The opening of the Black Sea 
may have lead to an additional input of fresh water and thus increased the stratification 
- and at least in one scenario the transitional effects discussed in the previous chapter 
are again relevant -, but the timing of the event is not without problems. Therefore, a 
new mechanism is also proposed, which has - to the best of our knowledge - not received 
attention before: During times of rapid sea level rise, the inflow of fresher Atlantic 
water increased, whereas the salinity in the basin may have considerably lagged behind, 
leading to a stronger stratification in the basin. The size of this effect is estimated and 
shown to be of similar importance to the Black Sea opening - with the added advantage 
that the sapropels date to a period after an important meltwater peak, but possibly 
before the opening of the Black Sea. 
The subsequent chapter 7 introduces a speculative idea into the feedback system. 
When the exchange in the strait is maximal, the connection to the basin is not smooth, 
but a hydraulic jump (or smoother hydraulic transition) occurs. As this is a turbulent 
process, we introduce the idea that the hydraulic jump leads to entrainment of infiowing 
water into the outflow, thus reducing the effective net exchange with the basin. This 
modification introduces an additional feedback mechanism into the system. The system 
now develops multiple states or even oscillatory behaviour. By a comparatively small 
event, e. g. an increase in evaporation by 20% for 10 years, the system can jump into 
a meta-stable state that persists for times of the order of centuries before decaying 
back into the original state. While this is an intriguing idea, its validity can only 
be established with future laboratory experiments or observations, but it is argued 
that similar mechanisms do occur in GCM experiments and should therefore be taken 
seriously. 
Finally, chapter 8 leaves the Mediterranean Sea and provides an insight into the 
Red Sea. The Red Sea system is not unlike the Mediterranean, with an evaporative 
basin connected to the Gulf of Aden by the shallow Strait of Bab al Mandab. However, 
while the circulation is simply anti-estuarine in winter, in summer the monsoon leads 
2 BP: radiocarbon age before present, see chapter 6. 
9 
to upwelling of Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water (GAIW), which forms a third layer 
in the strait, and at the same time the surface flow reverses direction. Therefore, the 
HYCOBOX model has to be modified considerably to accommodate the switch between 
a 2-layer and a three-layer exchange. In this chapter, the theory of three layer exchange 
is outlined, and previous work by Smeed (2000) supplemented by the consideration of 
a free surface, a necessary requirement if a box model similar to the Mediterranean 
HYCOBOX is to be built. Unfortunately, the actual implementation of the full model 
is at present only a promising outlook to the future. 
Chapter 2 
Hydraulic control theory 
Overall, the Mediterranean shows an anti-estuarine circulation with comparatively fresh 
Atlantic surface water entering through the Strait of Gibraltar, which is then converted 
into more saline intermediate and deep water inside the Mediterranean, and subse-
quently flows out through the Strait of Gibraltar. The Strait of Gibraltar therefore 
essentially exhibits a 2-layer exchange flow. 
This chapter describes the basic features of a nonrotating, frictionless exchange 
flow with two uniform layers and develops the mathematical framework necessary for 
the model used in this study. Although the basin determines the boundary conditions 
for the strait dynamics, the discussion of the feedback between strait and basin will 
be kept separate and will be dealt with in the following chapters. The chapter starts 
with a short qualitative overview of the physical properties of a 2-layer exchange in sea 
straits. Following a summary of previous work on 2-layer exchange, the mathematical 
framework is then developed and the main features of the solution discussed. While the 
description of 2-layer systems is an interesting mathematical problem in its own right, 
it is also important to establish whether the nonrotating, frictionless 2-layer description 
is an appropriate approximation to the actual exchange in sea straits like the Strait of 
Gibraltar. The last sections of this chapter therefore discuss the influence of friction 
and rotation and try to summarise observational studies in the Strait of Gibraltar. 
11 
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2.1 Qualitative features of a 2-layer exchange flows 
Before describing the mathematical framework for 2-layer exchange flows, it is useful to 
list the relevant physical mechanisms in the strait. We assume a situation in which the 
strait connects two basins which are stratified with a layer of less dense water overlying 
a layer of denser water. Both layers are assumed to be of uniform density with no 
friction at the interface, and rotational effects in the strait are neglected'. The strait 
is characterised by a sill and/or narrows which restrict the exchange between the two 
basins. Such a point is called a (geometric) control. The flow in the strait is driven by 
the difference in sea level and interface depth between the basins, so that the flow rates 
are determined by the available potential energy in the basin and the kinetic energy of 
the flow in the strait. Therefore the following factors have to be taken into account: 
Strait geometry: In general, a smaller cross-section will reduce the flow. However, 
the precise relation between all aspects of strait geometry and flow is a nontrivial 
problem. 
Sea level and interface depth: These factors play a double role: 
The differences in sea surface height and interface depth between basin and 
Atlantic determine the available potential energy. 
Sea level and interface depth in the adjacent basins determine the layer 
thicknesses in the strait. The thickness of each layer in the strait, i. e. the 
cross-section of each layer, then determines the kinetic energy for the flows. 
Obviously this factor means that for both very high and very low interface 
depth the exchange will be low, so that the maximal exchange will be reached 
for some intermediate interface depth. 
Density difference: The available potential energy increases with the density differ-
ence between the two layers, therefore a higher density difference will lead to 
stronger exchange flow. 
'Whether these simplifications are appropriate for the Strait of Gibraltar will be discussed in section 
2.5. 
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These considerations are the basis for hydraulic control theory, whose mathematical 
framework and detailed results are outlined below. For the convenience of the reader, 
all symbols that are used in the text are also listed and explained alphabetically in 
appendix A. 
2.2 A very short history of hydraulic control 
Hydraulic control has been used in a number of studies as a simple means of estimating 
water properties in different systems. One of the earliest studies is Stommel's and 
Farmer's work on the processes that determine the salinity of an estuary (Stommel and 
Farmer 1953). For a basin with anti-estuarine circulation, Bryden and Stommel (1984) 
used a strait with rectangular cross-section of width W3 with a sill of depth D and 
combined the dynamic equations in the strait with budget considerations for the basin 
to calculate constraints on the properties of Mediterranean water. They suggested that 
	
for a negligible net transport Q = q + q 	0 (where qi > 0 and q2 < 0 are the 
transports in the upper and lower layer respectively) 	the total transport q = qi - 
reaches a maximum when the interface between the layers h13 is at half sill depth 
h18 = 0.5D 
	
(2.1) 
q = 0.5./75DW 3 	 (2.2) 
where g' is the reduced gravity. 
Assuming that the salt budget is balanced, this maximal exchange can only be 
reached when the salinity difference S2 - Si between inflowing and outfiowing water is 
at its minimum of 
S2 - Si = Si !' _
P2 	(E - P)2 	 (2.3) V g/3S1 WD 3 
for a given excess evaporation (E - P). The factor fi is 	from the equation of state as 
of seawater. This minimal salinity difference will be reached if the mixing in the basin 
is sufficiently strong (the so called overmixing solution). If mixing is too weak, a bigger 
salinity difference can be realised, and the interface between inflowing and outfiowing 
layer will also be lower than for the maximal solution. 
A number of studies used these results to estimate, for example, the depth of the 
interface in the basin (Rohling 1991b,a, Rohling and Hilgen 1991, Rohling and Bryden 
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1994) or - for the Bosphorus as the controlling strait - the timescale of the flushing 
of the Black Sea during the sea level rise after the last deglaciation (Lane-Serif et al. 
1997, see also chapter 6). 
More detailed fluid dynamical studies of two layer exchange (Armi 1986, Armi and 
Farmer 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, Farmer 1981, Farmer and Armi 1986, 1988, Farmer and 
Denton 1985) and in particular by Daiziel (1991) showed, however, that the solution 
(2.1, 2.2, 2.3) with an interface at half the sill depth is not realisable because it cannot 
continuously be connected to the interface away from the sill (see the discussion below 
in section 2.4). Therefore the maximally realisable flow has an interface below half sill 
depth, and the transport is reduced accordingly. For a rectangular channel of constant 
width, negligible net transport and infinite depth of the basin this maximally realisable 
flow is given by (Bryden and Kinder 1991) 
h13 = 0.62544D 
	
(2.4) 
q = 0.416/DW 3 	 (2.5) 
i. e., the total flow is about 20% lower than for the calculation based on an interface at 
half sill depth (2.2), and accordingly the minimal salinity difference between inflowing 
and outfiowing water is larger. Further work on systems with more than one geometric 
control, e.g with separate sill and narrows (Dalziel 1991, Bormans and Garrett 1989b), 




where the constant of proportionality depends on the geometry of the system. For net 
transport Q > 0 the maximal realisable flow cannot be derived in closed form but has 
to be calculated numerically. 
2.3 The Hydraulic functional 
The most versatile mathematical description of stratified flows is the functional ap-
proach, in which a hydraulic functional is defined from which the features of the flow can 
be derived. This functional method was first introduced by Gill (1977) for single layer 
flows and later applied by Dalziel (1991, 1992) to 2-layer flows, and by Smeed (2000) to 
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3-layer systems. These studies have assumed rectangular channel cross-sections, except 
for Daiziel (1992) who applied the formalism to parabolic (and, as a limiting case, tri-
angular) cross-sections 2 . Here we derive the equations for more general cross-sections. 
Although the formalism may seem unnecessarily abstract for the purpose of the 2-layer 
model described in this work (chapter 3), it can immediately and easily be applied to 
the more complicated 3-layer case (chapter 8). 
In the functional approach in its abstract form, one uses the kinematic equations for 
constructing a functional J(wi (x),... , w (x), Q, q, G; h1 (x)) which embodies a relevant 
conservation law, e. g. the conservation of energy. The variables w i (x),.. . , w" (x) are 
parameters representing the geometry along the channel, Q is the net exchange, q is the 
total transport, and h1 x is the depth of the interface between the layers. The physical 
significance of the constant G depends on the actual representation of J; for the explicit 
representation constructed below, it is the difference in Bernoulli potential across the 
interface. 
The hydraulic functional is defined such as to satisfy 
J(w1 (x),...,w,Q,q,G; h i ) = O 	 (2.7) 
for any allowed configuration. For a given system, J is not uniquely defined. For 
regions without a hydraulic jump or sharp geometric features, J can be assumed to be 
continuous in all arguments. 
The main purpose of (2.7) is that now the interface depth h 1 (x) is defined as an 
implicit function of Wi (x),... , w, (x), Q, q and C. To symbolise the special significance 
of the variable h, (x), it is separated by semicolon rather than a comma in (2.7). In gen-
eral, J(.; h 1 ) is not a one-to-one functional of hi (x), so that there are several functions 
h 1 (x) for which (2.7) is satisfied. Points at which different branches of h1 (x) meet are 
called control points. The different branches of h 1 meet where J has a zero of higher 
order, i. e. 
J=O 	and 	
oh1 
--=O 	 (2.8) 
2 Bryden and Kinder (1991) have also calculated results for a triangular cross-section using different 
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Figure 2.1: Definition sketch of the relevant variables. The different views are: side 
view (bottom right), top view (top right) and cross section at the sill (left). 
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After this abstract introduction of the hydraulic functional, an explicit form has to 
be constructed from the dynamic equations in the strait. In the following, rotational 
and frictional effects are neglected. We consider a channel of varying cross section, 
using coordinates x for the alongchannel coordinate and z as the vertical coordinate, 
measured from a reference level downwards (see figure 2.1). The total depth is given 
by d(x), and the shallowest section in the channel is a sill of depth D. The thickness 
of each layer is denoted by h1 (x) and h2(4  where the subscript 1 refers to the top 
layer, and 2 to the bottom layer. Then h1,, is the thickness of the upper layer inside the 
Mediterranean basin (point b in figure 2.1), hl,, is the thickness towards the Atlantic 
(point a), and h1 the thickness at the shallowest point above the sill (point s). The 
sea surface depression is given by h0 and is measured downwards relative to a fixed 
reference level, usually the average sea level in the Atlantic. 
At the sill, we also define the cross-sectional area of each layer as a 2 (see the left 





For any particular geometry, there is a one-to-one mapping between the a 2 and the h2 , 
so that a 2 = a2 (h0 3 , h 13 , h2 ). In the case of a rectangular cross-section, the relation is 
simply 
a2 = W3 •h2 	for i=0...2 	 (2.10) 
atot = W3 •D 	 (2.11) 
while for triangular cross-section 
h0 
ao = Lw.ho .(2___) 
(tj = (2.12) 
= 	W . h 	 (2.13) 
atot = 	W3 D 	 (2.14) 
The velocities for each layer are 11 1 (x) and iZ2 (x), the respective transports qi  and 
q, with positive values denoting inflow into the basin, so that q2 < 0. Furthermore, 
we define the total transport q =q,- q2 and the net exchange Q = qi + q. 
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variable symbol dimensionalisation c(.) for S2 = 37... 38.5 
horizontal coord. x = c(x) 	Jc c(x) := W 1.2 x 104 m 
vertical coord. z = c(z) 	i c(z) := D 284 in 
time t= c(t). c(t) := 8.29...5.26 x 103 s 
cross-section a = c(a) 	& c(a) := D W 3.4 x 106  m2 
time t=c(t) . c(t) := 
VID 
8.29...5.26 x 103 s 
velocity U = c(u) . ft c(u) := 1.45. . . 2.28 rn/s 
pressure p2 = c(p2 ) 	j, c(p2 ) := p2 Dg' 2.15.. . 5.34kPa 
density p2 = c(pi) . p2 c(p2 ) : 	P1P2 1026.4 ... 1027.Okg/rn3 
flow rate q2 = c(q) 	qj c(q) := WD./)J 4.94.. . 7.78 x 106  m3 /s 
Table 2.1: Dimensionalisation of variables. The typical values for the dimensional-
isation represent realistic values for Gibraltar for S1 = 36 and S2 = 37 and 38.5 
respectively. g' := g - 2(p2-p1)  is the reduced gravity (g' = 7.32... 18.3 x 10 3 rn/s2 for 
S2=37...38.5). 
The momentum and continuity equations for each layer are 
+ ('i12 . 	
= - ( - 
gz) 	 (2.15) 
(2.16) 
at 
The following derivation can be simplified by replacing all quantities h2 , u2 , p2 and 
j by appropriately nondimensionalised quantities h2 etc. (see table 2.1). For simplicity 
we will omit the tilde and continue to use the same symbols, except when confusion 
with the dimensional variables is possible. 
In the Boussinesq approximation (P2 - p1 <<pi), the momentum equation becomes 





at 	 (Pi P2P1 
If rotational effects are neglected, the flow can be assumed to be mainly along the 
channel, so that the y and z components of (2.17) can be ignored. Integration yields 
Bernoulli's equation in the form 
B— 	
1 2 p 	AZ
2. +j 	 (2.18) at 2 p P2—P1 
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in which is defined by gi  = t(Dj. We will assume a steady state, for which the time 
derivative vanishes. Using the Boussinesq approximation = - again, the difference 
in Bernoulli potentials at the depth of the interface h0 + h1 is given by 
AB := Bi (z = h0 + h1) - B2(z = h0 + hi) = 	- 	+ (hi + ho) 	(2.19) 
In order to construct a hydraulic functional from this statement of conservation of 
the difference in Bernoulli potentials (2.19), the continuity equation has to be used to 
express the layer velocities in terms of flow rates and geometric quantities 
qi 
Ui = - 
al 
q2 	q2 
U2 = - 
a2 atot — al — ao 
which leads to the definition of the hydraulic functional as 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
J(qi ,q2, AB; ho +hi) 




- a2(hj))) ] - (hi + ho) 
(2.22) 
For a rectangular cross-section, the functions a(h2 ) are known ((2.10), note that D = 
W8 = 1 in the nondimensional form), and the hydraulic functional simplifies to 





2 - ( 	
2
- 
	(1— h1 - h0)) ] - (
h 1 + ho) 	(2.23) 
In order to make the functional well defined, we have to assume the rigid lid approx-
imation, in which ho(s) and ao are assumed to be known 3 . For this choice of J the 
composite Froude number is given by 4 
(2.24) 
oh1 	\a1 	a2 J Ohi 	
( ,i12 
ai 	a 
3Note however, that the results remain valid for a free surface, as varying sea surface heights may 
be interpreted as varying pressure in (2.15). For the more algebraically-minded, if one uses a functional 
on a two dimensional domain with interface depth and free surface height as the two independent 
dimensions (similar to the procedure used in the 3-layer case, section 8), it can be shown - with some 
algebraic effort - that the resulting Froude number condition is (2.24) plus a term with a factor of g'/g, 
i. e. negligibly small. 
4 Note that 	= 0 if h0 = const by (2.9). 041 	Oh1 
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and for the rectangular cross-section (Dalziel 1991) 
aj 	il 2 	22 	U2 u 
F2 = 1 + 	= -- + -- = 
9h1 	h1 
	
12 	g'hi + 
	 ( 2.25)
9 1h2 
This links the functional approach to the Froude number formalism (Armi and 
Farmer 1986, Armi 1986, Armi and Farmer 1987, Farmer and Armi 1986) and shows 
that control sections (defined as transitions from one sheet of h 1 to another, i. e. 
= 0) correspond to critical conditions with F2 = 1. ahl 
The hydraulic functional (2.23) is cubic in h 1 and therefore can have one, two or 
three roots. In the case of three roots, the highest and lowest have > 0, i. e. F2 > 1, 
and therefore represent supercritical flow, whereas the other root is subcritical (F2 < 1). 
At a control point two roots coincide, leaving one critical and one supercritical solution. 
If J has only one root, this represents a supercritical solution. 
2.4 The solution for 2-layer exchange 
Finding the interface depth hi (x) from (2.22) is in general a nontrivial problem that 
can only be tackled numerically. In this section we discuss some of the main features 
of the solution using the mathematically simpler case of the rectangular cross-section 
with D = 1 and W3  = 1. For other cross-sections, the qualitative behaviour is similar, 
but numerical values are different. Different cross-sections are compared in the section 
3.5 below. 
To get the solution h1 (x) along the channel, one has to start with the interface 
depth at the control point, where F2 = 1. For a given net exchange Q the flow rates 
qi and q2 = Q - q can then be obtained from the simple quadratic Froude number 
equation (2.25). Under the simplifying assumption of no net exchange q? = q and 
h0 <<h1, one finds 
1 
q? = ' L'3 + ( 1 '3 	 (2.26) 
	
(h1) 	ii7) 
This function is plotted in figure 2.2. 
Using the flow rates, one can then calculate LB at the control section, which makes 
it possible to calculate the roots of J as functions along the channel and connect them 
continuously. The result for a channel of depth d(x) = 1 + x2 and constant width 
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hil 
Figure 2.2: The flow rate 41 as a function of the interface depth in the strait h19 for 
Q << q. The dashed curve represents solutions at the control point that cannot be 
matched through to the basin. The right axis shows the salinity difference for which 
the salt budget is balanced, if Q balances an excess evaporation of E - P = 100 cm/year 
over the whole basin. 
Figure 2.3: The interface depth along the channel d(x) = 1 + x2 for a net exchange of 
Q = 0. The thick line represents the interface for maximal exchange, thin lines mean 
submaximal exchange. Supercritical flow is shown with solid lines, subcritical flow is 
dashed. Note that for interfaces higher than the maximal exchange the flow cannot be 
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0 	 j.max 	0.5 'lb 
hlb 
Figure 2.4: The flow 41  as a function of the interface depth in the basin hlb for Q <<q. 
Note that for interfaces higher than h 	the exchange is maximal (dashed line). 
W = 1 is shown in figure 2.3. From these results, a relation between the flow rate and 
the interface in the basin hlb can be obtained. This is plotted in figure 2.4. 
From (2.26) and figure 2.2 one might assume that maximal exchange occurs at 
h15 = 0.5 with qi = 0.25. However, this solution is not realisable. From (2.23) the 
difference in Bernoulli potentials for this solution has to be LB = 0.5. But at the 
entrance to the strait, where h2  - oo, the hydraulic functional (2.23) leads to 
= 	+ hb 	 (2.27) 
lb 
which has an absolute minimum given by 
1 = 	 (2.28) 
hi 
For qi = 0.25, LB at has an absolute minimum at hib = (qi)"3 0.40 with LIB = 
0.59 > 0.5. Therefore the solution with h13 = 0.5 and LB = 0.5 cannot be connected 
continuously to the basin. The physical reason for this problem is that, as d increases, 
the contribution of the lower layer to the kinetic energy in (2.23) decreases. To balance 
this, h1  must decrease. This, however, increases the kinetic energy of the upper layer. 
For a sufficiently shallow interface, a balance can no longer be reached. 
Therefore there is minimum interface depth at the control somewhat below half sill 
depth, denoted by h r", for which the flow can be connected to the upstream basin, 
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where the interface is at hx.  For shallower interfaces, there is no continuous solution lb 
between sill and basin (see also figure 2.2). As this solution has a higher transport 
than solutions with deeper interface, it is called the maximal solution. 
The maximal solution can be found from the following considerations. As noted 
above, the Bernoulli potential at the entrance to the strait has a minimum with AB > 0. 
On the other hand, from (2.23) and 2.26), the Bernoulli potential at the sill is a mono-
tonically increasing function with lim110 LIB = 0 and limh 13 1 LIB = 1. Therefore, 
the problem of finding the maximal solution is equivalent to finding the minimum of 
B at the strait entrance. In general, this can only be calculated iteratively. Daiziel 
(1991) describes a solution process. For a simple sill in a channel of constant width 
and infinite depth towards the basin, with no net exchange Q = 0, the interface at 
the control point for maximal exchange is h = 0.62544 (see also (2.4)). An itera-
tion method for the general geometry and non-negligible net transport Q 0 0 is also 
described below in section 3.1. 
For the minimum of LB at the strait entrance, the condition 2.28 holds. As this is 
equivalent to a Froude number condition F2 = 1, this proves that the maximal exchange 
has a second, so-called virtual control. By the same argument, solutions away from the 
maximal solution, i. e. solutions for which the interface is deeper, do not have a second, 
virtual control. 
The system therefore shows two qualitatively different regimes, and the interface 
depth in the basin determines the nature of the flow: 
Submaximal flow: If the interface in the basin is lower than the maximal solution, 
i. e. hlb > h, then only submaximal exchange can be realised, with the ex-lb 
change flow determined by the interface depth in the basin. The flow is subcritical 
between the basin and the control point at the sill and supercritical towards the 
Atlantic, where a hydraulic jump will occur. This solution with only one control 
is called a partially controlled solution. 
Maximal flow: If the hib then maximal exchange will occur. The maximal lb 
5There are also solutions with shallower interface. But as these solutions require the interface in the 
Atlantic to be approximately as shallow as in the basin, this case will not be considered further. The 
flow in this case is subcritical everywhere, and the solution is called uncontrolled (Dalziel 1991) 
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solution has two control points, one at the geometric contraction of the sill, and 
a second, virtual control towards the basin, whose position is usually not at 
some geometric characteristics of the channel 6 . Between these controls the flow is 
subcritical, outside it is supercritical with the wave velocity pointing away from 
the controls. 
As disturbances can only travel away from the strait, disturbances in the basins 
will not influence the strait. In this sense this solution with two control sections 
is said to be fully controlled. The interface in the basin will be connected to the 
interface in the strait through a hydraulic jump (or smoother non-conservative 
transition), so that the interface at the mouth of the strait will be ib 
For a rectangular strait, the critical interface depth at which the switchover between 
the two regimes takes place is 	= 0.355D, with a nondimensional transport of lb 
q = 	+ 1421 = 0.416. It is important to note, however, that the actual value of the 
maximal exchange flow still depends on the density difference and will increase with 
the density difference, as q oc v 5 p1 from (2.5). Therefore, if the density in the basin 
is allowed to change freely, there is no upper limit to the total transport, and the term 
"maximal" should be understood to refer to the nondimensional transports, but not to 
the actual dimensional transports. 
2.5 Complicating effects and comparison with observa-
tions 
These calculations are based on the assumptions that effects of rotation and friction can 
be neglected, and that the two layers are uniform. While these assumptions simplify the 
mathematics considerably, it is necessary to establish whether they lead to reasonable 
results when applied to realistic situations. This section therefore is an attempt to 
justify each of these assumptions for the case of the Strait of Gibraltar. 
To consider the effects of rotation we note that the Rossby radius of deformation 
is approximately 16 km so that rotational effects are not expected to be very relevant. 
6A more general case of several geometric controls, like a sill and a narrows at different points is 
not considered here. 
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Based on more detailed experimental and theoretical studies, Whitehead et al. (1974), 
Whitehead (1989) suggested that straits with two layer exchange flows can be in either 
of two regimes. For a low-rotation regime, the flow rates are given by (2.5). However, 
the interface is not horizontal across the channel, but slopes downwards from south to 
north. Whitehead's high-rotation regime sets in when - in a rectangular channel - the 
interface slopes so strongly that it intersects the bottom and surface rather than the 
sides of the channel. The low rotation regime is appropriate when the channel width 
W < W0, where the parameter Wo is given by 
2 
	 (2.29) 
For the Strait of Gibraltar, using the values given in table 2. 1, Wo 	10 - 12 km 
(depending on the density difference between the layers). As the Strait of Gibraltar 
is 15 km wide at the Tarifa Narrows and 25 km at the Camarinal Sill, it is possible 
that rotational effects are relevant. However, as the strait has a roughly triangular 
cross-section, the channel is considerably narrower at the depth of the interface, so 
Whitehead's results for the rectangular cross-section may be misleading. Bormans and 
Garrett (1989a) compare results from the theory for rotating hydraulics (Gill 1977) with 
the non-rotating case and find that the non-rotating theory is appropriate for the Strait 
of Gibraltar. Thorpe and Bigg (1998) also investigated this problem and found that the 
results from a GCM study for Gibraltar are consistent with the low-rotation regime. 
Furthermore, observations (reviewed in Garrett et al. (1990)) show that the slope of 
the interface is shallower than would be expected for Whitehead's high-rotation regime. 
Therefore the evidence seems to indicate that the non-rotating theory is sufficient for 
the Strait of Gibraltar and can be used in this study, while possible benefits of a more 
complicated rotational theory are dubious. 
Friction has several effects. Firstly, the transports through the straits are reduced, 
as not all the available potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. Secondly, 
bottom friction and friction at the interface lead to non-uniform velocity distribution, 
so that the assumption of two uniform layers has to be challenged. Thirdly, friction 
at the interface can also lead to mixing, which again has implications for the 2-layer 
approximation. Several studies have addressed the effect of friction. Assaf and Hecht 
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(1974) used a two layer model with interfacial and bottom friction and found that 
the best fit to observational data is achieved with a friction coefficients 7 of the order of 
kinteriace = 10 and kbottom = 10- 2 , but they also note that the calculated bottom fric-
tion coefficient is an order of magnitude larger than most direct measurements suggest. 
Pratt (1986) showed that - for a realistic bottom friction coefficient of kbottom = 10 3 
- the friction term is approximately 10% of the acceleration term in the equations of 
motion. Bormans and Garrett (1989b) suggest that a bottom friction coefficient of 
kbottom = 3.0 x 10 is the best fit to observations, and that this will reduce the flow 
rates by 30% compared to the frictionless theory. 
While these studies still assume 2-layer systems with uniform layers, observational 
data presented by Wesson and Gregg (1994) indicate that there is considerable mix-
ing at the interface, and that a three-layer model with a nonuniform interface layer of 
considerable thickness and intermediate density is more appropriate. Figure 2.5 show 
typical observed profiles of the water properties in the Strait (Baringer and Price 1997, 
Bray et al. 1995). The salinity profile taken at the Camarinal Sill shows the 2-layer 
system, with a constant salinity of approximately 38 psu below 120 m, and a constant 
salinity of approximately 36 psu above 80 m. The two layers are separated by an inter-
face layer with a salinity gradient due to shear and mixing between in- and outflow. 
This interface layer has a thickness of 20 - 40 m and is centred at a depth of approxi-
mately 100 m in spring and 80 m in autumn. However, given that the sheared interface 
layer is thin compared to the total depth of the Strait (284m), most of the in- and out-
flow occurs in uniform layers above and below the interface. The temperature shows a 
similar layering, but it is also strongly affected by seasonal changes in the upper layer, 
with a seasonal thermocline developing in summer. 
Both theoretical and observational studies therefore indicate that the 2-layer model 
is a reasonable approximation, but that it is necessary to include friction in a third, 
sheared layer if one is interested in realistic values for the exchange. However, the 
aim of this study is not to provide precise numerical predictions, but to study the 
relevant mechanisms and processes in the strait. Therefore it seems justified to neglect 
'The friction coefficients are nondimensional factors in a friction term kbottom 
2 
+ kinter  face 
2 
 that 
is to be added to the momentum equation 2.15. 
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Figure 2.5: Top: Observed salinity along the strait (from Baringer and Price 1997). 
Bottom: Typical profiles of salinity, temperature and density from a station near the 
Camarinal Sill in spring and autumn (from Bray et al. 1995). 
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friction at this point and accept the numerical error of 10-30% introduced through this 
simplification. 
The problem of mixing in the strait, and in particular in the hydraulic jump between 
the strait and the Mediterranean basin will be taken up again in chapter 7, where 
possible implications for the dynamical behaviour of the system are discussed. 
Chapter 3 
The HYCOBOX model 
In chapter 2, the mathematical framework and some analytical results for a 2-layer 
exchange was described. However, analytical work is limited: Only a few interesting 
quantities (e. g. the flow rates for maximal exchange) can be derived explicitly for simple 
cases, while analytical solutions for most other situations are not easily found or do not 
exist. Furthermore, hydraulic control theory describes only the strait processes, but 
treats the basin only as a fixed boundary condition to the strait equations. In reality, 
basin and strait interact, as the water properties in the basin determine the boundary 
conditions for the strait, and the in- and outflow through the strait influences the water 
properties in the basin. Some of the budget studies described in chapter 2, e. g. Bryden 
and Kinder (1991, and references therein), have included this basin-strait-feedback, 
however they only look at the steady state in a maximal exchange situation. 
This study tries to improve our understanding of sea straits by focussing on the 
dynamical aspects of the basin-strait-feedback. As this cannot be easily done analyt-
ically, a numerical model was programmed that combines a simple box model with a 
hydraulically controlled strait. To the best of our knowledge, a coupled model with 
the features described in this chapter has not been used before, although box models 
or strait models including some aspects of the feedback have been used by other re-
searchers. The model was programmed using the programming package Modelmaker 1 
'Cherwell Scientific Computing Ltd., Version 3.0.2. The Modelmaker software package is specifically 
designed to simplify the programming of box models and process studies which do not need much 
computing power. 
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and was given the name HYCOBOX, an acronym for "HYdraulically COntrolled BOX 
model". Details of the model design are shown graphically in appendix D.1, where also 
the full programme code is listed. 
HYCOBOX is a box model with three boxes (see figure 3.1), representing an essen-
tially layered Mediterranean basin. Water from the upper layer is mixed into a water 
formation box (representing either a thin surface layer or a water mass formation re-
gion), from which it is transformed into denser and more saline deep water in the lower 
layer 2 . The upper and lower layer are in contact with the Atlantic, which serves as an 
infinite reservoir of fresher water, through a strait with a two layer exchange. Only the 
sea surface in the Atlantic, the excess evaporation in the basin and the salinity and 
temperature of Atlantic water are specified independently, and the water formation 
rate, expressed as an exchange velocity CFL,  is parameterised in terms of the conditions 
in the basin. From these input parameters the model calculates the time evolution 
of the sea surface and the interface depth in the strait and in the basin, the salinity 
difference between the two layers and the flow rates. 
HYCOBOX has two distinctive parts: One submodel calculates the reaction of the 
strait to the boundary conditions imposed by the basin, whereas a second part then 
calculates the evolution of the conditions in the basin when the flows in the strait are 
determined. Thus the design of HYCOBOX reflects the basic feedback loop between 
the basin and the strait. 
The strait submodel uses the steady state hydraulic control and therefore uses time-
independent equations. The basin submodel, on the other hand, is defined in terms of 
differential equations with time as the independent variable. The use of steady state 
strait dynamics is justified here by the fact that the timescales for the strait dynamics 
are of the order of hours and therefore considerably shorter than the timescales in the 
basin, which are of the order of days to millennia (see section 4.2). Furthermore, this 
study does not focus on short time dynamics of the strait, e. g. tidal dynamics. 
To distinguish between strait and basin quantities, the strait variables are denoted 
by subscripted arabic numbers 1 or 2 according to the layer, whereas basin quantities 
2 0n may also regard the water formation box as a "part" of the upper layer, so that the model 
could be seen as a two-box-model with a differentiated upper layer box. 
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Figure 3.1: HYCOBOX, the hydraulically controlled box model, consists of a basin 
with three boxes F (water formation box), U (upper layer box) and L (lower layer 
box), connected to an infinite reservoir through a hydraulically controlled strait. Only 
the water formation box F interacts with the atmosphere. Boxes F and U together 
can be regarded as an effective upper layer U'. 
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are subscripted by the Roman letters F, U or L. The strait submodel uses nondimen-
sional quantities, whereas the submodel for the basin uses dimensional quantities. All 
variables exchanged between the two submodels are converted accordingly. This has to 
be done at every timestep, as the dimensionalisation changes with density changes. 
3.1 Representation of the strait 
The submodel for the strait uses the hydraulic functional (2.22) to calculate the flow 
rate in both layers. The boundary conditions or input parameters for this calculation 
are the densities in both layers, the sea surface and the interface at the entrance of the 
strait on the basinside, all of which are provided by the basin submodel, and the sea 
surface towards the Atlantic, which is imposed. As auxiliary quantities the sea surface 
and the interface at the control point, i. e. the sill are calculated. 
The equations used by the model are kept in a form general enough to accommodate 
a variety of different strait geometries, so that the model is not restricted to simple 
cross-sections. The following assumptions are made (see also figure 3.2): 
. The channel cross-section is such that the width decreases with depth (i. e. no 
overhanging walls). 
The geometric control is situated at the shallowest section of the sill with d(x) = 
D, i. e. 1(x3 ) = 1. 
. The channel is deep at the entrance towards the basin, i. e. h2b >> hlb. Note 
that this also means that the cross-section is essentially rectangular at the strait 
entrance (but not necessarily at the sill), so that a 2 b = h2b. 
. The interface in the Atlantic falls to great depths, i. e. hia  
The model does not assume a simple (e. g. rectangular or triangular) channel cross-
section. A description of the cross-sections used in this thesis and a comparison of 
different cross-section will be discussed below in section 3.5. 
The strait equations are in nondimensional form (see table 2.1), where the depth 
dimensionalisation is taken at the sill, and the width at the basin-side strait exit. 
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Figure 3.2: Definition sketch of the relevant variables in the strait. The different views 
are: side view (bottom right), top view (top right) and cross section at the sill (left). 
This figure is equivalent to figure 2.1. 
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From the hydraulic functional (2.22) and the control condition at the sill (2.24), we 
get a set of 6 nondimensional equations: 
pi ho. 
o = B+ 	 (3.1) 
P2 - P1
q , ) 2 
o = B - - 	+ 
1i5 	 (3.2) 
2\..ai 5 	P2 — P1 
1 (qi \2 plhob 	 (3.3) o = B_-_) 
P2 — P 
1 1  
o = i.B - 	q - (hlb + hob) 	 (3.4) 
1
hlb 
	 q2 qi2 	
2 
o = AB— 
[(-) 	a15 - aos)) ] - 
(h i5 + ho,) 	(3.5) 
2 	 2 
1 = 
	
(al.+ (1— a15 - aos)3) 
1 	 (3.6) 
The first three equations represent the Bernoulli function (2.18) at the surface. The 
Bernoulli function in the Atlantic (subscript a) is given by (3.1), and (3.2) and (3.3) 
give the Bernoulli function at the section above the sill (subscript s) and inside the 
Mediterranean basin (subscript b) respectively. Equations (3.4,3.5) represent the con-
dition of vanishing hydraulic functional (2.22), i. e. the constant difference in Bernoulli 
potentials between the layers, at the interface depth inside the basin and for the section 
above the sill. The last equation (3.6) is the condition for a control point at the sill 
(2.24). 
To make the above equations complete, a relation between the cross-sectional areas 
a 5 and the layer thicknesses h15 is needed, which is determined by the strait geometry 
(see the discussion in section 2.3). To accommodate arbitrary cross sections in the 
model, this relation is not parameterised explicitly, but calculated from a lookup-table, 
which contains width-depth pairs defining the cross-section at the sill. In the following 
equations it is therefore implied that the h25 and the a25 are equivalent and can be 
calculated from each other. 
These equations have to be solved for qi, q, ho, h15 , B and AB. Unfortunately, 
an analytic solution does not exist. On the other hand, it is unwise to solve the full 
set using an standard multidimensional iterative scheme, e. g. a 6-dimensional Newton-
Raphson iteration. This is not only computationally inefficient, but can also lead 
to wrong solutions, as the system is nonlinear with possibly several disjunct roots, the 
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number of which is not obvious from the set of equations. For this model, the equations 
are therefore reduced analytically as far as possible, and iteration is used only for the 
equations for which explicit solutions are not possible. This approach also leads to a 
clearer intuitive understanding of the relation between the different variables. 
HYCOBOX calculates the unknown quantities from these equations in the following 
order: 
From (3.1, 3.3, 3.4) the following quantities are calculated: 
pih0a  
B = - 	 (3.7) 
P2 P1 
qi = h1b\/2 (B + 
P1h0b 	 (3.8) 
P2 - P1) 
1 fq i ) 2 
AB = 	 + (hlb + hob) 	 (3.9) 
o As it is not possible to derive an expression for h13 or a13  in closed form, (3.5) 




atot - a03 \ + a 3 (m1 3 + 2h03 - 2B - W1 
(hi.,) 	
(3.10) 
+ (atot - a03 ) . q 
which is solved for a13 by a Newton-Raphson iteration. Note that some of the 
coefficients of a13 are functions of h 13 . After each iteration, the lookup-table 
is used to calculate the value of h 13 from a13 , and the coefficients for the next 
iteration are recalculated with the new value of h13 . This iteration also requires 
the value for h03 , which is taken from the last timestep. As variations in h03 are 
small compared to h1 3 , the error is small. 
From (3.2) the new sea surface at the sill h03 is calculated 
2 
h03 = P2P1 	_B] 	 (3.11) 
P1 [(ais ) 
. From (3.6) the outflow q2 is calculated as 
i 	q2'\ 
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The representation of the strait is consistent with hydraulic control theory above. 
In particular, as the calculation of the difference in Bernoulli potentials LB uses both 
values at the control point and at the entrance to the strait, unrealisable solutions that 
cannot be matched through are avoided. 
3.2 Connection to the basin and hydraulic jump 
The submodel for the strait assumes that the boundary conditions for the strait are 
given by appropriate basin values. For temperature and salinity, this means: 
	
S1 = SA 	 (3.13) 
82 = SL 	 (3.14) 
Ti = TA 	 (3.15) 
= TL 	 (3.16) 
where SA, TA, SL and TL are salinity and temperature of the Atlantic surface (subscript 
A) and the lower layer in the basin (subscript L, for the definition of the basin quantities 
see section 3.3) respectively. 
For the interface depth, however, the situation is more complicated, as hydraulic 
jumps can occur. If the strait regime is submaximal, the flow is subcritical from the 
sill towards the Mediterranean basin, so that a continuous connection of the interface 
from the basin into the strait without hydraulic jump is possible. In this case, the 
interface at the strait entrance hlb is equal to the interface in the basin hu'. If the 
strait is in the maximal regime, however, the flow is supercritical from the virtual 
control towards the basin, and has to revert back to the subcritical flow inside the 
basin in a hydraulic jump or smoother hydraulic transition. In this case, the interface 
in the strait is decoupled from the interface in the basin, and the interface depth at 
the strait entrance is determined by the fully controlled maximal solution of the strait 
equations hx. The transition between submaximal and maximal regime occurs when lb 
the interface in the basin gets shallower than this threshold value, i. e. h' < h lb 
Therefore, the interface depth at the entrance to the strait hlb is given by 
hlb :=max(hu,h) 	 (3.17) lb 
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For later use, the height of the hydraulic jump is defined as 
	
hHJ 	- hu' 
	
(3.18) 
To get hx,  the maximal solution is continuously being calculated in HYCOBOX. lb 
Although the net exchange Q is small compared to the total transport q, the limiting 
case of Q = 0 as in (2.4) is not good enough for this purpose and leads to discontinuities 
when the hydraulic jump is switched on. For the calculation of the maximal exchange 
we can assume that Q is given by E - P, so that q2  (E - P) - qi, and that h0 <<h1. 
For the maximal solution, the existence of a virtual control leads to the additional 
criticality condition (2.28) at the basinside strait entrance 
J= 	 (3.19) 
The solution for maximal exchange is calculated iteratively using the following steps, 
starting with an estimate for 18 = 0.62544: 
• From (3.6), an estimate for qyax  can be obtained as the (positive) root of the 
quadratic 
ax' 0 = (q1ax)2 {(a)3 - (atot - a m13 )3] 
- q' {2(E - P)( a x) 3] 	 (3.20) 
/ 	ax'3 + ((E - P)2 - Wi(atot - am')3) ma13 ) 
• From (3.19), an estimate for h' is lb 
max - 
1b - (
qnax)2/3 	 (3.21) 






+h 	 (3.22) LB m 
lb 
• A new estimate for a 	and is given by the roots of (3.10), which are calculated ls 
by a Newton-Raphson iteration 
f max'% 4 
u - a13 , 
+ (a)3 [W1 (2h ls  - 2LBmax) - atot] 	 (3.23) 
j max2 + atot q1 j 
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From the lookup table, a new value for h' is calculated from amax 
The new estimate ofis then used for the next iteration. As h 	is expected to 
change only very slowly (on the timescale relevant for density changes, which affect the 
dimensionalisation of (E - F)), only one iteration per timestep is performed. 
33 Representation of the basin 
The basin submodel calculates the state of basin as a response to air-sea fluxes (net 
evaporation E—P and atmospheric heat loss HAtm)  and to the strait transport qj, given 
by the strait submodel. The basin in HYCOBOX consists of three boxes of variable 
volume (see also figure 3.1). Two boxes represent the upper layer of comparatively 
fresh water (box U) and the lower, more saline layer (box L). The third box (box F) 
represents a water mass that is subject to air-sea fluxes and is being transformed, so it 
can - depending on the choice of the water formation parameterisation - alternatively 
be interpreted as a separate geographical region, e. g. the Levantine, as a thin surface 
layer, or as a sinking water mass before it mixes into the surrounding. Only the water 
formation box F exchanges fluxes with the atmosphere, while the boxes U and L are 
not in direct contact with the atmosphere. Water from the Atlantic flows into the 
upper box, is mixed into box F and then converted to deep water, and subsequently 
flows out through the strait, with the flow rates being determined by the submodel for 
the strait. The model allows exchange between all three boxes with a strength set by 
predefined parameters. Each of the boxes is characterised by its volume, its salinity 
and temperature. 
This model design was strongly influenced by Tziperman and Speer (1994), who 
uses a similar 3 box model with an lower layer, upper layer and surface layer interact-
ing with the atmosphere. However, the exchange between the boxes in Tziperman's 
model was set such that the volume of each box is forced towards a predefined volume, 
and the representation of the strait uses only the analytical solution for maximal ex-
change. Therefore the feedback between strait and basin is very limited in Tziperman's 
model, which was mainly designed for studying water formation in the basin. In the 
HYCOBOX model, on the other hand, the volume of the boxes U and L is allowed to 
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change freely, only the water formation box F is subject to forced relaxation towards 
a specified volume. 
For the sake of intuitiveness, all volumes are expressed as layer thicknesses 3 h2 by 
dividing them through the total basin area A. The mass budget equations for the three 
boxes are 
dt 
= —(E—P)+CUF—CFU—CFL (3.24) 
dt CUF 
+ CFU - CUL + CLU (3.25) 
A-- 
dt = q2 + CFL + CUL - CLU (3.26) 
hu' = hF + h (3.27) 
h0 = H - hF - h - hL (3.28) 
Here, the constant H is the total depth of the basin. The actual value of H is not 
important for the water budget, but has implications for the salt budget, as it deter-
mines the thickness of the lower layer and therefore the timescale for salinity changes 
(see chapter 4 below). 
The parameters cxy  are transport rates between the different boxes, and depend-
ing on their parameterisation different processes in the basin can be modelled. The 
transport rates between upper and lower box CUL  and CLU determine the mixing and 
diffusion across the interface (=pycnocline) in the basin, and depending on whether 
mixing in the basin is the focus of an experiment, they are set to 
CUL = CLU = 0 	no mixing 	 (3.29) 
CUL = CLU = 	mixing 	 (3.30) 
where ic = 0.5 x 10 m2 s 1 is the background diffusion coefficient, and d the effective 
diffusion length. 
The transport rate cFL  describes the water mass formation, i. e. the rate with which 
water from the water formation box F is transformed into water of the lower layer box 
L. Its interpretation and different parameterisations are described below in section 3.4. 
31f the water formation box F is interpreted as a surface layer, hF is its thickness, however if it is 
interpreted as a geographical region, hF has no intuitive interpretation. 
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The model assumes that no water is brought back from the lower layer into the 
water formation box. The water formation box F is refilled from the upper layer box. 
As we are not interested in the evolution of volume of the water formation box - for 
the feedback only the sum hu, = h + hF is relevant -, CuF is parameterised such that 
the volume of box F is forced back to a specified volume hF set within a reasonable 
relaxation time trelax = 0.1 year. Therefore 
CUF = A
hF set - hF 
trelax 
(3.31) 
In most experiments, the specified volume for the water formation box F was assumed 
to be 30% of the volume of box U, i. e. hF set =0.3 . h. This choice is somewhat 
arbitrary, but the system is not sensitive to the value of hF setS 
Furthermore, CUF and CFU can also contain terms that describe the mixing and 
diffusion between upper layer and the water formation box similar to the transport 
between upper and lower layer. 
The transport between the boxes affects the salinity and temperature of each box, 
as the water is mixed into the box volume. The water properties of the upper layer box 
U are also influenced by the inflowing Atlantic water with Si strait  and Ti strait, and the 
water mass formation box F is subject to air-sea-fluxes, namely the excess evaporation 




- = (Su - SF) Cup + SF (E - P) 	 (3.32) 
dt 
dS 





- = (Su - SL) C(JJ + (SF - SL) . CFL 	 (3.34) 
dt 
and for the temperatures 
dTF HAtm 
AhF — - -- = (TU—TF).CUF— 	 (3.35) 
Cwater PF 





- = (T - TL) . CUL + (TF -TL) CFL 	 (3.37) 
dt 
where the last terms in (3.32) and (3.35) are the changes due to air-sea interaction in 
the water formation box. cwater  is the specific heat capacity of water. 
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3.4 The water formation rate CFL 
The transport rate CFL from the water formation box F to the lower layer box L 
describes the water formation processes in the basin and has to be parameterised in 
terms of the air-sea fluxes E - P and HAtm,  and in terms of the water properties h2 , Si 
and Ti . Given the complexity of the water formation processes in nature, there is no 
obvious parameterisation that naturally describes the system. Furthermore, as CFL  is 
supposed to describe water formation over the whole basin, water formation schemes 
derived from local observations are of very limited use. Therefore, this study attempts 
not to restrict the possible water formation parameterisations too much, but - where 
necessary - uses a number of different parameterisations, motivated by physical consid-
erations. The considerable uncertainty about the best parameterisation is probably the 
largest source of errors and uncertainties in the HYCOBOX model, and a considerable 
shortcoming. 
The water formation is influenced by several physical mechanisms and depends on 
the following quantities: 
Upper layer thickness: As the upper layer is the reservoir from which deep/inter-
mediate water is produced, it can be assumed that the water formation rate 
decreases when the volume of the upper layer decreases. A possible parameteri-
sation assumes that the water formation rate is a linearly increasing function of 
the upper layer thickness 
CFL =crhu'  +13 	 (3.38) 
If 13 is small, then cFL  is essentially proportional to the upper layer thickness. 
This may be a good approximation if the upper layer is well mixed, so that it 
is involved in the water formation in its entirety. If the upper layer is not well 
mixed, and only the surface is affected by air-sea-interaction, the water formation 
will not depend strongly on the upper layer thickness but be essentially constant. 
In this case, 13 is large compared to the first term. Clearly many others factors like 
wind stress determine how strongly the water formation depends on the thickness, 
but the benefits of a more complex parameterisation would be dubious for the 
purpose of this model. 
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Density difference between the layers: Primarily only the surface water, repre-
sented by box F, is affected by air-sea-interaction, and its density changes ac-
cording to the atmospheric fluxes. However, deep/intermediate water is formed 
only when the surface water is dense enough to sink down into the lower layer. 
Therefore water formation takes place only when PF > PL. The larger the density 
difference between a water parcel and its environment, the faster it sinks, leading 
to a water formation parameterisation of 
I
- PL) for PF > PL 
CFL = 	 (3.39) 
1 0 	 for pF:!~PL 
However, a water formation parameterisation proportional to the density differ-
ence necessarily leads to a salinity or temperature catastrophe, unless mixing 
between boxes L and U is included, i. e. unless CLU 0 (see (3.30)). With-
out mixing of fresher water into L, its density changes only as a result of water 
formation. With this parameterisation of CFL,  the density of the water in box L 
therefore can only increase but never decrease, leading to very high salinity in the 
lower layer and very low water formation rates - a clearly unphysical situation. 
Mixing of fresher water from box U into box L maintains a density difference 
between the water formation box F and the deep water L and a nonzero water 
formation rate 4 . Figure 3.3 demonstrates this density catastrophe in two HY-
COBOX model experiments'. The top figure shows an experiment with a density 
dependent water formation rate, but without mixing, with infinitely increasing 
density. The bottom figure includes a non-zero mixing and leads to a steady 
state. 
Alternatively, a salinity catastrophe can be avoided if CFL  contains an additional 
term not proportional to the density difference. In this study however, the pre-
ferred approach is to include the mixing terms whenever a density dependent 
water formation parameterisation was used. 
4The importance of mixing for water formation processes was also noted by Tziperman and Speer 
(1994), albeit in different context. 
5 For the parameters used in the experiment, see Appendix C. 
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Figure 3.3: The importance of mixing for a stratification dependent water formation 
rate. Top: If the mixing term CUL is not included, the density of the lower layer can 
only increase. Bottom: Mixing maintains a density difference between water formation 
box and lower layer. 
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- - - Dens (Water Form Region) 
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- - Dens lower layer (Basin) 
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Net evaporation: The water formation rate can also depend on the net evaporation 




If the water formation rate is proportional to E - P (i. e. j = 0), then changes 
in evaporation will affect the water formation rate very strongly. On the other 
hand, if ç = 0, changes in net evaporation mainly change the density of the water 
formation box F according to (3.32), and the water formation rate changes only 
indirectly if the water formation rate depends on the density difference. The 
relative size of and j therefore determines whether changes in net evaporation 
lead to changes in the water formation rate or the density of the newly formed 
water. 
These parameterisations for the fundamental physical mechanisms can be combined 
to construct more realistic parameterisations. For reasons of stability, it is advisable 
to always include a term proportional to the upper layer thickness, so that the water 
formation rate is reduced when the upper layer thickness gets too thin. Therefore the 
water formation parameterisation used in this study include a term proportional to the 
upper layer thickness. Three parameterisations (labelled (I), (D) and (E)) are generally 
used': 
(I) 	interface 	CFL = c - hu, 	 (3.41) 
j  (D) 	density 	CFL = 	
.. h 	(PF - PL) for PF > PL (3.42) 
0 	 for PF:!~ PL 
(E) evaporation CFL = . hu' . (E - F) 	 (3.43) 
Among the range of possible water formation parameterisations in this model, (D) is 
the most realistic parameterisation, as it reflects directly the physical mechanism of wa-
ter sinking due to buoyancy loss. Although not explicitly dependent on the evaporation, 
both evaporation and atmospheric heat loss indirectly influence the water formation, 
as they increase the density PF  of the water formation box. 
'For some more technical aspects and the units of the parameters a, p and C see appendix C.1 
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- 	 - T478 - Ws 
rectangular 	 triangular 	 "simpi. Med." 
Figure 3.4: The different cross sections used in this study. The nondimensional width 
at the narrows (dashed lines) is defined as W - 1. At the sill, the rectangular and the 
simple triangular cross-section have W3 = 1, while the so-called "simplified Mediter-
ranean" cross-section is twice as wide (W5 = 2). 
3.5 Different cross-sections in comparison 
The HYCOBOX model allows a wide variety of strait cross-sections to be used. At 
the entrances to the strait, the cross-section is effectively rectangular, as the depth 
is assumed to be infinite, but at the sill the cross-section can freely be chosen and is 
specified in lookup tables containing depth-width pairs (see section 3.1). In this section, 
results from the basin submodel for some important cross-sections are compared. 
Although cross-sections in the model are not restricted to simple forms, here we 
only use three different cross-sections (see figure 3.4): A rectangular cross-section with 
a constant channel width, and triangular cross-sections with different widths at the 
sill W8 (the width at the basinside entrance is defined to be W = 1). Of particular 
relevance is a triangular cross section with a width at the sill twice the width at the 
basinside entrance, i. e. W3 = 2. As Bryden and Kinder (1991) discuss, the Camarinal 
Sill in the Strait of Gibraltar has a depth-width-profile that is close to a triangle with 
284m depth and 22.3 km width, approximately twice as wide as the Tarifa Narrows. 
Therefore the HYCOBOX cross-section with T4T = 2 can be regarded as a "simplified 
Mediterranean" cross-section. This "simplified Mediterranean" cross-section will be 
used for all experiments from chapter 5 onwards. 
For most practical purposes, the strait response can be characterised by the func- 
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Strait geometry IS = i 	+ 1421 
rectangular 1.0 0.355 0.416 
triangular 1.0 0.212 0.189 
triangular ("simplified Med.") 2.0 0.260 0.258 
Figure 3.5: Top: The nondimensional flow 4 as a function of the nondimensional in-
terface depth in the basin hlb  for different cross-sections. The switchover between sub-
maximal and maximal regime is indicated by a circle. Bottom: The maximal transport 
and the interface depth for the transition between maximal and submaximal regime for 
three important cross-sections. 
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tion (ii1b) (see figure 2.4), i. e. the nondimensional transport as a function of the 
interface position in the basin. Figure 3.5 compares the result for three important cross-
sections, namely the simple rectangular cross-section with constant channel width, a 
triangular cross-section with constant channel width (W3 = 1), and the "simplified 
Mediterranean" (triangular with W8 = 2). 
Compared to the rectangular cross-section, the triangular cross-sections differ in two 
aspects: They have a considerably smaller transport, and the interface depth for the 
transition between the maximal and the submaximal regime is at shallower depths (see 
figure 3.5). The values for the maximal transports obtained by HYCOBOX compare 
well to the literature values: For the rectangular geometry, several researchers (Armi 
1986, Armi and Farmer 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, Farmer 1981, Farmer and Armi 1986, 
1988, Farmer and Denton 1985) have found that 4 = 0.416 (see also section 2.2 and in 
particular equation 2.5). For triangular cross-sections, Bormans and Garrett (1989b) 
used a triangular channel with separate sill and narrows not unlike the HYCOBOX 
"simplified Mediterranean" geometry, and obtain a maximal transport of q j = 1.2 Sv, 
equivalent to 4 = 0.22 with the dimensionalisation used here 7 , while HYCOBOX ob-
tains 4 = 0.258. The slightly higher transport in HYCOBOX can be explained by 
the fact that Bormans and Garrett (1989b) use a finite depth at the narrows, whereas 
HYCOBOX assumes that the bottom layer is infinite. 
It is useful to note that the lower transport of triangular cross-sections is not a result 
of the different cross-sectional area: In fact, the double-width triangular cross-section 
with W = 2 ("'simplified Mediterranean") has the same cross-sectional area as the 
rectangular cross section, but the maximal transport is only about 60% of the maximal 
transport of the rectangular strait. 
As a spin-off, it may be possible that these results can be used to improve the perfor-
mance of General Circulation Models (GCMs), where narrow channels can sometimes 
only be represented by a few gridpoints and therefore have essentially a rectangular 
7Note that the width here has been nondimensionalised with respect to the the width at the narrows, 
while e. g. Bryden and Kinder (1991) quotes the above result from Bormans and Garrett (1989b) using 
the width at the sill. However, while Bryden and Kinder (1991) quote the value of q = 0.149W3 DID, 
the original values in Bormans and Garrett (1989b) (W = 15 km, W. = 25 km, D = 300m, g' = 
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hlb in m 
Description W W8 D i qmax 2 h
ma  
lb 
solid line "simp. Mediterranean" 12.0km 24.0km 284m 0.993Sv 73.8m 
dotted line rect., same area as Med 12.0 km 12.0 km 284m 1.604Sv 100.9m 
dashed line rect., same q and h 11.9 km 11.9 km 208m 0.997Sv 73.9m 
Figure 3.6: Comparison between the triangular Mediterranean cross-section (solid line) 
and two rectangular cross-sections. The dashed line shows the best representation 
discussed in the text; the dotted line shows a rectangular cross-section of the same 
cross-sectional area. The dimensionalisation uses = 0.018 ms 22 (equivalent to a 
salinity difference of approximately 2.5 psu). 
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cross-section. However, if the rectangular channel is chosen to be of comparable width 
and depth to the real triangular channel, the strait in the GCM will enable transports 
that are too high by a factor of almost 2. For a strait that is maximal or close to 
maximal, the best rectangular representation of a triangular channel should have the 
same maximal transport qm  and the same switchover depth between maximal and 
submaximal regime For the Strait of Gibraltar, using the values from figure 3.5, 
this leads to the conditions 
	
0.260 . DGib = 0.355 . DGCM 	 (3.44) 
0.258 WcibDGjb 
(3/2) = 0.416 . WGCMD 	 (3.45) 
where DGIb  and WGjb  are depth and width of the real Strait of Gibraltar, whereas 
DGCM and WGCM  are the depth and width of channel in the GCM. Therefore 
DGCM = 0.732 . DGjb = 208 m 	 (3.46) 
WGCM = 0.989 WG = 11.9 km 	 (3.47) 
The best rectangular representation should therefore have a width similar to the width 
at the narrows, but with a sill depth considerably shallower. Figure 3.6 shows the 
dimensionalised function q(hlb) for these two cross-sections. It is obvious that these 
two very different straits give similar results if the system is not too far away from 
the maximal regime. For comparison the figure also shows a rectangular cross-section 
with DGCM = DGIb and WGCM = WGib, i. e. the naive choice which overestimates the 
transport considerably. 
Unfortunately, GCMs pose the further constraint that the channel width has to 
be a multiple of the grid size. Furthermore, it should be noted that this method 
is only applicable if it is established a priori that the strait exhibits a pure 2-layer 
exchange. In the case of Gibraltar however, in addition to the LIW which forms the 
bulk of the outfiowing water, there is also a thin layer of denser WMDW (Western 
Mediterranean Deep Water) at the bottom (Bryden and Stommel 1982). Obviously, 
the outflow of this water mass would not be modelled correctly if the sill depth is reduced 
considerably. Finally, in a GCM the viscosity in straits is often modified for numerical 
reasons, so that this calculation may not be directly applicable. The usefulness of this 
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approach therefore still has to be established, but it is suggested that appropriate GCM 
experiments be performed in future. 
Chapter 4 
Feedback between basin and 
strait 
In this chapter, the feedback between basin and strait is discussed with the aim of 
clarifying the physical mechanism that determine the state of the system. First, the 
relevant budget constraints for salt, heat and volume are considered in more detail. For 
small perturbations, the mechanisms that lead the system back to the steady state are 
discussed and their characteristic timescales derived. There is a hierarchy of timescales: 
Sea-level adjustments to balance the water budget within a few days, adjustments of 
the interface depth between the upper and the lower layer which occur on timescales of 
the order of years or a few decades, and changes in salinity and/or temperature which 
take place on timescales of decades or centuries. 
This discussion forms the basis of the experiments discussed in subsequent chapters, 
where the more abstract ideas presented here are applied to realistic situations. 
4.1 The steady state 
Before discussing the feedback mechanisms and the dynamical aspects of the system, 
it is useful to characterise the steady state. 
U 
Lo UNIfr\ 
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4.1.1 Water, salt and heat budget 
The steady state is characterised by balanced water, salt and heat budgets (note that 
q2  <0) 
	
ql+q2=Q = E—P 	 (4.1) 
S1q1+S2q2 = 0 	 (4.2) 
[(Ti - Ti) qi] + (T2 - Ti) . q2 	
HAtm 	 (4.3) 
Cwater P 
where HAtm  is the total heat loss to the atmosphere, and the temperature of the inflow 
T1 has been taken as the reference value for temperature changes, so that the inflow 
term in the heat budget (in square brackets) is identically zero. 
For the discussion in this section, a simplified form of the model equations (3.24, 
3.25, 3.26) is sufficient. As the focus of this chapter is the global budget, mixing 
between the boxes can be ignored for the moment, so that all exchange rates between 
the boxes cxy  are set to zero except for CFL,  which parameterises the water formation 
rate. Furthermore, the discussion is easier if the water formation box F and the upper 
layer box U are combined to an effective upper layer U' = U + F, leading to equations 
= qi - (E - P) - CFL 	 (4.4) 
dt 
= q2 + CFL 	 (4.5) dt 
ho = H—hL—hU' 	 (4.6) 
Previous researchers (e. g. Bryden and Stommel 1984) have viewed the feedback mainly 
from the point of view of the strait, assuming that the water properties inside the basin 
are constrained by the limiting effects of the strait. Under this paradigm, the salinity 
and temperature difference between in- and outflow can be said to be determined by 
the strait flow. Rewriting the salt and water budgets (4.1, 4.2), the total transport in 
the strait is 




so that the salinity difference is inversely related to the strait transport: 
(Si + S2)(E—P) 
LSS2Sl 	 (4.8) 
q 
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As the flow rate in the strait is limited by the maximal solution, the salinity differ-
ence and the temperature difference must be minimal. For submaximal situations, the 
salinity and temperature difference between in- and outflow are always greater. 
However, it is useful to also view the system from a different perspective and take 
the basin processes as the starting point. These two paradigms are not contradictory 
but rather supplement each other. We can regard E - P > 0 and HAtm  as given, and 
CFL as determined by the water formation process in the basin (possibly CFL  may be 
a function of the air sea fluxes or water properties). Then - assuming that the water 
properties of the inflow Si  and T1 are given - the steady state is 
2I = CFL 	 (4.10) 
Iqil = CFL+(EP) 	 (4.11) 
S2 = 51+81E_P 	 (4.12) 
CFL 
T2 = T1 - 	
HAtm 
(4.13) 
CFL Cwater P 
The first two equations (4.10, 4.11) state the obvious fact that the same amount of 
intermediate/deep water flows out of the basin as is being formed, while the inflow 
balances the water formation and evaporation. 
In the salinity equation (4.12), the second term is positive for net evaporation over 
the basin, so that the salinity of the outfiowing water exceeds the salinity of the inflowing 
water. For the temperature equation (4.13), the last term describes the temperature 
decrease due to heat loss to the atmosphere, including both sensible and latent heat. 
It should be noted that in general HAt m also depends on the evaporation, so that a 
change in evaporation changes both the salinity and the temperature. With no heat 
loss, (4.13) reduces to the trivial statement T2 = T1. 
It is obvious that the water formation rate CFL plays the most important role in 
determining the steady state of the system. The strait and budget equations give only 
one constraint limiting the range of CFL. As the strait dynamics limits the outflow q 
when the maximal regime is reached, the water formation cannot exceed this limit in 
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the steady state. While the precise nature of the feedback mechanism that reduces CFL 
in the case of CFL > qax depends on the details of the water formation mechanism, 
it is obvious that the water formation in the long run is limited by the supply of fresh 
water from the Atlantic and therefore cannot exceed 1q11. 
However, this is the only constraint that the strait and budget equations place 
on the range of CFL.  There are no lower limits to the water formation rate, and 
no constraints in the submaximal case. In particular, this means that there is no 
fundamental mechanism in the basin-strait feedback that determines whether the strait 
is in the maximal or submaximal regime 1 . 
4.1.2 Maximal and submaximal states in HYCOBOX experiments 
A series of HYCOBOX experiments were performed to illustrate how the steady state 
depends on the water formation rate. As only the rate of water formation is relevant 
here, but not details of the water formation process, the simplest water formation 
parameterisation (3.38) was chosen, in which the water formation rate is assumed to 
be proportional to the thickness of the (effective) upper layer U' only 
CFL = a 
	 (4.14) 
With this parameterisation, the choice of the parameter a effectively determines the 
water formation rate, and in particular, it determines whether the strait can reach 
maximal exchange. 
Using a rectangular cross-section, a number of HYCOBOX experiments with dif-
ferent values for a were performed. Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate two of these 
runs. In the first run, for a choice of a —0.25 (figures 4.1 and 4.2), the water formation 
rate is high enough to reach the maximal regime in the steady state. The run starts 
with a submaximal situation, in which the interface in the basin is at 170 m well below 
the threshold for maximal exchange. In the course of approximately 5 years, the basin 
is filled with deep/intermediate water, so that the interface gets shallower (figure 4.1 
top). The interface continues to rise over the maximal threshold, but as the water 
'Note, however, that there may be additional feedbacks involving changes in the water formation 
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Interface depth (m) 
Sea level (m) 
Figure 4.1: A HYCOBOX run with a = 0.25, reaching maximal exchange after about 
5 years. The graphs show the time evolution of the interface depth (top) and the sea 
level in the basin (solid lines) and in the Strait (dashed lines). The thick lines show 
the solution for maximal exchange. 
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Flow rates (Sv=10"6 m3/s) 
Salinities 
Figure 4.2: The same HYCOBOX run as in figure 4.1 leading to maximal exchange 
after about 5 years. The top graph shows the actual flow rates q (solid line) and q 
(dashed line), the thick lines show the solution for maximal exchange. The difference 
between in- and outflow is the net evaporation. The bottom graph shows the salinities 
SL (dash-dotted line) and SF (dashed line). 
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formation decreases with decreasing upper layer thickness, it finally reaches a level at 
which the water formation CFL  is equal to the maximal qx.  The flow rates (figure 
4.2 top) increase during the first five years until they reach the maximal solution (thick 
lines in figure 4.2 top). Note that the value of the maximal transport is not constant, 
but depends on the density difference between in- and outflow (q X 1p2 -- pi, as can 
be seen from the dimensionalisation in table 2.1). The density difference, however, 
changes as the basin salinity adjusts to the steady state (figure 4.2 bottom). The sea 
level difference between Atlantic and Mediterranean (figure 4.1 bottom) also increases, 
thus increasing the inflow q. Note that the slope of the sea level curve has a discon-
tinuity when the exchange reaches maximal. The reason for this discontinuity is the 
intimate relation between inflow and sea level difference, and the fact that the inflow 
increases rapidly before it reaches the maximal regime, whereas it changes only slowly 
in the maximal regime following salinity changes. 
The flow rates in figure 4.2 also illustrate that the concept of "maximal exchange" 
is an ambiguous one. "Maximal exchange" should not be misunderstood to imply that 
there is a uniquely defined or universal maximal value for the possible flow through the 
strait (see also section 2.4). Instead, the maximal flow allowed by the strait dynamics 
always depends on the density difference, which is not constant. 
The second HYCOBOX run (figure 4.3 and 4.4) illustrates a situation (a = 0.12) 
in which the maximal regime is not reached. Figure 4.3 (top) shows that the interface 
stays below the threshold necessary for the maximal regime, and the flow rate does not 
reach the maximal value (figure 4.4 top). 
In both cases, the final state does not depend on the initial state, i. e. the parameter 
a determines uniquely whether the system will evolve into a maximal or submaximal 
regime, independent of the initial conditions. Figure 4.5 summarises the final state for 
a series of experiments with different a. For a < 0.18 (submaximal regime), the flow 
rate q and the salinity difference S2 - Si show the expected inverse relationship (4.8). 
4.2 Feedback mechanisms and their relevant timescales 
While the steady state is easy to characterise by global budget constraints, it is impor- 
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Figure 4.3: A HYCOBOX run with a = 0.12. The maximal exchange is never reached. 
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Flow rates (Sv=1O"6 m3/s) 
Salinities 
Figure 4.4: The same HYCOBOX run as in figure 4.3 in which maximal exchange is 
not reached. Details as in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5: Values for hib (dotted line), S2 (dashed line) and qi  (solid line) in a steady 
state for different values of the parameter a. For a > 0.18, the system reaches maximal 
exchange. For the upper layer salinity a value of S1 = 36 psu was chosen. 
HYCOBOX assume balanced budgets a priori, as was obvious in the HYCOBOX runs 
shown in figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. One of the aims of this study is to investigate the 
transient features of the system and its reaction to changing boundary conditions. In 
this section, the adjustment timescales for different feedback mechanisms are discussed 
and illustrated with HYCOBOX experiments. 
There are a number of negative feedback mechanisms that lead the system back to 
the steady state. Their characteristic timescales are calculated here assuming a small 
perturbation from the steady state. In this section, these perturbations are mainly 
used as mathematical tools and do not necessarily represent physical situations. A 
more physical approach follows in the next chapter 5, where the system response to 
changing external conditions is investigated. 
4.2.1 Water budget 
In the steady state, the net evaporation over the basin E - P balances the net strait 
exchange Q 
Q=qi+q2=E—P 	 (4.15) 
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Th0 days 
Inflow Basin -- Surface 
Outflow Basin 
Figure 4.6: The feedback balancing the water budget. Positive influences (e. g. inflow 
increases —* sea surface goes up) are represented by solid lines, negative influences by 
dashed lines. Each loop has an overall negative sign, i. e. the feedback is stable. The 
change in sea level dominates the time scale (thick box). 
A balanced water budget is achieved by a simple negative feedback. If the excess 
evaporation over the basin is higher than the net exchange Q, then the sea level in the 
basin will drop, i. e. the sea level difference between basin and Atlantic will increase. 
From (3.7) and (3.8) the inflow q is proportional to the square root of the sea level 
difference 
q = k .Jhob — h0a 	with k = 
hlbVP:2
2Pi 	 (4.16) 
 - Pi 
where hib and the densities pj change only on timescales considerably longer than hob 
(see below). 





( —a 13 —a 05 
(4.17) 
follows that q+ q 	const, as a05 is smaller than atot by a factor of 1000, and all 
the other parameters change only on much longer timescales. Therefore, if the sea 
level difference increases, qi  will increase too, whereas q2 decreases by a comparable 
amount. The net inflow into the basin goes up, and the sea level in the basin rises 
again, balancing the water budget. This feedback system is graphically represented in 
figure 4.6, where positive feedbacks (e. g. "inflow goes up —4 sea surface goes up") are 
shown as solid arrows and negative feedback as dashed arrows. 
To estimate the timescale for this feedback, a small perturbation around the steady 
state is assumed. The sea level in the basin is 
hUb = hr4 + 
hrt 	with 	dt =0 	 (4.18) 
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with all other quantities in the basin staying in the steady state. The only quantities 
that reacts to the changing sea level is qi = ql(hob) and q2 = q2 (hob), with the assump-
tion (justified above) that (note that q2  <0). An expansion of (4.6), using 
also (4.4) and (4.5), leads to 
dh1t = 
	((
E E - P) - q2(h') 
dt 	A 
Ob- 
2 Oqi hPert 
Ob = AOhOb 
1 	pert = -- h0, 	with -rho
Th0  
• 	- 	
steady 	0(11 hPt 
Ohob Ob 	
q1 (h0 	) - 	Ob ) 
- 
A 	 (4.19) 
so that the system moves back to the steady state exponentially with a characteristic 
timescale of 7-ho. The characteristic timescale can be obtained from (4.16), leading to 




Therefore, the characteristic timescale (c-folding time) is the time that would be needed 
to fill the basin to the same sea level as the Atlantic with the current inflow, assuming 
that all outflow stopped. For the Mediterranean, realistic values are qj = 1 Sv and a 
sea level difference of 10 cm, leading to a characteristic timescale of 
Tho = 2.4 x 105 s = 3days 
	 (4.21) 
This typical timescale is illustrated by an HYCOBOX experiment (figure 4.7). In 
this experiment, the sea level in the basin is artificially lowered from the steady state 
value of —16 cm to —41 cm relative to the Atlantic. After about three weeks (0.06 years), 
the sea level has again reached the steady state value. The c-folding time in this 
experiment is 4 days. 
As the timescale for changes in sea level is of the order of days, the water budget can 
be assumed to be essentially balanced when changes on a seasonal scale or longer term 
trends are considered. As an aside, however, note that atmospheric pressure changes 
occur on similar timescales, leading to important implications for the inverse barometer 
effect, which links sea levels to atmospheric pressure changes. The Mediterranean 
reacts to pressure changes neither like the free ocean nor like an enclosed basin, but 
complicated corrections to the inverse barometer effects are necessary (see e. g. Le Traon 
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Figure 4.7: The characteristic timescale for changes in sea level. Top graph: The sea 
level in the basin. Bottom: The water budget, i. e. the net inflow into the basin. At 
t = 0, the sea level is artificially changed from the steady state value. The characteristic 
timescale (e-folding time) is 0.011 years 4 days. 
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4.2.2 Salt budget 
Knudsen's relation holds for a steady state, in which there is no net exchange of salt: 





S1+S2 	S1+S2 (Ep) 	 (4.23) q= 
52—S1 S2 —S 1  
The feedback system regulating the salt budget is more complex than the one for the 
water budget, as there are several possible ways for the basin to react to an unbalanced 
salt budget, depending on details of the water formation processes. 
The salt budget can be discussed in (at least) two different ways, namely in terms of 
absolute salt content of the basin, or in terms of salt transport rates. In the first case, 
an unbalanced salt budget is seen as an excess or lack of salt in the basin compared to 
the steady state. In the second case, an unbalanced salt budget is seen as a net in- or 
outflow of salt, without reference to the total salt content. The two perspectives are 
linked by noting that an excess salt content in the basin in general means a net outflow 
of salt through the strait. While the first perspective may be more intuitive, it should 
be kept in mind that it is also possibly more misleading, because the total salt content 
in the steady state is not uniquely determined by the budget equations. In particular, 
in the maximal regime only the salinity difference between the layers is determined, 
but not the volume of each layer 2 . 
Assume the salt budget is unbalanced after some perturbation of the system, e. g. 
there is an excess of salt in the basin compared to the steady state, leading to a net 
outflow of salt. Excessive salt can either mean a higher salinity of the lower layer, 
or a larger volume of the lower layer, i. e. a shallower interface. This leads two basic 
mechanisms through which the salt budget can be balanced: 
Salinity: A net outflow of salt can lead to a salinity decrease in the lower layer. As 
S2 - and subsequently to a lesser extent q2 cx 	- increases, more salt is 
2For the water formation parameterisations used in the HYCOBOX model runs, there is a feedback 
between water formation rate and interface, so that the interface is effectively fixed too. However, 
as this is a somewhat artificial feature of the HYCOBOX model, it is not advisable to unnecessarily 
include it into a general discussion of the feedback. 
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transported out of the basin. The reverse happens for a negative salt budget. 
Interface depth: Instead of changing the salinity of the deep water, an unbalanced 
salt budget could change the amount of high salinity water in the basin. A net 
outflow of salt would lower the interface between deep and surface layers, and 
(3.9, 3.10, 3.12) show that a change in interface depth affects the outflow q. 
The inflow qi  then adjusts as a secondary effect through the sea level feedback 
described above. A decrease in q2 therefore leads the system back to a balanced 
salt budget. 
For net inflow of salt and rising interface, the outflow can only increase as long 
as the system is submaximal. Once the maximal exchange is reached, the system 
can only balance excess inflow of salt by increasing the salinity of the lower layer. 
Therefore there is an asymmetry between maximal and submaximal regime: In the 
submaximal regime, both changes in salinity and interface depth affect the salt budget, 
whereas in the maximal regime changes in interface depth have no effect on the salt 
budget. 
The interface feedback 
The two mechanisms have different characteristic timescales. For the change in interface 
depth (see figure 4.8), the calculation of the characteristic timescale is similar to the 
calculation for changing sea level. Assuming a perturbation around the steady state 
dh' 
	
hu' — hste&y + h/ 	
dt 
t 
U' 	 with 	= 0 	 (4.24) —  
Inserting this in (4.4), where both the inflow qi  and the water formation rate CFL  are 
functions of ha',  yields 
A--'-- = — (E — P) + ( 
	
steady 	dqi pert qi(h, U, )+— dt 
(CFL 
ste&Iy + dCFL hpt
(hu, 	dhji U' ) 
dhU' 
Pert 	1 /dCFL 	dqi ••\ hpet 	 (4.25) —  
dt 	— 	Adh' ;;) U 
Therefore 
Th u  := 	A— 	 (4.26)dcEL 
dhui 	dhui 
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Figure 4.8: The interface feedback. The movement of the interface depth is the dom-
inant timescale (thick box) Thu1 The strait transport depends on the interface only 
in the submaximal regime. The stability of the feedback between interface depth and 
water formation depends on the details of the water formation parameterisation, in 
particular the sign of 9j (see table 4.1 below). 
The first term in the denominator characterises the response of the basin to changing 
interface depth, the second term characterises the response of the strait. The term 
vanishes for maximal exchange. For submaximal exchange, its value cannot be 
dhu i 
calculated explicitly from the strait equations, but an estimate from figure 2.4 (not-
ing that hlb = hi for submaximal exchange) gives approximate values of —0.5 in 
nondimensional units. Therefore 
dqi 	
{ 0 
	 maximal regime (4.27) 
dhUl —0.8... 1.4 x 104 m2 /s submaximal regime  
where the value for the submaximal regime depends on the density difference and the 
depth of the interface. 
The term describing the basin response depends on the parameterisation of the 
water formation rate. For a rough estimate of the order of magnitude of Thu,  the water 
formation rate can be assumed to be proportional to the thickness of the upper layer 
CFL = ahu' (see also (3.38)), leading to 
dCFL - - CFL 
dhu' - a - 
(4.28) 
As numerical examples, the values from the two experiments shown above (figure 4.1, 
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case regime dqj dh1, 
F 	4EL stability 
(i) 
maximal dqj- 0 dh0 , - 
dhui 
> 0 






(iv) submaximal -- <0 
dhu , --- < 	<0 dhu, 	dhui stable 
(v) dCF T, <--- <0 dh,,, 	dh,, unstable 
Table 4.1: Stability of the steady solution for the interface depth. 
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4.2, 4.3, 4.4) give 
= J 0.25 year - ' . A = 1.9 x 104 m2 /s maximal regime 
dhu' 0.12 year' . A = 0.9 x iO4 m2 /s submaximal regime 
(4.29) 
Therefore the characteristic timescale for changes in interface depth in both the maxi-
mal and the submaximal situation is 
Thu 	1.2 	108 s 4years 
	
(4.30) 
The interface feedback is illustrated with a HYCOBOX experiment shown in figure 
4.9. In this experiment, the interface depth was changed artificially from its steady 
state value of 76 m to 56 m. After approximately 20 years, it has returned to the steady 
state. The e-folding time in this experiment is 4.2 years, well in agreement with the 
above calculation. 
As the water formation parameterisation CFL(hU') in general cannot be further 
specified at this point, there is the possibility that Th u , is negative. In this case, (4.25) 
is an exponentially growing function, i. e. the steady state is unstable. This is in 
contrast to the sea level feedback above and the salinity feedback below, which are 
always stable feedback mechanisms. 
The sign of Th u , depends on the sign and relative size of the derivative of the water 
formation rate 	The different possible cases are summarised in table 4.1. Note dh U i 
that the steady state is stable if 	> 0 (situations (i) and (iii) in table 4.1), i. e. the dh U t 
water formation rate increases with increasing upper layer thickness. 
In the two situations (ii) and (v) the steady state is unstable. In the maximal 
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Figure 4.9: The characteristic timescale for the adjustment of the interface depth in 
the basin. Top: The interface depth in the basin. Bottom: The salt budget, i. e. the 
net salt inflow into the basin. At t = 0, the interface is artificially changed from 76 m 
to 56 m. The characteristic timescale is 4.2 years. Note that the salt budget is still 
slightly unbalanced at t = 40. This is due to a salinity change and reflects the longer 
salinity timescale (see section 4.2.2). 
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condition -Lc< j11_ applies, where it should be noted that dhUi  approaches zero when 
the interface depth approaches the switchover depth (see figure 2.4). Is the possibility of 
an unstable situation realistic, or can it be assumed that the feedback is always stable? 
In particular, is there a possibility for a mechanism that leads the system necessarily 
from the submaximal to the maximal regime, or vice versa? 
Firstly, it should be noted that three water formation parameterisations used in 
HYCOBOX (see section 3.4) have Pf1 > 0. However, this does not imply that the 
total derivative is positive, if other parameters change in the parameterisation of cFL 
change with hp. 
For very small ha',  i. e. very thin upper layer, the water formation necessarily has 
to decrease with decreasing layer thickness, making 	> 0, which ensures that an dh U i 
exponentially fast movement of the interface is certainly stopped when reaching the sea 
surface. On the other hand, for a deep interface it is difficult to imagine that the water 
formation rate shows any strong dependence on the interface depth, as water formation 
will mostly take place in the upper part, i. e. 0 for a deep interface. This makes dh U t 
it very unlikely that the submaximal unstable situation (v) is possible in the regime far 
from the switchover point. 
However, there is a possibility that unstable situations arise with intermediate in-
terface depths above or closely below the switchover point, where a small excursion 
of into the negative is sufficient. A physical mechanism for this instability can dh U t 
be imagined if the water formation is assumed to be monotonically increasing with the 
density difference, as the HYCOBOX parameterisation (D). In this case, if the interface 
drops and the volume of the upper layer increases, the density difference will tend to de-
crease, because the air-sea-fluxes now act on a larger volume. With decreasing density 
difference, the water formation rate decreases. However, as will be seen in section 5.2, 
this is only a temporary effect, as the density difference then increases as an secondary 
adjustment to the lowered interface depth and the decreased strait transport. 
The salinity feedback 
The second mechanism that restores a balanced salt budgets acts through changing 
the salinity of the lower layer. To estimate its characteristic timescale r 2 , again a 
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Figure 4.10: The density feedback, with a timescale of rs or -r' respectively, dominated 
by slow reaction of the density in the lower layer. 
perturbation around the steady state is assumed. 
= gsteadY + Srt t 	 (4.31) 









ds2pert1 	pert 	 AhL = -- . S2 with 	Ts := 	 (4.33) 
dt 	TS 	 CFL 
For basin depth with an average depth of hL = 1000 in and an area of 2.4 x 1012  m2 , 
and a water formation rate of CFL = 1.5 Sv, we find that 
1.6 x 10 s = 50 years 	 (4.34) 
The salinity feedback is illustrated with a HYCOBOX experiment shown in figure 
4.11. The interface depth was changed artificially from its steady state value of 76 in 
to 56 m. The return to the steady state takes approximately 200 years, and follows an 
exponentially decaying curve with an e-folding time of 44 years. 
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Figure 4.11: The characteristic timescale for the adjustment of the salinity. Top: The 
salinity of the lower layer and the water formation box. Bottom: The salt budget, 
i. e. the net salt inflow into the basin. At t = 0, the lower layer salinity is artificially 
changed from 37.4 psu to 36.9 psu. The characteristic timescale is 44 years. 
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4.2.3 Heat budget 
The mechanisms restoring the heat budget (4.3) are similar to the mechanisms restoring 
the salt budget. 
Temperature If the heat loss over the basin is not balanced by a net inward heat 
transport through the strait, the system can react by decreasing the temperature 
of the intermediate and deep water, thus increasing the net heat transport into 
the basin. 
Interface depth Instead of decreasing the temperature of the intermediate water, a 
larger amount can be formed, thus raising the interface. If the system is in the 
submaximal regime, this will increase the strait transport and therefore balance 
the heat budget. 
Similar to the salt budget, the interface mechanism can only act in the submaximal 
case. The characteristic timescales TT = Ts and are the same as for the salt budget. 
Figure 4.11 shows a HYCOBOX experiment, in which the temperature of the lower 
layer was artificially changed from its steady state value of 13.4°C to 14.4°C. Similar 
to the experiment for the salinity feedback (figure 4.12), the exponential return to 
the steady state takes approximately 200 years, and the e-folding time is 44 years, in 
agreement with the calculation for -rT = -rs (4.34). 
4.2.4 The different timescales in perspective 
The previous discussion shows that there are three distinct timescales with which the 
system reacts to perturbations or changes in the boundary conditions: 
Days: The sea level and therefore the water budget adjusts within a few days. 
Years: The interface feedback reacts on timescales of a few years. 
Decades to centuries: The salinity and temperature of the basin have characteristic 
timescales of several decades or even centuries, depending on the depth of the 
water that is affected. 
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Figure 4.12: The characteristic timescale for the adjustment of the temperature. Top: 
The temperature of the lower layer and the water formation box. Bottom: The heat 
budget, i. e. the net transport of heat into the basin, and the heat loss to the atmosphere. 
At t = 0, the lower layer temperature is artificially changed from 13.4°C to 14.4°C. 
The characteristic timescale is 44 years. 
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Figure 4.13: The feedback mechanisms between basin and strait. The three dominant 
timescales are indicated by increasingly thick boxes with 'rs > Thu > rh o - 
The clear hierarchy of timescales can also be seen in the HYCOBOX runs in figures 
4.1-4.4. The long term behaviour is dominated by the slow change of lower layer salinity 
(figure 4.2 and 4.4 bottom). The interface depth (figure 4.1 and 4.3 top) changes 
strongly within the first 10 years, but then changes only slowly following the salinity 
changes. On the timescales shown on these figures, the sea level (figure 4.1 and 4.3 
bottom) does not exhibit an independent dynamic, but mirrors the timescales given by 
the interface adjustment during the first 10 years and the slower salinity adjustment 
thereafter. The two mechanism affecting the salt and heat budgets have timescales 
considerably longer than a year. Therefore they cannot follow seasonal cycles, so that 
the heat and salt budgets will in general be out of balance. 
All mechanisms, with the possible exception of the interface mechanism, are stable 
feedback mechanisms, pushing the system towards the steady state discussed in section 
4.1. This also means that there is no intrinsic mechanism that favours the maximal 
regime over the submaximal regime. Whether the steady state is submaximal or max- 
imal is determined by the water formation rate: If the water formation mechanism is 
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such that a small amount of highly saline water is formed (as in the experiment shown 
in figure 4.3 and 4.4), then the steady state will be in the submaximal regime with com-
paratively small strait transport and higher salinity difference between in- and outflow, 
whereas a water formation mechanism that produces larger amounts of less saline water 
will lead to a maximal situation (e. g. the experiment in figure 4.1 and 4.2). There are 
no obvious fundamental constraints on the water formation process that determine its 
nature. 
However, it seems plausible that mixing between the layers in the basin makes it 
more likely that the system is in the maximal regime or close to it. Mixing tends 
to reduce the stratification and therefore favours the formation of larger amounts of 
less dense water, and it also tends to reduce the density of the lower layer. The 
mixing therefore might be seen as contributing to the total effective water formation. 
The contribution of mixing is more pronounced in the submaximal regime, where the 
primary water formation rate and the strait transport are low. Therefore there has to 
be a considerable and - for a large basin - unlikely reduction in the water formation 
rate for the system to maintain a submaximal steady state. 
Although this so-called overmixing argument (Bryden and Stommel 1984) is a plau-
sible physical mechanism, and gains some support from the fact that the observed values 
for the salinity difference and strait transport in the Mediterranean Sea are indeed the 
expected values for a maximal or close-to-maximal regime, it does not provide a fun-
damental constraint that guarantees maximal exchange in all circumstances. In terms 
of the HYCOBOX model, the choice of the water formation parameters a, i or ( 
(depending on the type of water formation parameterisation used - see chapter 3.4) 
still determines the regime, although the overmixing mechanism reduces the parameter 
space that leads to the submaximal regime. 
While this chapter investigated the feedback mechanisms from an abstract point 
of view, the next chapter uses HYCOBOX experiments to discuss how these different 
mechanisms interact in more realistic cases where the system is subject to changing 
air-sea-fluxes. 
Chapter 5 
Effect of changing boundary 
conditions 
To understand changes occurring in the Mediterranean, both now and in past times, 
the response of the system to changing boundary conditions has to be investigated. 
For example, the damming of large rivers systems in the 20th century reduced the 
freshwater input into the Eastern Mediterranean, and the salinity should be expected 
to increase with an appropriate time-lag. Changing atmospheric conditions, e. g. due 
to global warming, also change the freshwater and heat budgets. This section discusses 
a series of HYCOBOX experiments in which the excess evaporation E - P and/or the 
heat loss HAtm  were changed, looking particularly at the transition between the old 
and the new steady state. 
The discussion in section 4.1 made clear that the basin response is very much in-
fluenced by the parameterisation of the water formation process CFL, so that definite 
results are not possible without a clearer definition of CFL.  However, while some re-
strictions on CFL come from general physical ideas, there is no good parameterisation 
that can be said to be well supported by theory or observation. Therefore, instead of 
presenting one parameterisation, the three different simple but fundamental parame-
terisations that were introduced in section 3.4 is used and the response of the respective 
systems to changing boundary conditions compared. It may be possible in future to 
compare this work with observations and thus obtain further information about the 
water formation process. 
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For changes in the net evaporation E - F, the appropriate change in the steady 
state of the system can be described by a comparatively simple mathematical relation 
(the "SQE equation") between the salinity difference AS, the strait transport q and the 
evaporation E - P. While the steady states generally change in an easily predictable 
way with changing air-sea-fluxes (and show only small differences between the different 
water formation parameterisations), the transition to the new steady state as a result 
of air-sea-flux changes can develop an interesting behaviour. In particular, for the most 
realistic density dependent water formation parameterisation (D), the system reacts 
to a sudden change in air-sea-fluxes with a significant excursion away from the steady 
state, even if the final steady state is not too different from the initial steady state. 
Furthermore, the different feedback mechanisms interact in interesting ways, so that 
e. g. a change in the net evaporation does not only influence the salinities of the layers 
in the basin, but also the temperatures, even when - somewhat artificially - the heat 
loss is kept constant while the excess evaporation changes. 
The last section of this chapter discusses the relevance of these experiments for 
observed recent changes in the Mediterranean Sea. 
5.1 The SQE equation 
Before describing the experiments in detail, it is useful to derive a "rule of thumb" that 
can be used to estimate the expected shift of the steady state as a response to changing 
conditions, i. e. a relation for changes in q and AS as a function of changes in E - P. In 
the following, the original steady state is denoted by a subscript old  (e. g. (E - P)old), 
the new state with a subscript new 
For the following calculation, it is initially assumed that the system is in the maximal 
regime throughout, so that the strait exchange is clearly defined. Modifications for 
submaximal situations are discussed subsequently. In the maximal regime, the strait 
transport is 
q=/iDWk l\fK 	 (5.1) 
where 4 is the non-dimensional strait transport (as has been discussed in section 3.5, 
this is a geometry-dependent quantity with a maximal value of 	and k 1 contains 
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everything that is not of interest here. For a first approximation, it is assumed that 
the density difference is mainly produced by salinity differences, whereas temperature 
differences play a smaller role - an assumption often made for the Strait of Gibraltar 
(see e. g. Bryden and Stommel 1984). Therefore Lp = /3IS from (13.4), and (5.1) 
simplifies to 
	
q=k2/ 	 (5.2) 





- =: k3 
AS 	
(5.3) 
where k3 = S1 +52 will - for the moment - be assumed to be constant and not affected 
by relatively small changes in salinity. Eliminating AS from (5.2) and (5.3) yields 
q= (kk3(E_P)) 1/3 	 (5.4) 
Inserting this in (5.3) gives another relationship 
= ((E - P)) 2/3 	 (5.5) 
Therefore, when comparing old and new steady states after a change in E - P there is 
a simple mutual relation: 
1 LSnew) 31'2 	= (E - P) new 	 (5.6) 
ASold 	 qOld) 	(E - P)old 
Note that this result corrects the relation q2 cx (E - P) used by Rohling (1991a). 
In the following, this simple but useful equation will be referred to as the "SQE 
equation". In the derivation of this relation the assumption was made that the den-
sity difference is mainly produced by the salinity difference. This follows Bryden and 
Stommel (1984), who note that the temperature contributes about 3% to the density 
difference. However, more recent observations (Baringer and Price 1997) indicate that 
the temperature difference may play a larger role. At the Camarinal Sill, the tem-
perature of the outflow is 12.9'C, while the inflow ranges between 13°C and 20°C, 
leading to an average temperature difference of approximately 3°C. The salinity of the 
inflow is 36 psu, the salinity of most of the outflow approximately 38 psu. With these 
values, the salinity difference contributes 1.5 to the total density difference, while 
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the temperature difference contributes 0.7 . In the HYCOBOX runs shown below 
the temperature contribution is comparable to these observations, if a heat loss of 7 MT 
over the basin is assumed. 
Therefore, caution is warranted when using (5.6). When temperature effects are 
included, (5.2) is not an appropriate approximation of (5.1). Instead, the following 
ansatz can be used 
q = k4 (LS)x 	with x <0.5 	 (5.7) 
where k4  and x are determined by the function value and first derivative of q(AS) 








In the calculation of x any change in the salinity and temperature difference between 
the layers AS and AT is ignored and the assumption made that x can be calculated 
from the initial values of AS and AT. Obviously, if temperature is ignored (LT = 0), 
then x = , leading back to (5.2). 
With the ansatz (5.7), the same calculation as above is possible, leading to a more 
general form of the SQE equation 
/ LSnew  
	
)(1+x) = (q \(1+l/X) = (B - P)new 	
(5.10) 
zS0 k. qold) 	 (E - P)old 
where x is given by (5.9). For the values in the Strait of Gibraltar with AS 2 psu and 
AT —3°C, this leads to x 1/3, so that the appropriate SQE equation becomes 
IAC 	\4/3 	(qn ~'v)4 	 (1_ p\'-new \ L mew 
Sold) 	q01d 	- (E—P) old 
(5.11) 
This form of the SQE relation holds when the changes in B - P are such that the 
system remains in the maximal regime. 
For the submaximal regime, further modifications are necessary. The budget equa-
tion (5.3) still holds. In the strait equation (5.1) and subsequently (5.2) and (5.7), 
however, the proportionality factors k 1 , k2 and k4 incorporate the non-dimensional 
flow rate in the strait, which is a known constant in the maximal regime, but depends 
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on the interface depth in the submaximal case. Unfortunately, the interface depth can-
not be assumed to have a definite known value, because its response to changing net 
evaporation E - P depends on the water formation process. Two possible cases have 
to be considered: 
Interface rises with E - P An increase in E - P may raise the interface by form-
ing more lower layer water thus making k1, k2, k4 larger. In this case, k4 is a 
monotonically increasing functions of E - P. 
Interface drops with E - P Alternatively, if the water formation rate does not in-
crease with increasing E - P, the interface will tend to drop, as the resulting 
higher salinity difference drives more water through the strait. In this case, k4 is 
a monotonically decreasing functions of E - P. 
As k4 is no longer constant when E - P changes, it cannot be cancelled in the 
derivation of (5.10). Making the ansatz 
	
I a > 0 	if interface rises with E - P 
k4 = k5(E - P)- with 	 (5.12) 
a <0 	if interface drops with E - P 
it is again possible to derive a more general form of the SQE relation 
(Snew) 1—a = 
(~ 	
+a = (E - P)new 	
(5.13) 
qne ) 
(E — P) old 
Therefore, if the interface rises with rising E - F, i. e. a > 0, the total transport q 
increases more strongly in the submaximal regime than in the maximal regime. Part 
of the increase is due to an increase in density difference - this is the only factor in the 
maximal case -, part is due to the fact that a rising interface leads the system closer 
to the maximal solution. The salinity difference, on the other hand, increases less 
than in the maximal case. The reverse happens if the interface drops with increasing 
E - P. As a final note, if the water formation is such that the interface does not change 
significantly (as is the case in the maximal regime), then a = 0, and (5.13) collapses to 
the maximal SQE equation (5.10). 
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Parameter Symbol Value 
Strait geometry triangular 
Sill depth D 284m 
Width of Narrows W 12 km 
Width of Sill Ws 2- W 
Basin Area A 2.4 x 1012  m2 
Effective Basin Depth H 1000 m 
Salinity of the Atlantic inflow SA 36 psu 
Temperature of the Atlantic inflow TA 16°C 
Table 5.1: The model parameters used for the series of experiments to investigate 
the effect of changes in air-sea flux. The values were chosen to be realistic for the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
5.2 Experiments 
To investigate the effect of changing air-sea fluxes for different water formation param-
eterisations, a series of HYCOBOX experiments were performed. Each of the exper-
iments runs for 1000 years. The air-sea-fluxes are constant during the first 500 years, 
then change to new constant values for years 500-1000. The long timescale ensures that 
the system is in a steady state before the change occurs. The other model parameters 
that were kept constant between the runs are summarised in table 5.1 and are based 
on Mediterranean values. 
For the different runs, the three water formation parameterisations (I), (D) and 
(E) (see section 3.4) were used. The free parameters in the different parameterisations 
were chosen such that the steady states for the first 500 years are the same for each 
of the parameterisations. Two different sets of parameters were used, one leading to 
a submaximal situation, and one leading to a maximal situation before the change in 
air-sea-flux. The characterisation of these states and the appropriate parameters are 
shown in table 5.2. 
At t = 500 years, the air-sea-fluxes change. For each of the experiments in this set, 
either the net evaporation E - P or the atmospheric heat flux HAtm  increase or decrease 
by 20 %, whereas the other remains constant. This choice is certainly artificial: The 
5.2. EXPERIMENTS 
Maximal regime 
Steady state E - P = 75cm/year. A = 0.058 Sv 
HAt m = 7W/rn2 A= 17 X 10'2 W 
hu' = 60m 
= 1.057Sv 
AS = 1.97 psu 
AT = -3.49°C 
Water form. param. a = 1.77 x 104  m2/s = 0.229 year' . A 
= 4.28 x 104 m5 kg' s 	= 0.555 m3 kg' year- ' . A 
= 0.305m 1 
Submaximal regime 
Steady state E - P = 75cm/year. A = 0.058 Sv 
HAtm = 7W/m2 .A 	17 x 10' 2 W 
hu' = lOOm 
q2  = 0.989Sv 
AS = 2.11 psu 
AT = -3.68°C 
Water form. param. a = 1.14 x 104 m2/s = 0.128 year- ' . A 
ft = 2.14 x 10 4 m5 kg' s 	= 0.278 m3 kg' year' 	A 
= 0.171 m 1 
Table 5.2: The characterisation of the two steady states that were used as the basis for 
the experiments testing the sensitivity to changing air-sea-fluxes. The parameters a, 
jt and C were chosen such that the required steady state is reached for the respective 
parameterisation. 
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heat flux HAtm includes the latent heat loss, and in realistic situations both evaporation 
and heat loss change simultaneously'. However, it is preferable to treat heat and water 
fluxes independently here, as the purpose of these experiments is to investigate the 
basic responses of the system. 
With the three water formation parameterisations, in-/decrease in evaporation and 
heat, each for maximal and submaximal situations, a total of 24 experiments were 
performed. The experiments are labelled mnemonically as e. g. DE for the experiment 
with the density dependent water formation parameterisation (D), maximal initial state 
and increasing E - P. 
5.2.1 Experiments with changing net evaporation 
The results for the twelve experiments for changes in net evaporation are summarised 
in table 5.3. We first discuss how the change in net evaporation changes the steady 
state of the system for each of the experiments. After that, the transitional effects 
following the onset of the sudden change in flux and the interaction between changes 
in temperature and salinity are described. 
Table 5.3 lists the final steady state for each of the experiments. Furthermore, 
the individual parts of the SQE equation (5.10) are calculated for each experiment to 
facilitate the comparison of the model result with the theoretical expectations. The 
expected values for the SQE terms are 1.20 or 0.80 respectively, however the assump-
tions made in deriving the SQE equation together with the fact that the parameter x 
changes during the experiments leads to an estimated error of 0.02. 
The main results of this set of experiments may be summarised as follows: 
• All experiments with increasing evaporation, for all water formation parameterisa-
tions, show the expected increase in the salinity difference and in strait transport, 
the experiments with decreasing evaporation show a decrease in strait transport 
and salinity difference. 
o The different water formation parameterisations lead to different final states. For 
increasing evaporation, the parameterisation (I) lowers the interface by a very 
'However, one important recent change may affect only E - P: The damming of rives around the 

















- 1 1 
Initial state maximal 60.0 1.057 1.97 -3.49 0.320 
m 
(I) 62.3 1.100 2.27 -3.29 0.342 1.17 1.21 
DE E - P +20%  58.7 1.100 2.27 -3.29 0.342 1.17 1.21 
m   51.9 1.100 2.27 -3.29 0.342 1.17 1.21 
m (I) 57.2 1.011 1.65 -3.65 0.293 0.82 0.80 
DM 
E  E - P -20%  61.5 1.011 1.65 -3.65 0.293 0.82 0.80 
EM E 
  71.6 1.011 1.65 -3.65 0.293 0.82 0.80 
Initial state submaximal 100.0 0.989 2.11 -3.68 0.321 
S 
(I) 102.8 1.016 2.46 -3.56 0.342 1.11 1.23 
DtE E - P +20%  98.9 1.035 2.41 -3.48 0.342 1.20 1.20 
EtE   90.2 1.071 2.33 -3.36 0.342 1.37 1.14 
S 
(I) 97.0 0.958 1.74 -3.84 0.294 0.78 0.78 
D 
E E - P -20%  101.1 0.940 1.78 -3.91 0.294 0.80 0.80 
ES 
  111.5 0.883 1.89 -4.14 0.295 0.61 0.87 
Table 5.3: HYCOBOX experiments to investigate the effect of changing net evaporation 
on the final steady state for different water formation parameterisations. Each row lists 
the final state at t = 1000 years. At the top, the initial state before the change is listed. 
For a discussion of the main features, see section 5.2.1. 
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small amount (< 3m), the density-dependent parameterisation (D) raises the 
interface slightly (< 2 m), whereas the evaporation-dependent parameterisation 
(E) leads to a considerable rise of 10 m. For decreasing evaporation, the reverse 
is true. In the submaximal experiments this difference in the final interface depth 
also leads to appropriate differences in strait transport and salinity difference 
between the experiments. For the experiments in the maximal regime, the salinity 
difference and strait transport are constrained by the strait and therefore are 
independent of the water formation parameterisation. 
o All experiments in the maximal state show results that are in reasonable agree-
ment with the SQE equation. 
• For the experiments in the submaximal state, the SQE equation is only satisfied 
for experiments D D  E, jE and DE, in which the interface of the final steady 
state is not very different from the initial steady state. For experiments EtE 
and ES  E, in which the interface depth changes considerably, the SQE equation 
underestimates the change in strait transport, but overestimates the change in 
salinity difference. This result is consistent with the modified SQE relation (5.13). 
• Even though the heat loss HAtm  was kept constant, the temperature difference 
showed a response that is inverse to the response of the salinity difference: Ex-
periments with increasing salinity show a decrease in the temperature difference. 
For a salinity change of approximately 0.3 psu in each of the experiments, the 
temperature changes by 0.2'C. This is a secondary effect: For increasing evap-
oration, the water formation rate increases, but the heat loss remains the same, 
so that the newly formed water experiences a smaller temperature change. 
Comparing the three different water formation parameterisations, the main differ-
ence in the final steady state is the interface depth, but the differences are not extreme. 
However, the adjustment processes and transitional states show significant and quali-
tative differences. In the following, transitional effects in the three experiments with 
decreasing E - P and initial maximal state (Ii, EM   and DM E) are discussed. The 
other cases show qualitatively similar behaviour. 
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Figure 5.1: Interface depth and strait transport in experiment jE•  After the decrease 
in evaporation at t=500 years, the strait transport (bottom) slowly decreases following 
the density changes (figure 5.2). The interface starts to rise (top), until the water 
formation rate again balances the strait transport. 
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Figure 5.2: The salt budget in experiment JE  The e-folding time for the salt budget 
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Figure 5.3: The heat budget in experiment I. Although the heat loss was kept 
constant in this experiment, the temperature changes due to an interaction between 
heat and salt budgets. The positive spike in the heat budget at t = 500 is a numerical 
artefact. 
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Figure 5.4: The sea level in experiment IM  rises inside the basin, as the strait transport 
goes down. 
Water formation parameterisation (I). Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the 
transition between initial and final state for experiment j—E,  in which the water for-
mation depends only on the interface depth hp. The transition between the initial 
and the final state is smooth and takes approximately 200 years, suggesting that it is 
dominated by the slow salinity feedback discussed in section 4.2.2. 
The immediate effect of the sudden drop in net evaporation is an imbalance in the 
water budget, which is balanced within days by a small reduction of the inflow qi.  The 
short term adjustment of the water budget takes place in the same way as described 
above in section 4.2.1 and needs no further discussion here. 
This reduction in inflow leads to an negative salt and heat budgets, as now less salt 
and heat are transported into the basin. Initially, the basin looses 4.5 x 10 5 kg/s salt 
(see figure 5.2 bottom), and the heat transport in the strait drops from an equivalent 
of 7.00W/m2 to 6.94W/rn2 (figure 5.3 bottom. 
The water formation rate, which only depends on the interface depth, does not 
change immediately, whereas the salinity of the water formation box (figure 5.2 top, 
dotted line) shows a sharp drop as a result of the reduced evaporation. As this less 
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dense water sinks and is mixed into the lower layer, the salinity of the lower layer 
(figure 5.2 top, dot-dashed line) slowly decreases too. This takes place on a timescale 
of a century (see the discussion in section 4.2.2). 
With decreasing salinity and therefore density difference, the strait transport (fig-
ure 5.1 bottom) is reduced. The basin starts to fill up with lower layer water, i. e. the 
interface rises (figure 5.1 top), but this rise is limited by the fact that the water for-
mation rate decreases with a shallower interface, so that the overall change in interface 
depth is small. In terms of the feedback mechanisms described in section 4.2, the water 
formation parameterisation (I) therefore leads to an almost pure salinity feedback. 
Although the heat loss to the atmosphere HAt m remains constant throughout the 
experiment, the temperature changes. As the water formation rate decreases slowly, the 
temperature of the water formation box TF and consequently the temperature of the 
lower layer TL (figure 5.3 top, dotted line and dot-dashed line) decreases. Therefore, 
the net heat transport through the strait increases, which eventually leads the heat 
budget (figure 5.3 bottom) back to a balanced state. However, initially this mechanism 
is offset by the decreasing strait transport, so that the net heat transport in the strait 
continues to decrease between t = 500 years and t = 550 years, and only then starts to 
return to a balanced situation. 
The sea level in the basin (figure 5.4) rises by a small amount ( 2cm). As the 
density difference goes down, the outflow is reduced, and to balance the water budget 
a smaller sea level difference is sufficient to drive the required inflow. 
Water formation parameterisation (B). Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show the 
transition between initial and final state for experiment EM 
E
, in which the water for-
mation parameterisation is proportional to the net evaporation E - P and the interface 
depth hu'. Unlike experiment JE,  this experiment shows a considerable movement 
of the interface depth (figure 5.5 top graph) within the first 20 years. Therefore, the 
interface feedback (section 4.2.2) plays a major role in the adjustment. 
With the evaporation-dependent water formation parameterisation (E), the water 
formation rate responds immediately to a change in net evaporation. The sharp de-
crease in net evaporation leads to a similarly sharp decrease in the water formation rate. 
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Figure 5.5: Interface depth and strait transport in experiment EE.  The interface 
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Figure 5.7: The heat budget in experiment EE.  The main features are similar to 
experiment jE  (figure 5.3), but the temperature of the water formation region (top, 
dotted line) shows a sudden drop as result of the drop in water formation rate. The 
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Figure 5.8: The sea level in experiment EM 
E  shows the same behaviour as in experiment 
jE (figure 5.4). 
As the strait transport (figure 5.5 bottom) changes only slowly, the basin is emptied 
of lower layer water, and the interface drops with the characteristic timescale of a few 
years as discussed in section 4.2.2. 
On the other hand, the salinity of the water formation box (figure 5.6 top, dotted 
line) does not exhibit the same discontinuous change as in experiment 1E  (figure 5.2). 
Initially, as the water formation rate is proportional to the evaporation, the change 
in evaporation leads only to a change in water formation rate, while the salinity of 
the newly formed water remains the same, whereas in experiment I E  the change in 
evaporation leads to change in the salinity, while the water formation rate remains con-
stant. Therefore the water formation parameterisation (E) leads to interface feedback 
mechanism, in contrast to the pure salinity feedback of parameterisation (I). 
As the interface drops, the water formation rate increases again, leading to a slowly 
decreasing salinity of the newly formed water. Therefore, after the adjustment time of 
the interface feedback of 20 years, the system is again dominated by a salinity feedback 
very similar to the adjustment seen in experiment J;. 
The temperature (figure 5.7) also shows a significant transitional effect. As the water 
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formation rate goes down, the temperature of the water formation box also shows a 
significant drop, because the constant heat loss is now distributed over a smaller amount 
of water. This negative spike in the temperature persists until the interface has settled 
at its new value, and the water formation rate has returned to higher values. 
Water formation parameterisation (D). Finally, figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 
show experiment D. In this experiment the most realistic water formation param-
eterisation (D) is used, in which the water formation rate depends on the density 
difference between the water formation box and the lower layer. It is obvious - partic-
ularly in the evolution of the interface (figure 5.9 top) and the heat budget (figure 5.11 
bottom) - that the transition is more complex than for the other two water formation 
parameterisations. In general, while in experiments I ME and E 
E  the transition from 
the initial to the final state occurred essentially smoothly through intermediate states, 
in experiment DE the transition involves situations which are considerably different 
from both the initial and the final state (which are in fact very similar to each other). 
In particular, there is an excursion well into the submaximal regime for more than 100 
years. 
The reason for this strong transitional signal is the development of an instability. 
The change in evaporation does not change the water formation directly, but - as in 
experiment 1E - the salinity of the water formation layer decreases (figure 5.10 top). 
As the water formation is proportional to the density difference between boxes F and L, 
the water formation rate decreases sharply, and the interface deepens (figure 5.9 top). 
However, as the volume of the upper layer increases, its salinity decreases, further 
reducing the water formation rate. In total the water formation rate decreases with 
increasing ha', i. e. < 0, as can also be seen in the plot of the water formation dh U i 
rate cFL  versus the interface depth h' (figure 5.13). As was discussed in section 4.2.2, 
this indicates an unstable exponential growth away from the steady state. Therefore, 
although the new state (which is reached at the end of the experiment) is in the maximal 
regime not far from the initial steady state, a strong excursion into the submaximal 
regime is possible during the transition. 
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Figure 5.9: Interface depth and strait transport in experiment DM 
E  . Although initial 
and final state are not too different, there is a significant deviation during the transition, 
and the interface depth moves into the submaximal regime (top). The strait transport 
(bottom) falls below the maximal value (thick lines), which also decreases slowly due 
to density changes. 
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Figure 5.11: The heat budget in experiment DE.  Again, the temperature responds to 
changes in the evaporation even though the heat loss was kept constant. the response 
is more complex than in experiments jE  and EE  (see text for details). The sharp 
positive spike in the heat budget (bottom) at t = 500 is a numerical artefact. 
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Figure 5.12: The sea level in experiment DE shows a strong transitional signal. 
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Figure 5.13: The water formation rate CFL  versus the interface depth hu' in experiment 
D, from year 500 (top left end of the graph) to year 800. The crosses are set in 
distances of 1 year, the bullets at distances of 10 years. In the first year, the slope is 




maximal regime and becomes submaximal. Therefore the strait transport decreases, so 
that the movement of the interface is slowed down. The second factor is the slow de-
crease in the lower layer salinity, which tends to increase the density difference between 
boxes F and L, thus increasing the water formation again. These two factors effectively 
act on the timescale of the interface mechanism (several years) and the salinity mecha-
nism (several decades) respectively, and the interplay between the different timescales 
leads to a complex pattern of the evolution: 
Years 500-508: The system is still in the maximal regime, but the salinity of the 
water formation box drops quickly, reducing the water formation considerably, 
while the strait transport remains almost constant, thus lowering the interface. 
With less water formation, the surface water experiences stronger cooling (figure 
5.11 top, dotted line). The heat budget (figure 5.11 bottom), starting at a small 
negative value, moves back towards a balanced state. The sea level in the basin 
rises by a small amount (2 mm). 
Years 508-531: The interface has dropped into the submaximal regime, the strait 
transport decreases, slowing down and eventually stopping the lowering of the in-
terface. The strait transport also decreases slowly because the lower layer salinity 
decreases. As the strait transport decreases, the heat budget becomes strongly 
negative. At the same time, the water formation rate increases again, because 
the density difference between boxes F and L increases. In order to maintain the 
water budget with decreasing strait transport, the sea level in the basin rises by 
6cm. 
Years 531-616: The water formation rate continues to increase, and the interface 
starts to rise again. The strait transport, however, shows only a very small 
increase, because the rise in interface depth (which tends to increase strait trans-
port) is counteracted by a decrease in density difference (which tends to decrease 
the strait transport). The heat budget moves towards the balanced situation as a 
result of decreasing temperatures in the lower layer, and the sea level is lowered 
again. 
Years 616-645: The interface has risen above the maximal/submaximal threshold, 
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and the system is back in the maximal regime. Therefore, from this point onwards 
the interface change does not influence the strait transport. However, as the 
salinity in the lower layer still continues to fall, the strait transports begins to 
decrease again, albeit by a small amount. This is particularly visible in the heat 
budget (figure 5.11 bottom). 
Years 645-end: The decrease in lower layer salinity is now so slow that it is balanced 
by the decrease in temperature, so that the density difference remains constant, 
and the strait transport ceases to decrease. The heat budget is now only influ-
enced by the temperature of the lower layer, and is moving back to the balanced 
situation. 
In summary, the most realistic water formation parameterisation (D) can lead to a 
situation in which a sudden change in air-sea fluxes - even if they are small and hardly 
affect the steady state - can lead to a crisis in which the deep water formation in the 
basin is considerably reduced, and this situation can persist for periods of the order of 
a century. 
Submaximal experiments. For comparison, figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 show the inter-
face depth and the salinities for experiments 1 tE, DtE and EtE in which the system 
started in a submaximal situation, and the net evaporation was increased by 20 %. 
The features are generally similar to the three experiments discussed above. Again, 
the water formation parameterisation (I) in experiment I tE leads to an almost pure 
salinity feedback, whereas in experiment EtE the interface mechanism plays a large 
role, and the salinity adjustment is considerably weaker. In contrast to the maximal 
experiments, in the submaximal experiments the strait dynamics does not constrain 
the steady state, so that the the predominance of the respective feedback leads to no-
ticeable differences in the salinities of the final steady states: SL changes by 0.35 psu 
for 15+E  (pure salinity feedback), but only 0.22 psu for experiment EtE. Experiment 
DtE with the density dependent water formation parameterisation (D) again shows a 
strong excursion away from the steady state. 
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Figure 5.14: The interface depth (top) and the salinity (bottom) in experiment 15+E • It 
shows a pure salinity feedback: the interface changes little, while the salinity increases. 
Compare with figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15: The interface depth (top) and the salinity (bottom) in experiment E tE. 
Compared to experiment I s  (figure 5.14), the salinity adjustment is considerably 
weaker (SL changes by 0.22 psu for f, but 0.35 psu for d), and the interface mechanism 
plays a large role. 
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Figure 5.16: The interface depth (top) and the salinity (bottom) in experiment DtE. 
As in experiment DE  (figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12) there is a complex interplay 
between the mechanisms, with a strong excursion away from the steady state. 








Initial state maximal 60.0 1.057 1.97 -3.49 
M 
(I) 61.0 1.079 1.93 -4.07 
DH HAt m  +20%  60.4 1.079 1.93 -4.07 
M 
 61.1 1.079 1.93 -4.07 
M 
(I) 58.6 1.035 2.01 -2.82 
DH HAtm 20%  59.4 1.035 2.01 2.82 
Em_H  58.6 1.035 2.01 -2.82 
Initial state submaximal 100.0 0.989 2.11 -3.68 
S 
(I) 101.4 1.002 2.08 -4.36 
DtH HAt m  +20% (D) 100.1 1.008 2.07 -4.32 
EtH  (E) 101.3 1.002 2.08 -4.36 
T 
S 
-H (I) 98.7 0.975 2.14 -2.98 
D S H HAtm 20%  99.7 0.970 2.15 -2.99 
ES  "  98.5 0.975 2.14 -2.98 
Table 5.4: HYCOBOX experiments to investigate the effect of changing atmospheric 
heat los on the steady state for different water formation parameterisations. Each row 
lists the final state at t = 1000 years. As E - P was not varied, the water formation 
parameterisation (E) is equivalent to (I) and experiments EH, EtH , EH and E" 
only repeat j+H, J5+H, j;H and j;H  (except for possibly small differences due to the 
fact that the initial state was not replicated perfectly). For a discussion of the main 
features, see section 5.2.2. 
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5.2.2 Experiments with changing heat loss 
Table 5.4 summarises the final states of the system in each of the experiments for 
changing heat loss. It should be noted that in this set of experiments the evaporation 
dependent water formation parameterisations (E) is equivalent to the "interface only" 
parameterisation (I), as the net evaporation E - P was kept constant. 
To changing heat loss, the system reacts as follows (see also table 5.4): 
o The final steady states are independent of the water formation parameterisation, 
i. e. for each set of conditions, the three runs for the different parameterisations 
show approximately the same final steady state. 
• Changes in the heat loss do not significantly affect the depth of the interface, 
and therefore do not significantly influence how far away the system is from the 
switchover between maximal and submaximal regime. In other words, of the two 
feedback mechanism (interface feedback and temperature feedback, see section 
4.2.3), only the the temperature feedback is active, independent of the water 
formation parameterisation. 
• As expected, an increase/decrease in the heat loss increases/decreases the tem-
perature difference by a similar proportion (18 - 20 % for a change in heat flux 
of 20%). The strait transport also increases/decreases as a result of the change 
in density difference. 
• The salinity difference shows an inverse response: An increase in heat loss de-
creases the salinity difference, although the change is very small - the salinity 
changes by 2 % for a change in heat flux of 20 %. In more practical terms, while 
the temperature changes by approximately 0.6 - 0.7'C, the salinity changes only 
by 0.04 psu in each of the experiments. 
However, although the final steady states do not differ significantly between the 
different water formation parameterisations, the transitions from the initial to the fi-
nal states again show qualitatively different behaviour. In the following, experiments 
jH and D; H  (maximal state, heat loss decreases by 20 %, water formation parame- 
terisations (I) and (D)) are shown in detail. As E - P is constant, water formation 
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parameterisation (E) is equivalent to (I), and experiment EM 
H  needs not be shown in 
detail. 
Water formation parameterisation (I). Figures 5.17, 5.19, 5.18 and 5.20 show 
the evolution of experiment jH,  in which the water formation rate depends only on the 
interface depth. Similar to experiment JE (adjustment to reduced evaporation), the 
adjustment to the reduced heat loss does not involve the interface feedback mechanism, 
as can be seen from the plot of the interface depth (figure 5.17 top). The interface 
depth remains approximately constant, and the heat budget is balanced through an 
adjustment of the temperature (figure 5.18). The temperature of the water formation 
layer (figure 5.18 top, dotted line) increases immediately due to the reduced heat loss, 
and the temperature of the lower layer follows with the characteristic timescale of 
TT = 60 years until the heat budget is balanced figure 5.18 bottom). 
Similar to the experiments with changing evaporation, there is an interaction be-
tween the heat budget and the salt budget: The salinity changes even though the 
evaporation remains unchanged (figure 5.19). The reduced temperature and therefore 
density difference reduces the volume transport (figure 5.17 bottom). Although the 
change is comparatively small, it leads to an imbalance in the salt budget (figure 5.19 
bottom), as the total outward salt transport in the lower layer S2 . q2 is reduced more 
than the inward salt transport Si qi• Consequently, the salinities of the layers inside 
the basin increase, until the salt budget is again balanced. 
As expected, the sea level (figure 5.20) also responds: A smaller sea level difference 
across the strait is sufficient to drive the reduced inflow through the strait. However, 
the change in sea level is less than 1 cm and would therefore be essentially undetectable. 
Water formation parameterisation (D). Figures 5.21, 5.23, 5.22 and 5.24 show 
the evolution of experiment DH,  in which the water formation rate depends on the 
density difference and the interface depth. Similar to the experiments with varying 
evaporation, this water formation parameterisation exhibits a transitional state that is 
drastically different from both the initial and the final state. The system, starting well 
within the maximal regime, approaches the submaximal threshold, although - in this 
particular experiment - does not venture into the submaximal state (figure 5.21 top). 
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Figure 5.17: Interface depth and strait transport in experiment JH•  The interface 
depth (top) is not significantly affected. The strait transport (bottom), however, goes 
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Figure 5.18: The heat budget in experiment j;H.  The heat transport through the 
strait (bottom, thick line) approaches the atmospheric value with an e-folding time of 
TT = 60 years. The adjustment is achieved through a change in temperature of the 
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Figure 5.19: The salt budget in experiment JH•  Although the evaporative air-sea-
fluxes are not varied in this experiment, the salt budget becomes unbalanced as a result 
of adjustment processes of the heat budget (bottom, note that the units on the y-axis 
are smaller by one order of magnitude compared to the figures from the experiments 
shown above). Therefore, the salinities in the basin change (top). 
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Figure 5.20: The sea level in experiment jH  As the strait transport goes down (driven 
by the reduction in density difference), a smaller sea level difference across the strait is 
sufficient to drive the required inflow. 
The mechanism for this strong transitional signal is similar to the one discussed 
above in relation to experiment DM 
E.  Immediately after the change, the temperature 
and therefore the density of the water formation box goes up (figure 5.22 top, dotted 
line), so that the water formation collapses, and the interface goes down with the 
characteristic timescale for interface adjustments Thu,.  The water formation rate only 
recovers on the longer temperature adjustment timescales TT as the temperature of the 
lower layer TL increases due to newly formed water being mixed into it (figure 5.22 top, 
dash-dotted line). This leads to the characteristic kink in the evolution of the interface 
depth (figure 5.21 top) with the sharp initial drop and the slower recovery. 
As the system remains in the maximal regime, the heat budget is only affected by 
the temperature feedback mechanism, and the adjustment of the heat budget (figure 
5.22) is similar to experiment IM 
H  (figure 5.22). Again, there is an interaction between 
heat and salt budget (figure 5.23), which is similar to experiment IM  in the long run, 
but shows differences on a shorter timescale as a result to the transitional state. In 
particular, the salinity of the water formation box SF (figure 5.23 top, dotted line) 
increases immediately as the water formation rate collapses. Therefore, initially the 
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Figure 5.21: Interface depth and strait transport in experiment D". Although initial 
and final steady state have similar interface depths, the transitional state is considerably 
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Figure 5.22: The heat budget in experiment DH.  The heat transport through the 
strait (bottom, thick line) approaches the atmospheric value with an e-folding time of 
50 years. The adjustment is achieved through a change in temperature of the lower 
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Figure 5.23: The salt budget in experiment DM 
H
. Again, the salinity is indirectly 
affected by changes in the heat budget. 
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Figure 5.24: The sea level in experiment DM  
salinity of the lower layer increases faster than in experiment IM 
H , and the salt budget 
shows a slight negative excursion (figure 5.23 bottom) before the reduction in flow rate 
leads to a net inflow of salt as discussed above for experiment I. 
5.3 The experiments in perspective 
The experiments shown in the previous sections form a basis for the understanding 
of changes in the Mediterranean. Changing the budgets leads to both a shift in the 
steady state and to transitional effects. The bottom layer properties SL and TL respond 
on very long timescales and therefore reflect mainly shifts in the steady state of the 
system, whereas shorter term transitional effects are visible in the properties of the 
newly formed water SF and TF and in the interface depth, i. e. all the quantities that 
can change on shorter timescales. The transitional effects are also rather sensitive to the 
water formation parameterisation, whereas the steady state, and therefore the average 
basin salinity and temperature, are more robust. 
These experiments can help to interpret observational evidence of changing con- 
ditions, both at the present day and on geological timescales. A number of studies 
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analysing measurements in the Mediterranean Sea indicate that the average salinity 
and temperature of the deep waters have risen noticeably in the 20th century. Bethoux 
et al. (1990) find that the average basin temperature is rising by 0.12°C per century, 
while the average salinity increases by 0.03 psu per century, with most of the increase 
in the second half of the century. Rohling and Bryden (1992) find a somewhat higher 
increase in salinity of the Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW) of 0.05 psu 
between 1955 and 1989, and a temperature increase of 0.07°C. 
Although there is some doubt whether these changes are statistically significant 
(Martin and Milliman 1997), it has been suggested that the warming of the Mediter-
ranean reflects the global warming trend. On the other hand, Rohling and Bryden 
(1992) argue that the main factor causing this trend was the damming of large rivers 
around the Mediterranean in the second half of the 20th century, reducing the fresh-
water input into the Eastern Mediterranean by 13.5 x 1010  m3/year (equivalent to an 
increase in net evaporation over the whole basin of 5 cm/year) and making the Mediter-
ranean saltier. 
The two possibilities - atmospheric warming or reduced river runoff - can be dis-
cussed in the light of the experiments shown above. The change is detected mainly in 
the average properties of the deep water, which are insensitive to the water formation 
parameterisation used in the model and to transitional effects. Although the HY-
COB OX experiments used abrupt changes in air-sea-fluxes while the relevant changes 
in nature occur over longer times, the use of the HYCOBOX results is justified because 
the transitional, short-term effects are ignored here. 
We first discuss the hypothesis that the the main factor triggering the recent changes 
is the damming of river systems in the borderlands of the Eastern Mediterranean. While 
river runoff affects the freshwater budget, rivers contribute little to the heat budget, as 
heat is predominantly lost through air-sea-interaction. Therefore the damming of river 
systems has a qualitatively similar long term effect as the experiments in section 5.2.1, 
where only the net evaporation changed but the heat loss remained constant. Assuming 
an e-folding time of 60 years, the observed change in salinity of 0.03 to 0.05 psu within 
35 years indicates that the total shift in the steady state will be around 0.1 to 0.15 psu 
over a period of 150 to 200 years, i. e. an increase by 5% to 7.5%. Using the SQE 
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equation (5.11), this can be caused by an increase in net evaporation by 7 to 10%. 
Therefore, the known increase of the excess evaporation of 5 cm/year or 7 % due to the 
damming of rivers is sufficient to explain an increase in the salinity of 0.1 psu. 
However, the results of the experiments listed in table 5.3 and the discussion on 
page 86 indicate that the observed increase in steady-state salinity of 0.10 to 0.15 psu 
will lead to a secondary increase in steady state temperature of 0.08 to 0.1 °C. On 
the other hand, with the observed warming of 0.07 to 0.12°C over the second half of 
the 20th century, the total expected temperature adjustment can be assumed to be 
0.2 to 0.3'C. Therefore, the secondary temperature adjustment is not of sufficient size 
to explain the observed warming trend of 0.2 to 0.3°C per century, and the observed 
warming must partly be a direct effect of reduced atmospheric heat loss. 
Atmospheric warming, on the other hand, modifies both the net evaporation and 
the heat loss. The evaporation and the latent heat loss increase, but the sensible heat 
loss decreases. Following the discussion on page 107 and the information in table 5.4, 
reducing the heat loss by 20% with constant net evaporation leads to an increase in 
temperature of 0.7°C and a secondary increase of salinity of 0.04 psu. The relative size 
of the temperature and salinity signals can therefore be used to estimate the relative 
changes in E—P and HAt m . If SE is the change in salinity due to changes in evaporation, 
and SH is the (secondary) change in salinity due to heat loss, the following set of 
equations holds: 
SE + 	 SH = Stot = 0.12psu(±0.02psu) 
0.2°C 	 0.7°C 	 (5.14) 
0.3psu 
•SE + 
O.04psu 5H = Ttot 
= 0.25°C(±0.05°C) 
Solving this set of equations yields SE = 0.11 psu and SH = 0.0 10 psu. SE = 
0.11 psu is equivalent to an increase in excess evaporation by 7%, while SH = 0.010 psu 
indicates a reduction in total atmospheric heat loss by approximately 5 %, leading to the 
conjecture that both the change in river runoff and a change in atmospheric conditions 
are necessary to explain the observed changes in deep water properties. However, the 
precise role of atmospheric changes remains unclear, as the relation between evaporation 
and (sensible and latent) heat loss cannot be well defined here, and a more detailed 
study of the observations would be beyond the scope of this thesis. Future work may 
also identify some of the transitional patterns in the observations. 
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Summing up, the results in this chapter provide estimates for the correlation be-
tween air-sea-flux changes and resulting changes in water properties. The next chapter 
6 uses these results for a case study of changes at the beginning of the holocene. 
Chapter 6 
Changes in the Holocene 
In this chapter, the HYCOBOX model is used to investigate the conditions in the 
Mediterranean Sea since the Last Glacial Maximum, approximately 18000 years BP 1 . 
In geological terms (see figure 6.1), this covers the second half of the Late Weichselian 
(22 kyr BP to 10 kyr BP, the last glacial in the Pleistocene) and the Holocene (10 kyr BP 
to present). Of particular interest is a period in the Early Holocene during which 
sediment cores reveal significant changes in the Mediterranean circulation, as carbon 
rich organic sediments (sapropels) were deposited. The first section of this chapter 
reviews the geological evidence from sediment cores, and the climatological changes that 
have been suggested to account for them, most of which involve an additional influx 
of fresh water directly into the Eastern Mediterranean, most prominently through the 
opening of the Black Sea. 
The subsequent sections focus on one mechanism that has hitherto received little 
attention. During the last 18000 years, the global sea level rose by approximately 120 m 
(Fairbanks 1989). With lower sea level, the average salinity in the Mediterranean was 
considerably higher in the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 18000 yr BP) than at present, 
and strait transport considerably lower. In times of rapid sea level rise the influx of 
(fresher) Atlantic water increased, but due to long residence times the salinity of the 
deep and intermediate waters would have decreased more slowly, so that the basin was 
'As the ' 4 C-calibration is not well established before 9kyrBP (Stuiver et al. 1986), all dates here 
are given in uncalibrated radiocarbon dates. The calender age is approximately 1000 years higher than 
the radiocarbon age (see also figure 6.1). 
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more stably stratified, and convection was reduced. 
The HYCOBOX model is used to quantify the effect, and compare it to the effect of 
additional fresh water influx. The results show that the reservoir effect is likely to have 
a smaller effect than increased freshwater influx, but remains a potentially siginificant 
factor at the onset of sapropel formation. 
6.1 Sapropel formation in the Mediterranean 
Due to its anti-estuarine circulation, the present day Mediterranean is well ventilated 
throughout the water column, and the photic zone is nutrient-depleted, resulting in low 
primary productivity, particularly in the east. However, sediment cores have revealed 
more than 150 sapropel layers in sediments since the middle miocene. A sapropel is 
defined as a discrete sediment bed containing at least 2 % organic carbon by weight, 
while sapropelitic layers contain between 0.5 % and 2 % organic carbon (Aksu et al. 
1995). Generally, sapropels indicate that the production of organic carbon exceeded 
the oxidation of dead organic matter, so that part of the carbon could be deposited, 
thus suggesting very different conditions to those of the present day. 
Two principal mechanisms can lead to sapropel formation. In euxinic conditions, 
i. e. when convection is reduced, parts of the water column have low oxygen content 
or become anoxic, and organic carbon cannot be oxidised (stagnation theory), leading 
to the deposition of black and organic rich euxinic sediments. Alternatively, if primary 
productivity is very high, the rate of carbon sedimentation can be too large for the 
carbon to be oxidised completely even in waters that are not oxygen-depleted (pro-
ductivity theory). However, these principal mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, 
but rather interlinked: reduced convection may well lead to upwelling of nutrient rich 
waters and increased productivity (Kemp et al. 1999). 
The youngest sapropel layer Si was deposited 9600-6400 yr BP during the holocene 
(Aksu et al. 1995). A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain the oc-
currence of Si, mainly invoking stagnation through the influx of large amounts of 
comparatively fresh water at the surface. Examples include increased freshwater in-
put from the Nile due to monsoon intensification (Rossignol-Strick 1985) and increased 
rainfall in the northern borderlands of the Eastern Mediterranean (Rohling and Hilgen 











































Figure 6.1: Stratigraphy from the Last Glacial Maximum to the present. 
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1991). However, although the freshwater inflow may have been somewhat higher 9000-
7000 years BP (Bethoux 1993), it is generally thought that the freshwater budget has 
remained similar to the present day. Estimates of the present net freshwater gain of 
the Aegean mainly through the Bosphorus range from 5400 to 12400 m3 /S (Lane-Serif 
et al. 1997). It seems unlikely that a change in precipitation has occurred that was 
large enough to alter the circulation significantly. 
An event that has been suggested as a cause for sapropel formation was the open-
ing of the connection at the Strait of Bosphorus between the Mediterranean Sea and 
the Black Sea, which was a freshwater lake ("Black Lake") in the late pleistocene. At 
present, there is a two layer estuarine exchange in the Bosphorus, in which Mediter-
ranean water flows into the Black Sea at the bottom of the Bosphorus 2 and less saline 
( 20 psu) Black Sea water flows out at the surface. For the transition between the 
freshwater Black Lake and the present two layer exchange, there are currently two 
competing scenarios. The gradual inflow scenario (e. g. Lane-Serif et al. 1997, and 
references therein) assumes that the Black Lake always had an outflow to the Mediter-
ranean through the the Bosphorus Strait. When the Mediterranean Sea level had risen 
sufficiently above sill depth (40-60m below present sea level), Mediterranean water 
started to flow in at the bottom, converting the Black Lake into a brackish Black Sea 
and establishing the present two layer system. For the following two or three millen-
nia, the Aegean experienced an additional freshwater influx as the fresh water in the 
Black Sea was replaced by saline water. Lane-Serif et al. (1997) calculated that - de-
pending on the conditions - the additional freshwater influx may have been between 
10000 m3 /s and 30000 M3 /S, starting between 10300 years BP and 7900 years BP. This 
would have been a significant inflow of fresh surface water (equivalent to an increase in 
net precipitation over the whole Mediterranean of 13 to 40 cm/year), leading to stronger 
stratification and stagnation. 
2 Since early hellenistic times, this was known to be a useful feature for the sea trade with the 
North: One could travel against the southward surface current by lowering a stone filled bucket into 
the northward bottom current (Pitman and Ryan 1998). Pitman and Ryan (1998) also report the 
speculation that this bottom current was the underworld river Acheron described in the Argonaut 
saga. This saga is possibly a mythical account of sea faring into the Black Sea in the Middle Bronze 
Age. 
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In an alternative scenario for the opening of the Black Sea, presented by Ryan 
et al. (1997), the connection between the Black Lake and the Mediterranean was lost 
completely in the late pleistocene, and the lake level dropped to approximately 120m 
below the present level. When the sea level in the Mediterranean rose to sill depth, this 
resulted in a catastrophic waterfall and subsequent drowning of the Black Sea shelf 3 . 
In support of this theory an unconformity in the Black Sea has been found at the base 
of a sapropel layer, and AMS- 14 C-dating of the euryhaline gastropods at this horizon 
leads to a date of 7150 ± 100 years BP for the salination of the Black Sea. In this 
scenario, the freshwater input at the Bosphorus is negligible before 7150 years BP, and 
increases quickly to the present value afterwards. As in the gradual scenario, there is 
also an additional input of fresh water into the Mediterranean Sea in the centuries or 
millennia following the opening, as the outfiowing Black Sea water was initially fresher 
than today. However, compared to the gradual scenario this effect was less prominent 
in the catastrophic scenario, as a large part of the salination happened in the very short 
time when the Black Sea was flooded with salty Mediterranean water, increasing its 
volume by approximately 15 %. 
Although recent discoveries  of objects that might be interpreted as remains of 
Neolithic settlements north of Sinop at a depth of 100 m lend further support to the 
catastrophic flooding scenario, at present there are still open questions, and it cannot 
be decided with certainty which scenario is correct. For this study, both scenarios are 
used. 
6.2 The effect of sea level change 
The end of the pleistocene and the early part of the holocene is characterised by a retreat 
of glaciers and melting of the ice caps, leading to a sea level rise of 120 m. A detailed 
3 This scenario was speculatively linked by Pitman and Ryan (1998) to presumed patterns migration 
of protoindoeuropean (PIE) speakers, predynastic Egyptians, Semites and Ubaids, whose origin is 
speculated to be on the drowned banks of the Black Lake, and whose memories of the devastating 
event are preserved in the legend of Noah's flood. 
4 See the press coverage on September 15, 2000, in all major newspapers. The finds have not been 
published yet and should therefore be interpreted with care. 
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Sea level (m) 
Figure 6.2: Sea level change during the holocene, showing the two meltwater peaks IA 
and lB (after Fairbanks (1989)). 
record of the sea level rise for the last 17000 years has been obtained by Fairbanks (1989) 
(see figure 6.2). He found that the sea level rise was most rapid in two periods: The 
first meltwater peak ("Meltwater peak IA") is centred around 12000 years BP and ends 
at the beginning of the colder Younger Dryas chronozone, while the second (" Meltwater 
peak TB") occurs after the Younger Dryas, centred around 9500 years BP. 
In the following, two effects of the sea level rise are relevant. Firstly, as the Strait 
was shallower and narrower at times of lower sea level, the exchange with the Atlantic 
was reduced and the conditions in the Mediterranean were more extreme than today. 
This has been investigated by Rohling and Bryden (1994) using a steady state hydraulic 
model with a triangular strait cross section. At times when the sea level rises quickly, 
however, a more dynamic aspect of the system becomes relevant: With residence times 
of centuries or millennia, the conditions in the basin lag behind the steady state situa-
tion during the meltwater peaks, in particular as the residence times were considerably 
longer than at the present day due to the smaller strait cross section. Therefore, while 
larger amounts of Atlantic water enter at the surface, the intermediate and deep water 
still have a comparatively higher density, leading to stronger stratification in the basin 
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Parameter Value 
Effective Basin Depth H = 2000m 
Net evaporation E - P = 75 cm/year 
Heat Loss HAt m = 7W/rn2 
Water formation parameterisation (D) 
WFO parameter p = 0.4 
Basin Mixing yes 
Strait Mixing no 
Sea level figure 6.2 
Variation in net evaporation 
Experiment (CONST) no 
Experiment (GRAD) 8500-6750 BP: linear decrease by 20 cm/year 
6750-5000 BP: linear increase by 20cm/year 
Experiment (CATA) before 7150 BP: 20% higher 
Table 6.1: Parameters for the Holocene experiments. Experiment (CONST) uses a 
constant freshwater budget, experiment (GRAD) models the gradual opening of the 
Black Sea with increases freshwater inflow during the transition, and (CATA) models 
the catastrophic opening of the Black Sea after Ryan et al. (1997). 
and reduced circulation. This effect may provide a new explanation for the formation 
of sapropels and will be discussed in the next section. 
The HYCOBOX model was used to investigate the effects of sea level change. Three 
experiments were performed. In each of them, the sea level curve from figure 6.2 was 
used, but they differ in the freshwater budget (see table 6.1 and figure 6.3). In the 
first experiment (CONST), the freshwater budget remains constant throughout with 
a present-day value for the net evaporation of 75 cm/year. The second experiment 
(GRAD) tries to model the gradual opening of the Black Sea, based on the scenario 
in Lane-Serif et al. (1997): Between 8500 year BP and 5000 year BP, an additional 
influx of fresh water reduces the net evaporation. The influx increases linearly from 
8500 year BP, reaching a peak of 15000 m3 /S (equivalent to 20cm/year reduction in net 
evaporation over the whole basin) at 6750 year BP, and then decreases linearly until 
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Figure 6.3: The net evaporation used for the three holocene experiments. 
5000 year BP. The third experiment (CATA) models the catastrophic scenario: Before 
the opening of the Black Sea, the missing freshwater influx through the Bosphorus 
means that the excess evaporation was 20 % larger than today, and with the catastrophic 
event at 7150 year BP it dropped to its present-day value of 75cm/year. 
Only the water formation parameterisation (D), i. e. the density dependent param-
eterisation, was used in these experiments, with a parameter p = 0.4. The results are 
not sensitive to the value of this parameter, as a lower sea level in the past almost 
certainly meant that the system was in the maximal regime. The other parameters for 
this set of experiment are summarised in table 6.1. 
Although the water formation would be the obvious variable that could indicate 
reduced circulation, the rather coarse parameterisation of the water formation in HY-
COBOX means that it is rather insensitive in the model. Firstly, if the system is in the 
maximal regime, the water formation in the present parameterisation cannot deviate 
much from the maximal strait transport. Secondly, the water formation is a bulk prop-
erty covering the whole Mediterranean, whereas a more differentiated model would be 
necessary to see changes in the Aegean or parts of the Eastern Mediterranean. How-
ever, some indication of changes in the circulation can be obtained from the movement 
of the interface depth as a result of imbalances between strait transport and water 
formation; and from the densities, indicating the stratification in the basin. 
Figure 6.4 shows the interface depth and the salinity for experiment (CONST) with 
constant freshwater budget. As expected, the salinity (bottom) was considerably higher 
during the holocene. This essentially replicates the results obtained by Rohling and 
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Figure 6.4: The interface depth (top) and the salinity (bottom) for the experiment with 
constant freshwater budget. The interface deepens considerably around the pleistocene-
holocene transition. 
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Bryden (1994), both qualitatively and quantitatively, although the numerical values dif-
fer slightly, as they used a somewhat smaller value for the net evaporation (56 cm/year). 
Of particular interest is the pleistocene-holocene transition at 9600 year BP, at which 
the disappearance of planktonic foraminifera of the genus Neogloboquadrina is inter-
preted as an indication that the pycnocline dropped below the photic zone (Rohling 
and Gieskes 1989). In the HYCOBOX experiment, the interface depth deepens sud-
denly from 36.9 m at 10000 years BP to 55.5 m at 9000 year BP. 
The experiment for the gradual scenario (GRAD), shown in figure 6.5, shows the 
same behaviour as (CONST) before the onset of the freshwater influx from the Black 
Sea. In particular, the drop of the interface depth at the beginning of the holocene is 
reproduced. The additional freshwater influx from the Black Sea leads to a considerable 
freshening of the Mediterranean in the 7th millennium BP, evident in a noticeable 
minimum of the salinity in the water formation layer and the lower layer (figure 6.5 
bottom) centred around 6500 years BP, i. e. 200-300 years after the largest freshwater 
input. 
The interface depth drops during the first half of the freshwater event, i. e. during 
the time when the net evaporation decreases (8500 - 6750 year BP), but starts to rise 
again in the second half of the event (6750 - 5000 year BP), leading to an interface 
depth shallower than in experiment (CONST). The drop in interface in the first half 
indicates a reduced water formation, and - as Lane-Serif et al. (1997) noted - this may 
have been a factor in the formation of sapropels. The timing of the event used here is 
rather late for the sapropel formation (9600-6750 year BP), but there are considerable 
uncertainties in the timing and scale of the additional freshwater influx, so that a link 
between the opening of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean sapropel layer Si is not 
impossible - assuming that the gradual scenario rather than the catastrophic scenario 
happened. 
In the experiment for the catastrophic scenario (CATA) (figure 6.6), the salinity in 
the basin is by approximately 0.4 psu higher than in the other two experiments prior 
to the event at 7150 years BP, as the freshwater influx is lower. At the time of the 
opening, the salinity shows a sharp drop, and the interface depth has an excursion into 
the submaximal regime, indicating a collapse of the circulation. As such, this transition 
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Figure 6.5: The interface depth and the salinity for experiment (GRAD) with the 
gradual opening of the Black Sea. 
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Figure 6.6: The interface depth and the salinity for experiment (CATA) with the 
catastrophic opening of the Black Sea. 
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is very similar to the one investigated in experiment DM 
E  in chapter 4, in which the 
evaporation was reduced by 20 % starting from a maximal situation. This experiment 
was discussed in detail in chapter 4. Both experiments show a sharp drop in interface 
depth below the final steady state (figure 6.6 top). In the holocene experiment, the drop 
in interface depth lasts for approximately 500 years with an e-folding time of 200 years, 
not inconsistent with the expected e-folding time for density adjustments of 160 years 
from (4.33) for the parameters in this experiment. 
While the drop in interface depth indicates a reduced circulation for half a mil-
lennium after the catastrophic opening of the Black Sea, the timing makes it unlikely 
that the flooding of the Black Sea and subsequent increase in freshwater influx into the 
Mediterranean are a causal factor for sapropel formation, which began approximately 
2500 years before the event. However, the additional freshwater may have been a factor 
in maintaining a low circulation towards the end of the deposition of sapropel Si, i. e. 
from 7150 years BP to 6400 years BP. 
Comparing the two scenarios, the catastrophic scenario could lead to a shorter, 
but more complete collapse of the circulation than the gradual scenario. Timing of the 
sapropel layer and its duration favours the gradual scenario, but makes the catastrophic 
opening an unlikely cause for the Mediterranean sapropels, as the catastrophic flooding 
happened towards the end of the sapropel formation. 
6.3 The reservoir effect and sapropel formation 
A mechanism for sapropel formation that has not received much attention is the reser-
voir effect: As the sea level rises and the input of Atlantic water through the Strait of 
Gibraltar increases, the salinity of the deep and intermediate water changes only slowly, 
leading to a transient increase in stratification. The three HYCOBOX experiments can 
be used to compare the reservoir effect with the effect of the changing water budgets 
in the two experiments (GRAD) and (CATA). 
Figure 6.7 shows the density difference Lp = PL - PF between the lower layer 
L and the water formation box F for the three experiments. This density difference 
was chosen because it most directly influences the water formation rate (3.42). If this 
density difference is small (i. e. the graph shows a peak in the positive - upward - 
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Figure 6.7: The density difference between boxes F and L for the three experiments. 
(CONST): solid line; (GRAD): dotted line; (CATA): dashed line. The experiment for 
the catastrophic opening of the black sea shows a stronger stratification before the event 
as the excess evaporation is lower. Vertical lines mark the beginning and end of the 
different peaks in stratification, see also table 6.2, and the arrows mark the duration of 
the meltwater peaks and the gradual Black Sea opening. The stratification shows local 
extrema 300-500 years after the freshwater events IA and TB. 
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Peak age peak width Lp baseline peak height 
kyears BP kyears kg/M3 kg/M3 kg/M3  
 Meltwater IA 11750 1000 —0.71 —0.83 0.12 
 Meltwater lB 9000 1250 —0.52 —0.56 0.04 
 Gradual 6750 3500 —0.39 —0.45 0.06 
 Catastrophic 7150 600 —0.35 —0.46 0.11 
Table 6.2: Comparison of the peaks in stratification in figures 6.7. 
direction), the newly formed water is not very dense and therefore less likely to sink, 
so that the water formation is reduced. 
For both scenarios, the curve show peaks at the respective freshwater events, con-
firming that this variable is a sensitive indicator of the circulation regime. In view of 
the reservoir mechanism, the curves show clear peaks at the two main meltwater events 
at 11750 years BP and 9000 years BP, three to five centuries after the strongest melt-
water influx (12000 years BP and 9500 years BP). Table 6.2 shows the different peaks 
in comparison. In each case, the peak height is calculated from the value compared to a 
baseline. For the two freshwater events, the baseline is taken from the experiment with 
constant freshwater budget, which serves as a control run here. For the two meltwater 
peaks, no control run is available, and the height of the peak is estimated as the height 
above a hypothetical straight line connecting the bases of the peak. 
Comparing the two freshwater events, the catastrophic scenario leads to a con-
siderably higher peak of 0.11 kg/m' than the gradual scenario (0.06kg/rn 3 ), however 
with 600 years it is also considerably shorter than the gradual scenario with 3500 
years. Meltwater peak IA is the strongest of all three events, with a peak height of 
0.12kg/rn3 . This would indicate that this meltwater peak could have had a stronger or 
at least similar impact on the circulation as the Black Sea events. On the other hand, 
the later meltwater peak lB leads to a peak that is 0.4 kg/m 3 , only two thirds of the 
height the peak connected to the gradual opening of the Black Sea (0.6kg/rn 3 ), but it 
is sufficiently high to suggest that it had non-negligible effects on the circulation of the 
Mediterranean. 
The timing of the different events (see figure 6.1) suggests that the sapropel layers 
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are deposited following the meltwater peak TB, or during the gradual opening of the 
Black Sea. The result of these experiments show that the meltwater peak had a smaller 
effect than the gradual opening of the Black Sea. However, the timing of the Black Sea 
opening is rather late compared to the sapropel deposition, and as the salination of the 
Black Sea is accurately and independently dated to 7150 years BP, there is only limited 
scope for an earlier freshwater influx from the Black Sea. Therefore it is fair to speculate 
that the meltwater peak TB may have influenced the onset of the sapropel formation. 
Furthermore, if the catastrophic scenario is accepted over the gradual scenario, the 
meltwater peak TB remains as a strong cause for reduced circulation during this period. 
It is unclear, however, why the much stronger meltwater peak IA did not lead to 
sapropel formation. Possible explanations include additional changes in the freshwater 
budget that were not considered here, or stronger cooling in the Younger Dryas, intensi-
fying the deep water formation. It also seems likely that the Mediterranean circulation 
in general was in a less stable state at the pleistocene-holocene transition than during 
the late pleistocene - a question, however, that cannot be resolved with a simple box 
model. 
Chapter 7 
The hydraulic jump and mixing 
in the strait 
For the maximal regime, the system develops a hydraulic jump between the Mediter-
ranean and the Strait, as the supercritical flow at the strait entrance reverts to the 
subcritical flow inside the basin (figure 7.1). In the HYCOBOX model described so 
far, the hydraulic jump is nothing more than a discontinuity in the Bernoulli function, 
decoupling the interface depth in the strait from the interface depth in the basin as 
energy is lost in the jump. The water properties of the layers are not modified. 
However, a sheared stratified flow and an internal hydraulic jump between two 
miscible layers can be expected to lead to mixing and entrainment processes, which 
hitherto have been neglected. It is the purpose of this chapter to explore some of the 
possible effects that may arise when these mechanisms are considered. The discussion 
here is far from a comprehensive account of mixing processes, instead the focus is on - 
partly speculative - aspects that may give rise to interesting dynamical behaviour and 
new feedback mechanisms. 
The first section of this chapter introduces some basic ideas about mixing in strait 
related processes. With a view to finding feedback processes with interesting internal 
dynamics, the entrainment of upper layer water into the lower layer in the hydraulic 
jump on the Mediterranean side of the strait is particularly interesting, as this modifies 
the density of the outfiowing water and therefore influences the strait transport. When 
this modification is applied to the model, the results suggest that this is another possible 
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Figure 7.1: Hydraulic jumps at the strait entrances. Towards the Mediterranean, a 
hydraulic jump is present in the maximal regime. 
mechanism that could lead to a collapse of the basin circulation for decades or centuries. 
A stability analysis shows that this collapse is the result of the system moving to a 
different (meta)stable state which is a stable fixed point of the system on timescales for 
which density adjustments can be neglected, but it is conjectured that it will always 
decay back to a more normal state on longer timescales. 
Finally, the relevance of this process study is discussed. The behaviour of the 
HYCOBOX model is compared with results from a GCM study Myers et al. (2001) 
which shows a similar behaviour, leading to the conclusion that the HYCOBOX model 
studies can assist in the interpretation of GCM results. Whether these processes also 
occur in nature is the subject of the final section of this chapter. 
7.1 Theoretical considerations on mixing in the strait 
In the exchange flow situation shown in figure 7. 1, two different mixing processes should 
be distinguished. Firstly, along most of the strait there is a flow with a strong shear 
across the interface, which leads to interfacial mixing and friction. Secondly, at the 
entrances to the strait, hydraulic jumps and other turbulent and dissipative processes 
facilitate locally enhanced entrainment and mixing between the water masses. 
The stability of the stratified shear flow along the interface can be determined by 
calculating the Richardson number Rj. For Richardson numbers of Rj > 1/4 the flow is 
stable, while for Rj < 1/4 it may become unstable. The Richardson number is defined 









(see, e.g, Baines 1995). For an estimate the non-differential form, i. e. the bulk Richard-
son number 
= — g AP Az 
P AU 2  
can be used. Using values for the Strait of Gibraltar (p = 1 kg/M3,  Au = 2 rn/s and 
Az = 100 m), this leads to 
= 1/4 	 (7.4) 
Therefore, the bulk Richardson number does not give a clear indication whether the 
shear flow is in the stable or unstable regime, and the stability may also change over 
time. However, in other situations (e. g. in the seasonal therrnocline) it is known that 
the local Richardson number can be much lower than that based on mean density 
and velocity gradients (Fernando 1991, Padman and Jones 1985), so that the shear 
flow at Gibraltar may be potentially unstable. Observations in the Strait of Gibraltar 
(Wesson and Gregg 1994) suggest that there is strong mixing related to tidal effects 
which may be stronger at spring tides compared to neap tides. Using a completely 
different approach, Bormans and Garrett (1989b) include an estimated coefficient for 
interfacial friction in a steady state 2-layer numerical model and find that interfacial 
friction (and mixing) reduces the strait transport. 
Although it is clear that mixing across the interface all along the strait is an impor-
tant factor, these effects will not be considered here in detail. The aim of this study is 
to find new types of dynamical behaviour, but interfacial friction and mixing are little 
influenced by other variables discussed in this study, so that they are not expected 
to add any new dynamical features to the system. However, shear flow instabilities 
clearly have to be included in studies which aim to get as precise numeric values for 
characteristic quantities as possible. 
A new type of dynamical behaviour, however, can be expected from mixing and en- 
(7.3) 
trainment in the hydraulic jumps or other turbulent transitions at the strait entrances. 
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The hydraulic jump in the Atlantic is not of interest here, for two reasons: As the 
interface slumps to great depth very quickly (Baringer and Price 1997), the inflowing 
water, which comes mainly from the surface, is not strongly affected, so that there is no 
feedback. Secondly, the hydraulic jump in the Atlantic does not depend on conditions 
inside the basin and - by the same argument as made above for the stratified shear 
flow - does not add new dynamics to the basin-strait-system. 
This is not the case for the hydraulic transition between the strait and the Mediter-
ranean basin. In the submaximal regime, there is a subcritical flow from the sill into 
the basin (see chapter 2), whereas in the maximal regime the supercritical flow in the 
strait is discontinuously connected to the subcritical basin in a turbulent and dissipative 
hydraulic transition. Therefore, the presence and height of the hydraulic jump depends 
on the interface depth in the basin, and the entrainment and mixing processes can 
also be expected to depend on basin conditions, opening the possibility of additional 
feedback mechanisms. 
The mechanism proposed here assumes that fresh water from the inflowing upper 
layer is entrained into the lower layer in the hydraulic jump. This has two effects: 
Firstly, the inflow of fresh water into the basin is reduced, as parts of the inflowing 
water is immediately entrained into the lower layer and flows out again. Secondly, 
the density of the outfiowing water in the strait is lower, and as the strait transport 
depends on the density difference between the layers, the strait transport decreases 
accordingly. In total, the presence of strong mixing in the hydraulic jump reduces the 
water exchange between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. 
7.2 HYCOBOX modifications 
In the model, the hydraulic jump is present when the system reaches the maximal 
regime (see section 3.2). This is the case when the interface in the basin is shallower than 
a threshold depth which is determined by the maximal solution of the strait equations. 
The height of the hydraulic transition hHJ is defined as the difference between the 
interface depth in the basin and the interface depth at the basin-side entrance of the 
strait (see figure 7.2): 
hHJ := hlb - hu' 	 (7.5) 
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Figure 7.2: The hydraulic transition between strait and basin, and the definition of the 
entrainment in the HYCOBOX model 
To investigate the possibility of a dynamical feedback between mixing processes and 
other strait and basin processes, the HYCOBOX model was modified to include mixing 
in the hydraulic jump. The parameterisation used here is mainly guided by practical 
considerations and is kept as simple as possible. Mixing in the model is characterised 
by the following assumptions: 
• A proportion of the infiowing water is mixed into the outfiowing water, decreasing 
the density difference in the strait and reducing the exchange with the basin. 
• The amount of mixing increases with the height of the hydraulic jump. For 
simplicity, this increase is assumed to be linear up to a maximal value. 
This leads to the following modifications. The entrainment qe,t, is the amount of water 
which is entrained from the infiowing upper layer into the outfiowing lower layer (see 
figure 7.2). It is given by 
qentr = E . qi 	 (7.6) 
and the entrainment rate E = qentr/qi is calculated as proportional to the height of the 
hydraulic jump: 
E = kentr
hHJ 	 (7.7) 
hmax lb 
This parameterisation introduces the mixing strength kentr as a new nondimensional 
parameter. Figure 7.2 illustrates a physical interpretation for (7.7): A fraction 	 of Liu 
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the inflow is directly affected by the turbulence, and parts of it - a fraction given by 
kentr - is being entrained into the lower layer. Therefore, the mixing strength kentr can 
have values between 0 and 1, although high values seem unlikely, as they would imply 
almost complete entrainment of the incoming water. 
The amount qentr  of inflowing water that is being entrained into the lower layer 
reduces the effective inflow into the basin. Similarly, as part of the outflow q2 comes 
from the entrained water qentr,  the effective outflow from the basin is smaller than the 
strait transport. Let q'1 and q be the effective in- and outflow, i. e. the amount actually 
entering or leaving the basin boxes U and L. Then 
q
1
1 = qi - qentr 	 (7.8) 
—q= - lentr (7.9) 
where q2 and q are negative, qi, q'i and entr  are positive. In the volume equations 
(3.25, 3.26) for the basin boxes U and L, the strait transports qj are replaced by the 
effective basin transports q. 
The entrained water is being mixed into the outflow and therefore changes the 
salinity and temperature of the outfiowing water. With S1 and 82 being the salinity 
of the layers in the strait, SA the salinity of the Atlantic surface, and Su the salinity 
of the lower layer in the basin, the boundary conditions (3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16) now 
become 
S1 = SA 
	 (7.10) 




T2 	TL — (TL — Ti) - 	 ( 7.13) 
q2 
For qentr = 0, all equations collapse to the corresponding equations in chapter 3. 
Figure 7.3 shows the modification introduced through the hydraulic jump. In ad-
dition to the existing feedback loops (see also figure 4.13), two new paths are possible 
(shown in thick lines): Firstly, the hydraulic jump directly reduces the effective trans- 
port. A reduction in effective transport raises the interface and therefore heightens the 
hydraulic jump. Secondly, the entrainment in the hydraulic jump reduces the outflow 
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Figure 7.3: The feedback loops arising from the introduction of the hydraulic jump. 
There are two new paths (thick lines), both leading to an overall positive (unstable) 
feedback. The other influences (thin lines) were discussed in chapter 4. The strength of 
the feedbacks through the hydraulic jump depends on the parameter kentr,  the feedback 
through the water formation/density loop on the parameter P. As in previous diagrams, 
solid lines indicate a positive influence, while dashed lines are negative influences. For 
simplicity, the surface feedback (see chapter 4 and figure 4.13) has been omitted, and 
inflow and outflow are not shown separately. 
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Variable Value 
Net evaporation E - P = 75cm/year A = 0.058 Sv 
Heat loss HAtm = 7W/m2 A = 17 x 10' 2 W 
Interface depth hu' = 81m 
Outflow q2 =1.051Sv 
Salinity difference (Strait) AS= 1.97 psu 
Temperature difference (Strait) AT = —3.47'C  
Water formation parameter = 3.1 x 104 rn5 kg-1 s 
0.4m3 kg' year' . A 
Table 7.1: The characterisation of the steady state used as the basis for the experiments 
investigating the effect of entrainment in the hydraulic jump. Given are the values for 
the situation without a hydraulic jump. 
of the density, which reduces the actual strait transport, and again raises the interface 
and the height of the hydraulic jump. The strength of these feedbacks is determined 
by the parameter kentr.  As can be seen from the diagram, both these feedback paths 
are positive loops which potentially lead to unstable situations. 
7.3 The evolution of the system: HYCOBOX experiments 
A number of HYCOBOX experiments were performed to investigate the effect of these 
modifications. As a proper rational for the parameter kentr  is unknown, the experiments 
were designed as a sensitivity study using several values of kentr ranging from 0 to 0.5. 
For the water formation parameterisation, the most realistic parameterisation (D) was 
used, in which the water formation rate is proportional to the stratification in the basin, 
i. e. the density difference between the water formation box F and the lower layer L, 
and proportional to the interface depth (see section 3.4). Mixing between the boxes is 
included as described in chapter 3.3. The geometry and air-sea-fluxes were chosen to 
represent the present day Mediterranean situation and are listed in table 7.1. 
All experiments start in the same submaximal situation and run for 100 years to 
reach the steady state at t = 0 years. To model a short dry event, in years t = 0 to 
t = 10 the net evaporation is 20% larger and then reduced back to its initial value for 
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Figure 7.4: Interface (top) and strait transport for the control experiment without 
entrainment in the hydraulic jump. In years t = 0 to t = 10, the evaporation is 20% 
larger, pushing the system shortly into the maximal regime. During this time, the 
water formation increases. 
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Figure 7.5: Salinity and temperature in the control experiment. The 10-year dry event 
leads to spikes in the properties of the water formation box (dotted lines), but is not 
sufficient to change the properties of the main water masses in the basin significantly. 
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Figure 7.6: The sea level in the control experiment only shows a short change as the 
strait goes into the maximal regime. 
the rest of the experiment. This short anomalous dry event pushes the system into the 
maximal regime. In the following, one experiment with entrainment in the hydraulic 
jump (kentr = 0.4) is shown in detail and compared with the control experiment without 
entrainment (kentr = 0), so that the qualitative features of the time evolution can be 
discussed. In the next section, the stability of this experiment is analysed. Using 
the other experiments with different values of kentr, the role of this parameter is then 
investigated in the subsequent section. 
Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 show the control experiment in which no entrainment takes 
place in the hydraulic jump, i. e. kentr = 0. In accordance with results discussed in 
chapter 4, the water formation rate (figure 7.4 bottom, dashed line) goes up at the 
onset of the 10-year evaporation event, and the interface (figure 7.4 top, thin solid line) 
rises briefly over the threshold for the maximal regime (thick line). The sea level curve 
(figure 7.6) shows a corresponding change. However, as the period with anomalous 
net evaporation is considerably shorter than the timescale for salinity and temperature 
adjustments (see section 4.2), the salinity and temperature (figure 7.5) do not change 
significantly, although the properties of the water formation box (dotted lines) are 
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different during the event. 
In summary, the system reacts to the 10-year evaporation event with a short excur-
sion into the maximal regime, which is visible in the evolution of the interface depth 
and the sea level, but without discernible salinity and temperature signal, and returns 
to the steady state within approximately 30 years. 
The situation is markedly different when mixing in the hydraulic jump is included. 
Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 show the evolution of an experiment with kentr = 0.4, but 
otherwise the same conditions as the control run. The evolution of this system may 
roughly be divided into two significantly different phases, with transitional phases be-
tween them: 
Strong mixing/weak circulation (ca. years 10-155, labels II to IV): A strong 
hydraulic jump (figure 7.7 top) with mixing reduces the strait transport (figure 
7.7 bottom). The salinity and temperature differences in the strait are reduced 
compared to the basin values (see B and F in figure 7.8), which reduces the salt 
and heat transport through the strait and leads to extreme salinity and tempera-
ture values in the basin. Basin circulation, i. e. the formation rate and exchange 
with the Atlantic, is greatly reduced (figure 7.7 bottom, A and D). 
Weak mixing/strong circulation (ca. from year 175 onwards, V/VI): The 
strait regime is submaximal, there is no hydraulic jump, the circulation is stronger, 
and salinity and temperature return to less extreme values. 
Note the somewhat unintuitive feature that the basin circulation and the exchange with 
the Atlantic is higher in the first phase than in the second phase, although the strait 
regime is maximal. 
This behaviour is the result of a complex interaction between a number of mecha-
nisms: 
L Years 0-10: The evaporation event increases the water formation rate (figure 7.7 
bottom, dashed line), so that the interface (figure 7.7 top) rises enough to push 
the strait into the maximal regime, and a hydraulic jump forms. The salinity 
and temperature of the water formation box (7.8 dotted lines) also react to the 
increased evaporation. 
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Figure 7.7: Interface (top) and transports for the experiment with entrainment in the 
hydraulic jump (kentr = 0.4). In years t = 0 to t = 10, the evaporation is 20% larger, 
pushing the system shortly into the maximal regime. During this time, the water 
formation increases. The subsequent evolution of the system can be divided into 6 
phases (I to VI). Details are discussed in the text. 
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Figure 7.8: Salinity and temperature in the entrainment experiment. The 10-year 
evaporation event leads to spikes in the properties of the water formation box (dotted 
lines), but is not sufficient to change the properties of the main water masses in the 
basin significantly. Details are discussed in the text. 
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Figure 7.9: Salt and heat budget in the entrainment experiment. In the salt budget, 
the spike from the evaporation event is visible in years 0 to 10. 
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Figure 7.10: In phase II, a strong positive feedback (thick lines) reduces the effective 
exchange, and the interface rises. Similarly, in phase IV the positive feedback lowers 
the interface and leads to a collapse of the hydraulic jump. 
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Figure 7.11: In phase III, the density changes balance the destabilising effects of the 
hydraulic jump. 
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Figure 7.12: In phase V, the hydraulic jump has disappeared, leaving the stabilising 
feedback through the interface mechanism and the (slower) density mechanism. 
Years 10-50: Although air-sea-fluxes are back to the original value, the system 
does not return to its steady state, as there is an unstable positive feedback 
between interface depth and strait exchange (figure 7.10). Due to mixing in the 
hydraulic jump, the effective transports into and out of the basin are smaller 
than the strait transport (A in figures 7.7 bottom and 7.10). Therefore, the 
water formation rate is higher than the basin outflow, and the interface continues 
to rise. Secondly, fresh inflowing water is mixed into the outflow, leading to a 
lower salinity of the outflow compared to the lower layer in the basin (B in figures 
7.8 top and 7.10). With the effective transport and the salinity of the outflow 
reduced, the salt budget (figure 7.9 top) becomes unbalanced. Similarly, the heat 
budget (bottom) becomes unbalanced. At the same time, as the interface gets 
shallower, the water formation rate decreases and the salinity and temperature 
of the water formation box increases/decreases correspondingly (figure 7.8). The 
timescale of this phase is determined mainly by the timescale for interface changes 
(see section 4). 
Years 50-125: Around t = 50, the water formation rate gets lower than the ef-
fective strait transport, and the interface stops rising. From this point onwards, 
changes take place on the longer timescales of the salinity and temperature mech- 
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anisms, stabilising the system (figure 7.11). The salinity started to rise from year 
0 onwards, as the newly formed water gets increasingly saline. Although the salin-
ity of the water formation box stops increasing around year 50, the lower layer 
salinity continues to rise (C in figure 7.8 top), and similarly the temperature con-
tinues to fall. Therefore the density difference between in- and outflow in the 
strait also increases, enhancing the strait transport. With increased transport 
and salinity and temperature difference, the salt and heat budgets (figure 7.9) 
move back towards the balanced state. The increased strait transport also means 
that the interface starts to fall again. However, the movement of the interface is 
slowed down, as the water formation rate increases at almost the same rate as 
the effective transport. In other words, the destabilising positive feedback of the 
hydraulic jump mechanism is stabilised by other mechanisms (figure 7.11). 
Years 125-155: In this (and the following) phase, the faster interface adjustment 
again dominates the dynamics as in phase II (figure 7.10). By approximately the 
year 125, the water formation rate cannot keep up with the increasing strait 
transport (D in figure 7.7 bottom). This leads to a runaway effect: As the 
interface drops, the mixing in the hydraulic jump decreases, so that the effective 
exchange with the basin increases strongly (E in figure 7.7 bottom). Reduced 
mixing also increases the density difference in the strait (F in figure 7.8), and the 
actual strait transport (G in figure 7.7 bottom) goes up. All these effects lead 
to a sharply falling interface depth in the basin, and at t = 155 the threshold 
between maximal and submaximal regime is reached. As strait transport and 
density difference go up, the salt and heat budgets (figure 7.9) become balanced 
already at t = 145, but as the fluxes continue to change, the budgets again become 
unbalanced in the opposite direction. 
Years 155-170: In year 155, when the strait returns to the submaximal regime 
the strait transport is considerably larger than the water formation rate, so that 
the interface continues to fall well into the submaximal regime, and the hydraulic 
jump disappears (7.12). Although the water formation rate increases with falling 
interface (except for a small negative spike around t = 155 as a result of the strong 
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Figure 7.13: The sea level in the entrainment experiment shows a complex behaviour 
related to the strait transports. 
inflow of fresh surface water), it balances the outflow only after the interface has 
fallen well into the submaximal regime with very low strait transport. During this 
period of decreasing strait transport, the salt and heat flux through the straits 
are reduced too, and the budgets move closer to the balanced state. 
VI. Years 170 onwards: From year 170 onwards, the system slowly returns to the 
steady state, starting from a situation with very deep interface, very high basin 
salinity, very low basin temperature and unbalanced salt and heat budgets. This 
adjustment takes place in the way described in chapter 4 on the long timescales 
of salinity and temperature changes with an e-folding time of 180 years. At the 
end of the experiments (t = 500 years) the system is almost back at the original 
state before the evaporation event. 
The complex behaviour is also visible in the strong sawtooth pattern in the evolution 
of sea level (figure 7.13). As was discussed in chapter 4, the evolution of the sea level 
mirrors the evolution of the strait transport (figure 7.7 bottom, thick dotted line), 
slightly modified by the changing densities. 
In summary, the entrainment in the hydraulic jump leads to a complicated evo- 
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Figure 7.14: Definition of the curves in the hp-q-diagram. The q'-curve (solid) is fixed 
by the geometry and (for the maximal part) the choice of the entrainment parameter 
kentr. The water formation rate CFL  is a linear function of the interface depth (dotted 
lines). If the changing density of the newly formed water ,oF  is taken into account, the 
water formation rate lies on the dashed line. The steady state (CFL = q) is given by 
the intersection between the solid and the dashed curve. This fixed point is stable: For 
deeper interfaces, CFL > q (circle and cross), and the basin is filled with lower layer 
water, making the interface shallower. 
lution of the system in which the different feedback mechanisms interact on different 
timescales. Of particular interest is the fact that a relatively small, short event like an 
increase in evaporation by 20% for a period of 10 years leads to a cascade of changes 
which significantly alter the state of the system for several centuries, and also produce 
secondary quick changes after a relatively constant situation for almost two centuries. 
7.4 Stability analysis 
The experiments in the previous section show that the system can move to a signifi-
cantly different state after a comparatively small perturbation. This section investigates 
the stability of the system, while the next section discusses the role of the entrainment 
parameter kentr. 
For the stability analysis, it is useful to separate the relevant timescales. First the 
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focus is on the stability of all the mechanisms that act on the timescale of the interface 
adjustment, while changes on the much longer salinity and temperature adjustment 
timescales are discussed later. For the analysis of the interface adjustments the density 
in the basin can therefore be regarded as constant. However, it is important to note 
that the density of the outfiowing layer p2  is modified by the mixing processes and can 
therefore change on timescales determined by interface adjustments. The density of 
the newly formed water in the water formation box PF  changes on timescales of days, 
set by the relaxation time trelax  in (3.31), and must also be included in the analysis. 
The interface adjustment works through a balance between the water formation 
rate CFL and the effective exchange q'. The evolution and stability of the system can 
easily be visualised by plotting the effective exchange and the water formation rate in 
a nondimensional hi-q-diagram (see figure 7.14), where the transports are divided by 
the dimensionalisation constant c(q) = WD/Dg(p2 - pi)/p, and the interface depth 
by c(h) = D (see chapter 2 and table 2.1). However, to remove the inconvenience that 
the nondimensional water formation rate then depends on the strait density P2,  which 
may change quickly due to mixing, rather than the slowly changing PL,  all transports 
are also multiplied by  
E 
 = ~PL
P2 - Pr 
 - P1 
The strait transport q2(hp ) in nondimensional units is a known functional of the strait 
geometry only (though the submaximal part cannot be expressed algebraically in ex-
plicit form) and therefore defines a fixed line in the h ui-q-diagram (see also figure 2.2 
in section 2.4). For the submaximal regime, the effective exchange q is equal to the 
strait transport q2.  For the maximal regime, the effective exchange is reduced if en-
trainment in the hydraulic jump is considered. With the linear parameterisation (7.6, 
7.7) described in section 7.2, the the effective transport q therefore increases linearly 
with hu' for the maximal regime: 
I 	max  max (i kentr + k 	
h' \ 
q2 = q2 . (1 - E) = q2 . 	 - 	 entr hax) 	(7.15) 
lb 
In the hp-q-diagram, the maximal part of the curve then follows 
_______ 	 3/2 
hu' \ 
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For the sake of notational simplicity, in the following the factor /1 '- E is assumed to 
be included in the dimensionalisation constants and therefore does not appear explicitly 
in the equations. 
In the hui-q-diagram (figure 7.14) the effective exchange q forms a curve (solid 
line) with a maximum at hx,  which is monotonically decreasing in the submaximal lb 
part and monotonically increasing (or constant for kentr  = 0) in the maximal part'. 
On the other hand, the water formation rate (3.41) is a linear function whose slope 
depends on the densities in the basin 
PFPL . [Lv 
CFL = 	_______ 
fp-
VPL — P1 W/ 
(7.17) 
In the hui-q-diagram (figure 7.14) the water formation rate forms a straight line (dotted 
lines). While the last factor in (7.17) is a constant for any given system, the second 
factor involves the densities of different water masses. The density of the inflow P1  is 
assumed constant, and the lower layer density PL  changes on much longer timescales 
than the interface and can therefore be regarded as constant for this stability analysis. 
However, the density of the water formation box PF  adjusts on timescales of the order 
of days to changes in air-sea-fluxes, but more importantly also to changes in the water 
formation rate. As this adjustment is much faster than the interface adjustments, PF 
can be assumed to always have the equilibrium value for the actual values of the air-
sea-fluxes and water formation rate. From (3.32) and (3.35), a realistic ansatz for the 
relation between PF  and CFL  is 
Aux 
PF - PU = 
CFL 
(7.18) 
where fflux  is some function of the air-sea-fluxes alone 2 . Inserting (7.18) into (7.17) 
leads to an equation that is quadratic in CFL  and linear in hu': 
2 	/2%J5 	1 
CFL + w/D . ______ ((PL - Pu) CFL - fa) . 
hj' 0 	(7.19) 
/ — Pi 
'For the range of values used here, the deviation of the maximal part of the curve from a straight 
line is almost unnoticeable in the plots. 
2Jt would be unnecessarily complicated to derive this function fn explicitly from (3.32) and (3.35). 
For any given situation, it is easier to calculate the value of fflux  from the actual water formation rate 
and densities. 
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This equation defines a manifold in h'-q-space. The function cFL(hu') is monotonically 
increasing from CFL(0) = 0, and for large hu' it approaches the limit 
A=urn CFL = 	 ( 7.20) 
hu , 400 	 PLPU 
With these definitions, the water formation rate CFL  and the effective exchange q 
can be plotted in the hp-q-diagram (dashed line and solid line in figure 7.14). Fixpoints 
are given by the intersection of the two curves. The stability of the fixed points can 
easily be established: If the slope of the CFL  is larger than the slope of the q'-curve, a 
perturbation away from the fixed point in e. g. positive hu' -direction leads to a situation 
in which the water formation rate (open circle in figure 7.14) is higher than the effective 
exchange (cross), thus filling the basin and decreasing hu'. Therefore, if the slope of the 
cFL -curve is larger than the slope of the q- curve at the fixed point, the fixed point is 
stable; if it is smaller, then the fixed point is unstable. This is essentially an equivalent 




It now is possible to plot the hui-q-diagrams for the experiments shown in the 
previous section. Figure 7.15 compares the steady state (at t = —5 years) for the 
control experiment (kentr = 0) and the experiment with kentr = 0.4 which evolves into 
a strong mixing/weak circulation regime. 
In the control experiment there is only one fixed point at h' = 0.285D = 81 rn 
for the initial net evaporation (lower curve). When the net evaporation is increased 
by 20%, the cFL-curve moves upwards (upper curve), and this fixed point is shifted to 
hu' = 0.243D = 69 m in the maximal regime. Therefore, during the evaporation event 
the interface rises (in the experiment: h' = 67m at the end of the evaporation event 
at t = 10), but then quickly moves back to the original value after the evaporation 
event. 
For the experiment with kentr  = 0.4, however, there are three fixed points for the 
initial evaporation, two of which are stable, at hu' = 0.285D = 81 rn and hu' = 
0.0235D = 7m, and one unstable at hu' = 0.245D = 70m. During the evaporation 
event the submaximal stable fixed point disappears, and the system is pushed towards 
the remaining fixed point in the maximal regime. When the evaporation goes back to 
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Figure 7.15: hi-q-diagrams for the steady state of the two experiments with kentr = 0 
and kentr  = 0.4. The cp'j-curve is given both for the normal E - P (lower dashed 
curves) and the increased values (upper dashed curves). For kentr = 0, there is only one 
fixed point which moves to slightly shallower interface depths when the evaporation 
increases. For kentr = 0.4, however, there are three fixed points. Two of these points 
merge and disappear with increasing evaporation, leaving only one fixed points at a 
very shallow interface depth. 
0.4 
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the normal value, the interface is already shallower than the unstable fixed point, so 
that it does not return to the original submaximal fixed point, but to the maximal fixed 
point. In the model run, an the shallowest interface depth of h' = 7m is reached at 
t = 50 years. 
From the geometry of the curves it is easy to show that - depending on the parame-
ters - the system can have either one fixed point or three. In the case of one fixed point, 
this fixed point is always stable and can lie in the maximal or submaximal regime. In 
the case of three fixed points, one fixed point lies in the submaximal regime and two 
in the maximal regime. The submaximal fixed point is always stable. Therefore the 
system can show bifurcations, where each of the parameters kentr and 1L can act as 
bifurcation parameters. This will be discussed in detail in the next sections. 
In the discussion so far the focus was on the adjustment of the interface, and the 
assumption was made that density changes in the basin can be neglected, as they 
change only on longer timescales. However, if the system switches between fixed points 
of the interface mechanism, the long term stability is affected by subsequent density 
adjustments. In the following, the decay of the maximal fixed point, i. e. the strong 
mixing/weak circulation regime discussed in section 7.3, is investigated. 
Figure 7.16 shows the evolution of the experiment with kentr = 0.4 in a series of 
hu -q-diagrams, where the changing basin densities are taken into account. During 
the evaporation event, there is only a fixed point in the far maximal regime, and the 
system moves towards it, reaching it at approximately t = 50 years. However, now 
the water formation rate is much lower than in the initial steady state. Therefore, 
the density of the basin starts to increase. In the hu'-q-diagram, the cFL-curve moves 
downwards. Consequently, the stable fixed point in the maximal regime first moves to 
higher ha',  but at t = 125 another apex of a saddle node bifurcation is reached, where 
now the density is the bifurcation parameter, and the two maximal fixed points merge 
and disappear, leaving only one fixed point in the far submaximal regime. 
It seems reasonable to conjecture that a strong mixing/weak circulation state always 
decays in the way described here, as the bulk density of the basin increases and the 
cFL-curve in the hui-q-diagram flattens. If this conjecture is true, this state is a (meta-
) stable state on timescales shorter than the timescales of density changes, but not on 
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Figure 7.16: hui-q-diagrams for the evolution of the system with kentr = 0.4. The circle 
is the actual water formation rate (see also figure 7.7). 
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Figure 7.17: Bifurcation diagram for the system with E - P = 75cm/year and IL = 0.4, 
where kentr  is used as the bifurcation parameter. Stable fixed points are shown as solid 
lines, unstable fixed points as dashed lines, and the dotted line is the boundary between 
the maximal and the submaximal regime. The fixed points were calculated from hu'-q-
diagrams for different values of kentr , while the open circles are the HYCOBOX-results 
for the II/III transition from table 7.2. For the calculation of the bifurcation diagram, 
all basin densities were assumed to have the steady state values (i. e. the values at 
t = —5 years). 
longer timescales, for which only the submaximal state is stable. 
7.5 The entrainment parameter kentr 
Having established in the previous section that the system can have one or three fixed 
points (if slower density adjustments are ignored), this and the following section in-
vestigate how the number and position of these fixed points depend on the parameters 
kentr and M. First, the role of the entrainment parameter kentr is investigated. 
From physical considerations and from figure 7.14 it is obvious that there is only 
one fixed point if the entrainment parameter kentr is small, whereas there are three 
fixed points if the parameter exceeds a threshold, so that kentr can be regarded as the 
bifurcation parameter for this system. 
Figure 7.17 shows the resulting bifurcation diagram for a given p = 0.4 and E—P 
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75cm/year as in the experiments above. The fixed points have been obtained from hu'-
q-diagrams for a range of values for kentr , assuming that the basin densities have steady 
state values. There is one constant stable fixed point in the submaximal regime, and 
a saddle node bifurcation with an apex at kentr 0.18, i. e. for kent r > 0.18 multiple 
states exist. 
To compare these theoretical results with model experiments, a series of experiments 
with different kentr was performed. The open circles in figure 7.17 indicate the position 
of the shallowest interface. The details of the experiments can be found in table 7.2. 
For kentr > 0.3, there is good agreement between the expected values and the model 
results. For kentr  = 0.2, the shallowest interface - reached during the evaporation 
event - is deeper than the unstable fixed point, so that the maximal fixed point cannot 
be reached. The result for kentr  = 0.3 seems somewhat contradictory: Although the 
interface gets (slightly) shallower than the unstable fixed point, the system nonetheless 
returns to the deeper submaximal fixed point. However, the position of the fixed points 
depends on the densities. In this case the basin density can no longer be assumed 
constant, and the small adjustment away from the steady state densities (on which this 
bifurcation diagram is based) brings the two branches of the saddle-node-bifurcation 
closer together, so that the unstable fixed point again is shallower than the actual 
interface, pushing the system back to the submaximal fixed point. 
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 compare the qualitative behaviour of the experiments with 
values from kentr = 0.3 to kentr = 0.5. For simplicity, only the evolution of salinity is 
shown, as all phases are easily discernible in the salinity plot, and salinity is also the 
quantity that has most practical relevance. It is obvious that the experiments with 
kentr > 0.3 exhibit qualitatively the same behaviour as the experiment with kent,. = 0.4 
that was discussed in the section 7.3, not surprising in view of the bifurcation diagram 
(figure 7.17). The experiment with kentr = 0.3 (figure 7.18) does not develop clearly into 
the submaximal state, although the return to the initial state does take considerably 
longer than in the control experiment with kentr = 0 (figure 7.5 top) - a behaviour 
again consistent with the bifurcation diagram, which showed that the system does not 
venture fax enough beyond the unstable fixed point. 
Besides the differences in the position (in variable-space) of the fixed points, the 






Experiment kentr  0 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.5 
TI/ITT transition t year 10 (29) 67 50 34 
Interface depth hu' m 80 67 64 12 7 3 
Entrainment rate E 0 0 0.04 0.30 0.36 0.48 
Water formation rate CFL Sv 1.05 1.16 1.16 0.64 0.54 0.38 
Effective exchange q2 Sv 1.05 1.06 1.00 0.64 0.54 0.37 
Strait outflow q2 Sv 1.05 1.06 1.04 0.93 0.89 0.78 
Sal. in Form. Box SF psu 38.35 38.60 38.63 39.89 40.57 42.48 
Temp. in Form. Box TF °C 11.87 12.17 12.10 9.45 8.40 5.65 
Tv/v transition t year 18 62 146 153 202 
Strait outflow q2 Sv 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.17 1.22 1.27 
Sal. in Lower Layer SL psu 37.98 38.02 38.02 38.54 38.75 39.38 
Temp. in Lower Layer TL °C 12.53 12.55 12.55 11.67 11.34 10.42 
V/VT transition t year (93) 167 172 220 
Interface depth h' m 80 86 112 119 106 
Strait outflow q2 Sv 1.05 1.05 0.96 0.91 0.90 
Table 7.2: Summary of the entrainment experiments. The experiments can be charac-
terised by three clearly definable times, namely the end of phases IT, IV and V, and the 
values of quantities that have extrema at these points. For k entr = 0.3, the transition 
times TI/ITT and V/VT are not well defined. 
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Figure 7.18: The evolution of salinity in the experiments with kentr = 0.3 (top) and 
kentr = 0.35 (bottom). 
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Figure 7.19: The evolution of salinity in the experiments with kentr = 0.4 (top) and 
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Figure 7.20: The time scale of the evolution as a function of the parameter kentr.  Shown 
are the times at which the system moves from phase II to III, from IV to V, and V to 
VI. 
timescales of the evolution are strongly influenced by the entrainment parameter. The 
timescale can be characterised by three clearly definable events, namely the ends of 
phases II, IV and V. At the transition from II to III, the interface has its shallowest 
level, i. e. the hydraulic jump is strongest, the strait transport and the water formation 
are at a minimum, and the salinity and temperature of the water formation box are 
at a peak. In the experiment described in section 7.3 (kentr = 0.4), this occurs at 
t = 50 years. At the transition IV/V, the system switches back to the submaximal 
regime. At this time, the salinity and the temperature of the lower layer in the basin 
reach their extreme values. The end of phase V is the time of deepest interface. The 
main variables at these times are listed in table 7.2. 
Figure 7.20 shows the timescale of the evolution as a function of the entrainment 
parameter. An increasing kentr , i. e. stronger mixing in the hydraulic jump, has two 
main effects: 
® The transition from the original state to the low circulation regime, i. e. the length 
of phase II, decreases. 
® The metastable low-circulation state persists longer. 
This behaviour can be understood by noting that the feedback loops that pass through 
the hydraulic jump (see figure 7.3) are stronger with increasing kentr . Therefore, the 
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Figure 7.21: Bifurcation diagrams for different values of , using kentr as the bifurcation 
parameter. 
initial runaway feedback leading into the low circulation regime (figure 7.10) is faster, 
and the resulting state is more extreme in terms of interface depth and density (see also 
figures 7.18 and 7.19). On the other hand, the restoring feedbacks through the density 
adjustments (figure 7.11) do not increase with k entr and therefore need longer to move 
the system out of the more extreme state. 
To summarise: An increasing entrainment parameter kentr has the following effect: 
. The transition from the original state to the low circulation regime occurs faster. 
. The metastable state persists longer. 
The hydraulic jump develops to greater height. 
The salinity and temperature also go to significantly more extreme values with 
higher values for kentr . 
7.6 The water formation parameter u 
The second important parameter influencing the evolution of the system is the water 
formation parameter p. This parameter primarily determines the water formation 
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Figure 7.22: Bifurcation diagrams for different values of kentr,  using p as the bifurcation 
parameter. 
rate, and in the context of the feedbacks of the system (see figure 7.3) it influences 
the strength of the stabilising interface and salinity feedbacks. Therefore, it can be 
expected that the fixed points of the system move closer together with increasing p, 
and if p is high enough so that the steady state is in the maximal regime, there is only 
one fixed point (see the discussion in section 7.4). 
Figure 7.21 shows the bifurcation diagram for different values of p, where again the 
entrainment parameter kentr  has been used as the bifurcation parameter. As expected, 
both stable fixed points move to shallower depths with increasing water formation rate, 
whereas the unstable fixed point moves towards the submaximal regime. 
Further insight is gained if the water formation parameterisation p is used as the 
bifurcation parameter. The resulting bifurcation diagram is shown in figure 7.22. If 
no mixing is present in the hydraulic jump (thin line, kentr = 0), the interface depth 
decreases almost linearly with higher water formation rate, and for p > 0.45 the inter-
face is shallow enough for the system to be in the maximal regime. For entrainment 
parameters larger than approximately 0.15, a double saddle-node-bifurcation develops 
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(thicker lines), where one apex is situated at the boundary between the maximal and 
the submaximal regime, and the other apex at a shallower interface. Therefore, for 
an entrainment parameter of e. g. kentr = 0.4, the system has one fixed point in the 
submaximal for I.L < 0.25, three fixed points for 0.25 < z < 0.45, with a qualitative 
behaviour similar to the experiments discussed in section 7.3. 
For /2 > 0.45, there is only one fixed point in the maximal regime. However, 
following the discussion at the end of section 7.4, the maximal fixed point is only 
stable if slower density changes are ignored, and the fixed point from the bifurcation 
diagram will not be the steady state of the system. The evolution of such a system 
is show in figures 7.23 and 7.24. The competition between the different mechanisms 
discussed in section 7.3 leads to an oscillatory behaviour. The system goes into a 
shallow interface/low circulation regime, but due to the increasing basin density the 
water formation collapses, the system moves into the submaximal regime, recovering 
to a lower basin density, but with the recovery of the water formation, the cycle starts 
anew. It is particularly noteworthy that this behaviour occurs for an entrainment 
parameter as low as kentr = 0.20, i. e. only 20% of the water affected by the hydraulic 
jump (equals about 10% of the total inflow) is entrained. 
If the water formation is high enough and/or the entrainment low enough, the 
system stays in the maximal regime for the complete cycle, and a lower basin density 
cannot be reestablished. In this case, the system behaves as a damped oscillator, 
eventually settling in a state with an interface depth somewhat shallower than the 
interface of corresponding non-entrainment situation, but deeper than the fixed points 
from the bifurcation diagram (which is calculated using the non-entrainment steady 
state densities). An example for this type of behaviour with a = 0.60 and kentr = 0.15 
is shown in figure 7.25. 
In total, there are three qualitatively different types of behaviour depending on the 
parameters j and kentr . Their respective area in the /2kentr plane is shown in figure 
7.26. 
One submaximal state: For small water formation and entrainment, there is essen-
tially only one stable state in the submaximal regime, and while the system may 
move into the maximal regime after a perturbation, it decays back to the sub- 
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Figure 7.23: Interface depth and strait transport for an experiment with strong water 
formation (p = 0.5) and moderate entrainment in the hydraulic jump (k entr = 0.20). 
The system oscillates. 
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Figure 7.24: Salinity and sea level in the same experiment as figure 7.23. 
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Figure 7.25: Interface depth and salinity in an experiment with higher water formation 
and lower entrainment than the experiment in figure 7.23. The system is a damped 
oscillator (ii = 0.60, kentr = 0.15) 
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Figure 7.26: The three different types of behaviour in the pkentr plane. For oscillating 
behaviour, smaller entrainment rates tend to lead to damped oscillators. 
maximal state within a few years. An example is the experiment shown in figures 
7.4 if. 
One submaximal state, one metastable maximal state: For higher entrainment 
parameter kentr, but a water formation lower enough, there is a metastable state 
in the maximal regime in addition to the submaximal steady state. The system 
can move into the metastable state after a comparatively small and short pertur-
bation and remain there for centuries. An example is the experiment shown in 
figures 7.7 if. 
Oscillating: If the water formation is high enough for the non-mixing steady state to 
be in the maximal regime, the presence of mixing leads to an oscillating behaviour. 
If the mixing is strong enough, no steady state exists (example: figure 7.23 if.), 
whereas for smaller mixing the system approaches a steady state as a damped 
oscillator (example: figure 7.25). 
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7.7 Comparison with GCM results 
In this section, the results of a GCM study by Myers et al. (2001) are reviewed in the 
light of the ideas discussed in the previous sections. Two experiments were performed 
with the MOMA ocean general circulation model of the Mediterranean Sea under flux 
forcing, with a basin resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° with 19 vertical levels. Details of the 
model are described by Myers and Haines (2001), Myers et al. (2001). 
The experiments were set up to reproduce modern day conditions in the Mediter-
ranean Sea. Two experiments (I and II) were performed, using the same surface fluxes, 
but different initial conditions. The surface fluxes were diagnosed from an initial spin-
up experiment which was run for 100 years with restoring boundary conditions. The 
diagnosed fluxes are then used to directly force the two experiments. The initial state 
of experiment I is the final state of the spin-up experiment, whereas experiment II is 
started from the annually averaged ocean data from the Mediterranean Oceanic Data 
Base (MODB) (Brasseur et al. 1996). The main difference is that the initial surface 
salinity in experiment II is somewhat higher than in experiment I. 
The two experiments exhibit very different evolution: Experiment I remains in a 
state similar to the circulation of the present day Mediterranean for 100 years until 
the end of the experiment, whereas in experiment II, which was run for 200 years, the 
circulation collapses. Within a century, this leads to a salinity crisis. Figure 7.27 shows 
the final basin salinity of the two experiments: In experiment II (bottom), the basin 
average salinity is 38.85 psu, significantly higher than in experiment I (38.53 psu). After 
approximately 140 years the salinity goes back to more normal values, as can be seen 
in the basin average salinity (figure 7.28), although the previous state is not reached 
by the end of the experiment. 
There are some indications that the mechanisms leading to the collapse of the 
circulation are similar to the mechanisms discussed in this chapter. Figure 7.29 shows 
the density cross-section through the strait during the time of the salinity crisis (at 
t = 100 years, top); and in year 200, when the circulation has started again. During 
the salinity crisis, the interface depth is considerably shallower towards the basin. The 
strong strong slope of the interface on the eastern side of the strait indicates the presence 
of a hydraulic jump or other hydraulic transition. 
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Figure 7.27: Basin salinity in the two GCM experiments at t = 100 years. Experiment 
I (top) has a circulation similar to the present day Mediterranean Sea, whereas in 
experiment II (bottom) the water formation collapses and the basin salinity increases 
to extreme values. From Myers et al. (2001). 
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Figure 7.28: Top: Five year running mean of the basin average salinity in the GCM 
experiment, from Myers et al. (2001). Bottom: For comparison, the lower layer salinity 
of the HYCOBOX experiment from figure 7.8 (kentr = 0.4; p = 0.4). The qualitative 
behaviour, timescale and size of the salinity excursion is similar in both experiments. 
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Figure 7.29: Annually averaged density cross-section through the Strait of Gibraltar at 
t = 100 years (top) and t = 200 years (bottom). The interface is considerably shallower 
towards the basin at t = 100 years with a strong slope towards the strait, indicating 
the presence of a hydraulic jump. The hydraulic jump has disappeared again in year 
200. From Myers et al. (2001). 
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Figure 7.30: Evidence for strong, variable mixing in the hydraulic transition near the 
strait. Top: Five year running mean of the outflow salinity in the Strait of Gibraltar 
(solid line) and in the Western Alboran Sea (dashed line). During the presence of the 
hydraulic jump (up to approximately year 140), the outfiowing water is fresher in the 
strait than in the basin, suggesting that inflowing water is mixed into the outflow. The 
bottom figure shows the five year running mean of the percentage of inflow mixed into 
the outflow, calculated from the salinity difference in the top figure. From Myers et al. 
(2001). 
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Mixing in the hydraulic transition can be inferred from figure 7.30. The top graph 
of figure 7.30 shows the salinity of the outflow as a function of time, both in the Strait of 
Gibraltar (solid line) and further east, in the Western Alboran Sea (dashed line). Before 
the year 140, the salinity is considerably (more than 1 psu) higher in the Alboran Sea 
than in the Strait of Gibraltar, but the difference vanishes almost completely within 
a few decades afterwards, coinciding with the collapse of the hydraulic jump. This 
can be explained by fresher surface water being entrained into the outflow when the 
hydraulic transition is present. The bottom graph in figure 7.30 shows the percentage 
of inflowing water mixed into the outflow that is necessary to produce the greatly 
reduced outflow salinity shown in the top graph. Before the collapse of the hydraulic 
jump, approximately 60 % of the inflow appears to be mixed into the outflow, while 
the normal mixing (reached again after t = 140 years) is close to 20 %. The hydraulic 
transition leads to an additional entrainment of 40 %. This would indicate that 
the entrainment parameter kentr  is large enough for the system to be in the regime in 
which the meta-stable state is possible (see figure 7.26), and indeed the time evolution 
of the salinity in the GCM experiment (figure 7.28) resembles the evolution of the 
salinity in the HYCOBOX experiment in figure 7.8 very closely, both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 
A similar behaviour is observed in a different model experiment with the same 
model, described in Myers and Haines (2001). This experiment was part of a series 
of experiments to investigate the sensitivity of the circulation to changes in air-sea-
flux forcing. When the net evaporation was increased by 25 %, the model showed 
qualitatively similar behaviour. Myers and Haines (2001) note that the model resolution 
is too coarse to allow the mixing processes in the strait be represented correctly. In 
fact, assuming that the height of the hydraulic jump is approximately half of the sill 
depth, the values in figure 7.30 (bottom) suggest a very high entrainment parameter 
kentr  0.8, i. e. 80 % of the inflowing water that is affected by the jump is entrained 
into the lower layer. This may indicate that the behaviour in this particular GCM 
experiment is unrealistic and an artefact of the numerical mixing scheme near the strait. 
However, it is difficult to compare the two different mixing parameterisations, and a 
smaller kentr  is suggested by the fact that the salinity excursion in the GCM experiment 
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is similar in timescale and size to the HYCOBOX experiment with k entr = 0.4. 
Although it remains unclear whether this type of dynamics occurs in nature, it 
seems to be possible in current GCM experiments - as realistic features or as artefacts 
- and this possibility should be kept in mind when interpreting GCM experiments. 
In particular it should be noted that the presence of a metastable state may already 
influence the system at smaller values of the entrainment than shown in figure 7.30, 
which may not be obvious if it does not lead to a collapse of the circulation that is as 
complete as the one shown in figure 7.27. 
7.8 Entrainment scenarios in nature 
In this chapter, a speculative mechanism was introduced which assumes that a signifi-
cant proportion of the inflowing surface water is entrained into the outflow, producing 
an interesting dynamical behaviour with multiple states or oscillating solutions, and 
it has been argued that this can influence GCM experiments. It remains to be seen, 
however, if this mechanism is indeed realised in nature. This section tries to scan a 
number of experimental and observational results in view of the proposed mechanism. 
It cannot, however, claim to deliver unambiguous evidence for its presence in nature - 
a question which would require considerably more research. 
There is a range of theoretical and experimental work on hydraulic jumps, some 
of which also investigate the entrainment rates. However, not all aspects relevant to 
the problem discussed here seem to be well understood. Generally, in a gravitationally 
stable stratified fluid in which one layer is turbulent, entrainment is thought to take 
place from the non-turbulent into the turbulent layer (e. g. Fernando 1991). In the 
case of the hydraulic jump, if the inflowing layer is assumed to intrude turbulently into 
an essentially laminar or even stagnant water mass, then entrainment from the lower 
layer into the upper layer would be expected, whereas there is little entrainment from 
the upper layer into the lower layer - in contradiction to the process proposed here. 
However, as Baines (1995) notes (for the somewhat different situation of experiments 
with a stationary hydraulic jump behind an obstacle): "Mixing is evident in both 
layers." Furthermore, it is not unreasonable to assume that in the case of a 2-layer 
exchange flow both layers are turbulent, so that there is no a priori preference for 
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entrainment in only one direction. 
Results by Kiemp et al. (1997) on the energetics of internal propagating bores also 
suggest that classical assumptions sometimes may have to be modified. Classically, it 
has been assumed that energy dissipation mainly occurs in the expanding layer, whereas 
energy dissipation in the contracting layer is negligible (Wood and Simpson 1984, Baines 
1995), although Baines (1995) notes that this cannot be strictly correct. However, 
Kiemp et al. (1997) show that there is a slight increase of energy within the expanding 
layer, and suggest that the structure of internal bores may be "fundamentally different" 
from classical external bores. Li and Cummins (1998) compare the two assumptions 
for propagating bores and conclude that the bore speeds agree to within a few percent, 
making it difficult to judge which is correct. They also point out that there is a need 
for further laboratory experiments with detailed quantitative measurements of mixing. 
While these results primarily affect our understanding of propagating bores, they might 
also have implications for stationary hydraulic jumps, which would be relevant for the 
mechanism proposed here. 
As for the entrainment rates, a number of studies (reviewed in Fernando 1991) have 




where E is an entrainment coefficient, and the exponent n is a constant. However, even 
for the same types of physical systems with the same range of Richardson numbers, the 
results produced by different experimenters can differ by a factor of five with varying 
values for n (Fernando 1991), as the turbulence critically depends on many factors 
that are difficult to control experimentally, leading Fernando (1991) to comment that 
"perhaps no other specific topic has been more controversial than the entrainment law". 
It would be beyond the scope of this study to take sides in these arguments and 
propose a definite value for the mixing and entrainment in the hydraulic jump. However, 
we believe that we can conclude from these studies that entrainment from the upper 
layer into the lower layer is a real possibility, at least in certain situations, and that it 
can be strong enough to be relevant for the type of behaviour proposed in this chapter. 
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the situation in the Strait of Gibraltar 
is far from a perfect non-rotating two layer flow with a laboratory type hydraulic jump. 
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Instead, the Strait of Gibraltar is for example also influenced by tidal effects, which are 
known to produce bores and hydraulic jumps (e. g. Lafuente and Lucaya 1994) and thus 
modify mixing processes. La Violette and Arnone (1988) present observations in the 
Strait of Gibraltar indicating the presence of internal waveforms like hydraulic jumps 
and waveforms which are thought to be produced by an interaction between the tidal 
current and the exchange flow in the Strait. These are assumed to be major mixing 
mechanisms. More recent observations (Pistek and La Violette 1999) found that wave 
packets normally emanating from the Strait into the Alboran Sea can be absent for 
unknown reasons, possibly as a response to temporary changes in the strait regime. 
Another feature that complicates the situation is the system of cyclonic and anti-
cyclonic gyres in the Alboran Sea, immediately east of the Strait of Gibraltar (Tintore 
et al. 1988), which certainly facilitate mixing between the layers. For example, Davies 
et al. (1993) observed unstable filamentary features along the Almeria-Oran front, sug-
gesting additional mixing. On the other hand, experimental and numerical studies 
(Bormans and Garrett 1989c, Speich et al. 1996) indicate that the Alboran Gyres are 
driven by the jet of inflowing Atlantic water, suggesting that the strength of the gyres 
is influenced by the strait regime. Lafuente et al. (1998) present observational evidence 
for the variability of the Alboran Gyres. Of particular interest here are "speculative 
ideas" (Lafuente et al. 1998) to correlate the variability of the Alboran Gyres with the 
state of the hydraulic control in the Strait of Gibraltar, which suggest that the Alboran 
Gyres decays when the exchange regime switches from maximal to submaximal. 
The possibility that the strength of the mixing processes in the Alboran Gyres 
depend on the state of the strait, and in particular that they increase when the strait 
is in the maximal regime, is of particular interest in the HYCOBOX study presented 
here, as its effects would essentially be equivalent to the effects of mixing in a hydraulic 
jump as proposed above and included in the model below. 
Adding more speculations to an already speculative mechanism, one may also note 
the following: Once the density of the outflow is reduced due to entrainment of upper 
layer water into the outfiowing layer, the Richardson number in the strait decreases, 
thus facilitating further mixing along the strait. 
To sum up the situation: Theoretical, experimental and observational studies do 
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not give a very definite picture of the mixing processes related to a hydraulic jump or 
other features connecting the Strait of Gibraltar to the Mediterranean basin. However, 
it seems possible that considerable entrainment of upper layer water into the lower layer 
occurs, and that the entrainment rate depends on the hydraulic regime in the strait, or 
(equivalently) the height of the hydraulic jump, i. e. the difference in interface depth 
between the basin and the strait entrance. 
The mechanism introduced here may therefore play a role in the dynamics of the 
Mediterranean Sea or other marginal basins, either at present or during some periods 
in the past, and may lead to a new explanation for sudden collapses of the circulation 
following comparatively small perturbations and for the occurrence of sapropel layers. 
Chapter 8 
The Red Sea: A 3-layer problem 
In this chapter, the foundation is laid for modifying the HYCOBOX model for the 
investigation of the Red Sea. The Red Sea is semi-enclosed marginal basin only con-
nected to the World Ocean by the shallow and narrow Strait of Bab al Mandab. As in 
the case of the Mediterranean Sea, it is an evaporation-dominated basin, but instead of 
a simple 2-layer anti-estuarine circulation it has developed a more complicated seasonal 
cycle (figure 8.3). In winter, there is a 2-layer exchange with surface water flowing in 
and Red Sea Deep Water (RSDW) flowing out at the bottom. In summer, the simple 
2-layer exchange is modified through the intrusion of Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water 
(GAIW) between the layers, and the reversal of the surface layer, leading to a 3-layer 
exchange. 
Therefore, the HYCOBOX model cannot be used directly, but has to be modified to 
include the 3-layer case. This chapter provides the necessary mathematical foundation 
for the 3-layer system with a free surface, so that future work can produce a full 
hydraulically controlled box model of the Red Sea. 
In the first section of this chapter, the general situation in the Strait of Bab al 
Mandab is described and observations summarised. In the following section, the rele-
vant equations for the 3-layer-exchange at the Strait are defined and the appropriate 
control condition derived. The general features of typical solutions are discussed, and 
it is found that there are four different 3-layer flow types relevant for the study of the 
exchange in the Strait of Bab al Mandab. To connect the Strait equations to the Basin, 
the features of hydraulic jumps are discussed, and the solution method for each of the 
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Figure 8.3: The exchange flow in winter and summer in the Strait of Bab al Mandab 
(from Cromwell and Smeed 1998). 
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four flow types is derived. With this foundation, an outlook is given of the features of 
a future model of the Red Sea, and a number of possible investigations are suggested. 
8.1 The Red Sea and the Strait of Bab al Mandab 
The Red Sea (figure 8.1) fills the rift valley formed during the separation of Africa 
and Arabia. It is about 2000 km long, but on average only 250 km wide, stretching 
south-eastwards from the Sinai peninsula in the north to the Strait of Bab al Mandab 
in the South. Its average depth is 560m, with a maximum depth of 2900  in the 
central trough. Before the opening of the Suez canal, the only connection to the World 
Ocean was through the Strait of Bab a! Mandab (figure 8.2) with a sill depth of 110  
near the Hanish archipelago. Further out into the Gulf of Aden, the narrowest point 
(26 km) of the strait is marked by Perim Island (Tomczak and Godfrey 1994). 
Situated in an extremely arid region with a precipitation of only 7cm/year, the net 
water loss is near 2 rn/year. Therefore, the salinity is extremely high, reaching values 
above 42 psu in the Northern Red Sea and the shallow Gulf of Suez, which are active 
centres of deep water formation. The highly saline Red Sea Deep Water (RSDW) flows 
out over the sill and can be traced far into the Indian ocean due to its high salinity. 
Although the net circulation is anti-estuarine, the exchange at the Strait of Bab al 
Mandab is not a simple 2-layer flow with inflowing water at the surface and outfiowing 
water at depth. Instead, the simple 2-layer exchange is only present in winter. During 
the summer months, the surface flow changes direction, and a 3-layer system develops 
in the strait with the top and bottom layer flowing out, and a layer of intermediate 
water from the Gulf of Aden flowing in between them. 
This seasonal cycle is thought to be driven by the monsoon through a mechanism 
first proposed by Patzert (1974) (see figure 8.3). In the Gulf of Aden, a stationary layer 
of intermediate water, the so called Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water (GAIW) can be 
observed (Smeed 1997). In winter, this GAIW begins at a depth of 100 m, too deep 
to influence the strait exchange. With the onset of the summer monsoon around May, 
eastward winds induce southward Ekman transport along the coast of Yemen. This 
leads to upwelling in the Gulf of Aden, and the GAIW rises to a depth of about 50 m 
and intrudes into the strait, establishing a third layer between the outfiowing RSDW 
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and the surface water (Smeed 1997). This mechanism is also supported by Smeed 
(2000), who used a 3-layer hydraulic model with rigid lid to show that the movement of 
the interface in the Gulf of Aden is sufficient to establish a third inflowing layer similar 
to the observed situation. Furthermore, assuming that the net transport through the 
strait balances the net evaporation, the hydraulic model also showed a reversal of the 
surface layer without any need for direct wind forcing of the surface layer. 
On the other hand, observations suggest that wind forcing may play a role in the 
reversal of the surface layer. Altimetric observations (Cromwell and Smeed 1998) show 
an annual cycle in the sea level with an amplitude of 13 cm in the Gulf of Aden, highest 
in winter. The sea level in the Red Sea varies in phase with a higher amplitude of 
18 cm, indicating that the sea level slope towards the Red Sea increases in summer, in 
apparent contradiction to the reversal of the surface flow. 
The model used by Smeed (2000) does not include a free surface, and therefore does 
not allow direct comparison with altimetric observations. In order to clarify the causes 
for the reversal of the surface flow it is therefore desirable to have a hydraulic model 
of the strait with a free surface. This should be combined with a box model of the 
Red Sea to capture the basic dynamics of the system and enable a comparison with 
altimetric data be made. 
8.2 The dynamic equations 
For the 3-layer case, the relevant equations are derived in a similar way to the 2-layer 
case. However, while the Bernoulli functions are trivial, the Froude number condition is 
far from obvious and has to be derived carefully. For a straightforward derivation, the 
formalism based on the hydraulic functional is used. It is equivalent to a more explicit 
derivation by Baines (1995), but uses more abstract functional analytic concepts, and 
has the advantage of making the derivation considerably shorter. 
We restrict the discussion to channels with rectangular cross section. Both the 
width and the depth are allowed to vary along the channel. The dimensionalisation of 
all quantities is similar to the 2-layer case (see chapter 2), except for depth-variables: 
Depth and layer thicknesses are dimensionalised to the actual depth at every point 
instead of the sill depth, so that h(x) = ii(x).d(x).D, where d(x) is the nondimensional 
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channel depth, and the tilde indicates nondimensional quantities. In the following, the 
tilde is omitted for simplicity. 
The system is described by three equations, namely the Bernoulli difference at the 
two interfaces between upper and middle layer, and between middle and lower layer 
respectively, and a Bernoulli function at the free surface: 
B0= 
2(bdhi)2 
—sdh0 	 (8.1) 
_______ LB1 	= 
2(bdhi)2 
q 






- 2(bdh3)2 + rd(ho + h1 + h2) 	 (8.3) 
with the additional constraint 
h0 + h1 + h2 + h3 = 1 	 (8.4) 
The parameters r and s are defined as 
r (P2 - P1) (P3 
+ P2) 	 (8.5) := 
2P2 (P3 - P1) 
(P2 + P1)(P3 + P2) 
2((p — pl)(P3+P2) +(p2+pl)(p3 p2)) 	
(8.6) 
and describe the density differences between the layers. The parameter r varies between 
0, if the two upper layers have the same density, and 1, if the two lower layers have the 
same density. The parameter s is of the order of 103  and may roughly be interpreted 
as the density contrast at the surface compared to the internal interfaces. 
The variables b,d, ho, h l , h2 are functions in the alongchannel coordinate x. Similar 
to the 2-layer case, the system can be conveniently described in terms of a hydraulic 
functional 
J13)(b(x),d(x),q,b;h(x)) : M -+ R3 	 (8.7) 
The same notation as in the 2-layer case is used, with the arguments before the 
semicolon (;) being parameters that characterise the flow, while the arguments after 
the semicolon are elements of the domain M on which the mapping j3)  is defined. 
The domain M is the 3-dimensional subspace, defined by (8.4), of the 4-dimensional 
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ho(x) + hi(x) + h2(x) + h3(x) = 1 M 
The hydraulic functional has the explicit form 
	
j13) (b(x), d(x), qj, b; 
	
(8.9) 
/ 	q2 1 —sdh 0 —B 0 I 2(bdh,) 
q2 
2(bdh,) 2 - 2(bdh2)2 
+ 7,00 + h,) - 
q2 	q32 
2(bdh2) 2 
 - 2(bdh3)2 + rd(ho + h, + h2) - B2 ) 
As in the case of two layers, the solution manifold S is the kernel of this functional, 
L e. 
if ho(x)\ 	 'I 
s=II 
hi (x) 	
EM J j13)l 	 (8.10) 
h2 (X) I I 
h3 (x)) 
The control condition is given by points for which different solution sheets meet, i. e. 
where the Jacobian of j3)  has a singularity. For the rigid lid approximation' (ho <<h,; 
and the net transport qi + q + q3 = q is specified), the second and third component 
of (8.9) are independent of h0, and the first component is decoupled. Therefore the 
explicit form of the control condition can be derived from the simplified 2-dimensional 
functional 
f(b(x),d(x),q,b;h,(x),h2(x)) 





q2 	 q2 
2(bdh2) 2 - 2(bd(1 - h, - h2))2 + rd(h, + h2) —B2 
'Note that the rigid lid approximation is introduced here only to simplify the derivation of the 
control condition, whereas in later calculations a free surface is used. The control condition remains 
valid for a free surface provided that h0 <<h,, which is true in the cases investigated here, see (8.17). 
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in which the coordinates of the base space M have been transformed to eliminate h3. 
It is now straightforward to calculate the Jacobian of j12) 
DJ12):=( j 
i,j=1,2 
/ 	 2 ,_  
b2 d23 	 b2 d2 h3 h 
= 	I 2 2 	 2 	(8.12) 
(1 - 	- q3 1 - 	
- q3 - ______ 
" 	' b2d2h 	" 	/ b2 d2 h 	b2 d2 h 
Control conditions are higher order solutions of J = 0, i. e. singularities of the 
Jacobian, given by 
detDJ12 = 0 
With the definition of single layer Froude numbers 
2 
______ 	• 1 
bdh3 
- '. 
the control condition (8.13) can be expressed as 
(8.13) 
O=_r2 +r(1+F?_F)+F(F? +F)+F(Fi _1)_Fl2 	(8.15) 
The control condition (8.15) is only valid at control points. For convenience we also 
define a functional 
G(b(x), d(x), qj; h 2 (x)) := 
F12 	(8.16) 
As this control condition was derived assuming the rigid lid approximation, it is only an 
approximation to the correct condition for a free surface. However, following the same 
procedure for the full 3-dimensional functional j13)  without rigid lid approximation, it 
is trivial to show that the correct control condition for the free surface is 
o = F32  
(8.17) 
All Froude numbers and r are of order of 1, while 1 is of order of iO - 10 4 , so that the 
equation is dominated by the first term. Therefore (8.17) is approximately equivalent 
to the control condition for the rigid lid approximation (8.15). 
In other words, the simplified control condition (8.15) holds also when no rigid lid is 
assumed, if the density difference between the layers (measured by r) is small compared 
to the density difference between water and air (measured by s). 
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8.3 General solutions - rigid lid 
The system is now characterised by a set of 3 equations (8.1, 8.2, 8.3), or equivalently 
by a 3-dimensional functional j13),  which hold at every point along the channel, and an 
additional control condition (8.15), which holds only at control points. In this section, 
the general features of the solution are discussed. 
Solutions to the system can be found by numerically solving the set of three equa-
tions (8.1, 8.2, 8.3). In this section, for simplicity the rigid lid approximation is used, 
and the free surface reintroduced in the next section. The problem is now to find 
solutions to 
J2 (hi (x)) = 0 
	
(8.18) 
Assuming that all parameters, i. e. the flow rates in the layer and the Bernoulli 
potentials, are known, the solutions for this set of equations can easily be found with 
a standard Newton search algorithm 2 . 
The solution manifold is the projection of S (8.10) onto the plane defined by h0 = 0. 
As the domain M has three dimensions, its projection onto h0 = 0 has two dimensions, 
and the problem and its solutions can conveniently be visualised using a 2-dimensional 
plot. Following Smeed (2000), the h 1 -h2 -plane is used, where all allowed values lie in 
the triangle spanned by (h 1 = 0, h2 = 0), (hi = 1, h2 = 0) and (hi = 0, h2 = 1). Figure 
8.4 shows an example for one solution, using the simple channel geometry with sill and 
narrows defined by 
d(x) = 5 - 4e 
_X2 	 (8.19) 
b(x) = 5 - 4ex2 	 (8.20) 
The solution along the channel is a two-dimensional function (h 1 , h2)(x) and there-
fore forms a path in the h 1 -h2-plane parameterised by the alongchannel coordinate 
x. The figure also shows that several solution branches exist which meet in control 
points. The bottom diagram translates one of the paths from the h 1 -h2-plane into an 
alongchannel plot. It may seem that the h 1 -h2-plane is much less intuitive than the 
2 Thjs calculation was done with the symbolic mathematics package Macs yma, and all programmes 
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q1 --0.058; q2:-O.12; q30.062; bl:O.125; b20.375; r:0.5; x=[-O.6 ... O]; dx0.02 
hi -normalized to total depth at x 
Figure 8.4: An example for a solution plotted in the h 1 -h2-plane. The parameters for 
this example were taken from Smeed (2000). The top graph shows the solution from 
x = ±0.6 (crosses) to x = 0 (circles) every Ax = 0.02 (dots). The solutions along the 
channel form paths in the h 1 -h2-plane, and different solutions branches meet in control 
points (arrows). The path between points r (Red Sea) and g (Gulf of Aden) is shown 
in the bottom diagram as an alongchannel plot, with the controls marked by vertical 
lines. This alongchannel plot reproduces figure 9 in Smeed (2000). 
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alongchannel plot, however it has the advantage that all solution branches can be plot-
ted into one diagram, whereas a separate alongchannel plot is needed for each branch, 
making the h 1 -h2-plane much easier to use. 
8.4 Classification of the solutions 
The control points can easily be seen from the h 1 -h2-pl0t (figure 8.4) as the points 
at which different solution branches meet. Further insight is gained from the Froude 
number condition (8.15). Figure 8.5 shows the lines in the h 1 -h2 -plane on which the 
Froude number condition holds for three points along the channel. This criticality 
condition divides the h 1 -h2-plane into seven distinct areas 3 . Following Smeed (2000), 
these are labelled 0, i and —i. Comparing the three diagrams in figure 8.5 which show 
the criticality condition at the sill and narrows (x = 0) and at two points x = 0.1 
and x = 0.5 away from the sill, it can be seen that the regime 0 covers a wider area 
when the channel depth and width increases, whereas the other regimes are restricted to 
situations in which one or two of the layers are very thin. The regime 0 can be identified 
with an uncontrolled regime in which both modes are subcritical. The regimes +i are 
reached by crossing the criticality condition once, whereas the regimes —i are separated 
from 0 by two critical points. Therefore, in the regime 0 both modes are subcritical, 
the regimes +i have one subcritical and one supercritical mode, and the regimes —i 
have two supercritical modes. 
The solutions along the channel can now be classified according to the hydraulic 
regimes at the two channel entrances, where a solution labelled [i, j] connects regime 
i with regime j. For example, the solution shown in figure 8.4 connects regime 2 at 
x = —0.6 with regime —2 at x = +0.6, so that it is classified as [2, —21 - see figure 8.6. 
It passes through control points at x = —0.12 (2 -+ 0), at x = 0 (0 —* 3) and x = +0.14 
(3 —+ —2). Furthermore we use the convention that in flow type [i,j] the first regime 
3 1t has not been proven yet whether the saddle points of the criticality condition actually coincide 
with roots, or if the three areas 1, 2 and 3 are connected, as is suggested by the plots in figure 8.5. 
However, physical arguments suggest that the seven areas are separate - one always has to move 
through a criticality condition when moving from one regime to another -, but for the discussion here 
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ql=0.058; q2=-0.12; q3=0.062; r=0.5; x=O 
hi - normalized to total depth at a 
ql=0.058; q2=-0.12; q3=0.062; r=0.5 x=0.1 
hi - normalized to total depth at a 
ql=0.058; q2=-0.12; q3=0.062; r=0.5 ; x=0.5 




0 	 1 
hi 
Figure 8.5: The Froude number condition at three points along the channel. From top 
to bottom at x = 0, i. e. at the sill and narrow, at x = ±0.1 and x = ±0.5. The 
criticality condition divides the the hi-h2-plane into seven distinct areas, labelled in 
the bottom figure. See text for details. 
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h1 
Figure 8.6: The solution from the example shown in figure 8.4 with its controls (circles), 
and the criticality condition for x = ±0.1 (solid) and x = 0 (dashed, only the 0-3-
boundary). This path is classified as [2, —2] as it connects the regimes 2 and —2. It 
passes through control points at x = —0.12 (2 -* 0), at x = 0 (0 —+ 3) and x = +0.14 
(3 —+ —2). The plot of the criticality condition is simplified from figure 8.5. 
(i) refers to the Red Sea, and the second (j) to the Gulf of Aden. 
To get all the flow types relevant for the study of the Red Sea, the following as-
sumptions can be made: 
• The lower interface drops to great depth in the Gulf of Aden, so that the regime 
in the Gulf of Aden is 3 if the interface between upper and middle layer is deep 4 ; 
or —2 if the interface is shallower. 
• Inside the Red Sea both interfaces do not drop significantly, whereas the bottom 
layer is very thick. This leads to the regime 1 if the upper layer is thin, 2 if the 
middle layer is thin, or —3 if both layers are thin. 
The list of all possible 3-layer flow types given by Smeed (2000) excludes some 
combinations between these regimes, leaving only the types [-2,2], [1,3], [2,3] and [-3,3] 
as relevant for the Red Sea. These regimes are summarised in figure 8.7. In each case, 
4 The terms "deep", "shallow", "thin" cannot be quantified precisely at this point and should be 
seen as qualitative characterisations of the different regimes. 




Regime [-3,3] [1,3] [2,3] [2,-2] 
Control Red Sea (8.29) x x x 
Control Sill (8.30) x x x x 
Control Gulf of Aden (8.31) x x x 
Regime Gulf of Aden 3 —2 
Bernoulli upper interface hieff = h 9  
Regime Red Sea —3 1 2 
Bernoulli lower interface h2eff = h r  h2eff = 14,. +  
Figure 8.7: The different flow types relevant for the Red Sea. The control at the sill 
is marked by circles in the h1 -h2-diagram, other controls are at points where the path 
crosses to a different regime. The regime at the Strait entrances determines the type 
of the hydraulic jump and the Bernoulli constants. See text for details. 
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the regime at the strait entrances has one or two supercritical modes, and a hydraulic 
jump is necessary to connect the strait to the subcritical basins. 
8.5 Solution method for the free surface problem 
In this section, the strait equations are solved in order to obtain the flow rates from 
the boundary conditions. Similar to the 2-layer case, the hydraulic functional (8.2) and 
the control condition (8.15) give a set of coupled equations at three points along the 
channel, which then can be solved. While the 3-layer case with a rigid lid has been 
solved by Smeed (2000), here we use the full set of equations including a free surface. 
8.5.1 The governing equations 
For the following, the strait is assumed to be a channel of constant width, with a single 
sill at x = 0. At the ends the channel is connected to the much wider basins of the Gulf 
of Aden and the Red Sea. The sill is a single minimum, and the bottom depth falls to 
infinity towards both ends. In this geometry, the controls can only occur at the sill or at 
the channel entrances (Killworth 1992a) so that the location of the controls is known. 
Therefore it is sufficient to use the hydraulic functional at these three points, if it is 
checked - e. g. by the method shown above - that the solution can be matched through 
along the channel. In the following, the subscript r  refers to quantities towards the Red 
Sea, at the sill, and towards the Gulf of Aden. Outside the strait, in the region where 
the narrow strait is connected to the wider basins, hydraulic jumps connect the flow to 
the boundary conditions in the basin. To distinguish between the layer thicknesses on 
both sides of the hydraulic jumps, the values in the basin are marked with an asterisk, 
so that e. g. hl, is the thickness of the upper layer at the strait entrance, but is the 
thickness in the basin, with the hydraulic jump between them. 
Furthermore, the assumption is made that the lower interface drops to great depth in 
the Gulf of Aden, so that h29 -+ oo. In the Red Sea, neither interface drops significantly, 
while the bottom layer becomes infinitely thick (h3 -* oo). Under these assumptions 
the following equations hold: 
1/ qi 
0 = B0 - 	
drbrhir) + Sd
rh0r 	 (8.21) 
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0 = B - ° (_ 
+ sd5 ho5 (8.22) 
2 d3 b3 h1 5 ) 
0 = 	Bo —' 
( 
+ Sdg hog (8.23) 
d9 b9 h19 ) 
o = 	B1 — 1 L 
Ii qi 
rbrhir ) — (dr1i2r)2] 
— rdr(hir + ho,) (8.24) 
0 = 	B1 — 
u i 	q 
Rd8bshls) - (d828)2] — rd
3 (hi 8 + ho5 ) (8.25) 
0 = B1— 
( 
rdg (hig +hog ) (8.26) 
d9b9 ___ h19 1 
0 = 	B 	1 2 
/ q —(1—r)d r (h2r + hl, +hor ) (8.27) 
2 drbrh2r  )
o = 	B2 — i qii ) 	— (d8 	) 
2]  
L 	d3 b5 h28 b5 h35 
—(1 — r)d3 (h25 + h1 5 + ho,) (8.28) 
0 = 	_r2+r.(1+F)_Fii._F+F?i.F 2 2 r (8.29)  
0 = 	_r2 +r.(1+F_F)+Fs .(F+F22s ) 
+F 	(F —1) —F (8.30) 
o = 	r—F?g (8.31) 
F 
q 	with 
(dbh 	\3 ix) 
i=1,2,3 	and 	x=r,s,g (8.32) 
The first eight equations give the Bernoulli function at the surface, upper interface and 
lower interface, each towards the Gulf of Aden, towards the Red Sea, and at the sill. 
The last three equations give the control condition at these three points. The number 
and position of the controls depends on the strait regime, so that not all three control 
conditions can be used for every flow type: Type [1, 3] only has controls at the Sill and 
the Gulf of Aden, so that the control condition towards the Red Sea (8.29) is not valid, 
and for type [2,3] there is no control at the Gulf of Aden (8.31). 
For the rigid lid approximation, Smeed (2000) solved a similar (but smaller) set of 
equations using a Newton iteration for the full set of variables. However, for the free 
surface problem this is impractical as the number of variables and possible solutions is 
larger. Instead, the equations are solved analytically as far as possible, and iteration 
schemes only employed for equations that cannot be solved analytically. 
For each of the different flow types a different solution method has to be used, as 
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the number of controls and therefore the number of equations varies. Furthermore, the 
different flow types have different types of hydraulic jumps connecting the strait to the 
basin, so that a different set of boundary conditions is active in each case. 
It is convenient to express the Bernoulli potentials in terms of effective layer thick-
nesses defined by 
B0 = 	SdhO eff 	 (8.33) 
B1 = rdhie 	 (8.34) 
B2 = (1 - r)d(h2eff + hieff) 	 (8.35) 
8.5.2 Boundary conditions: the connection to the reservoirs 
The set of governing equations provides 10 or 11 equations (depending on the number 
of controls) containing 14 variables. 3 or 4 variables have to be determined from the 
boundary conditions in the basin. For the surface, the Bernoulli potential is determined 
by the upstream sea level, and the downstream sea level is continuous from the strait 
to the basin. Therefore 
hoeff = h9 	
for surface inflow 	 (8.36) 
ho, = h r J 
hoeff = h r  
j 	
for surface outflow 	 (8.37) 
h09 = h 9 
where the asterisk denotes the values in the basin. 
Internal hydraulic jumps connect the supercritical regime at the strait entrances 
to the subcritical basins. Across the jump, there should be no energy gain. For the 
different regimes, this condition leads to hydraulic jumps at the two strait entrances as 
follows: 
Regime 3 towards the Gulf of Aden: In this regime the hydraulic jump affects 
only the lower interface, so that the Bernoulli potential in the upper interface 
is determined by the potential in the Gulf of Aden: 
hleff = 	 (8.38) 
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Regime —2 towards the Gulf of Aden: In this case, both modes are supercritical 
at the strait entrance and the hydraulic jump affects both interfaces, so that the 
Bernoulli potentials are not determined by the basin condition in the Gulf of 
Aden. 
Regime 1 towards the Red Sea: There is a hydraulic jump in the upper interface 
to the Red Sea, but the Bernoulli potential in the lower interface is determined 
by the conditions in the Red Sea: 
h2eff = h r 
	 (8.39) 
Regime 2 towards the Red Sea: The hydraulic jump affects both interfaces. How-
ever, the first mode is not affected, so that across the hydraulic jump the hydro-
static assumption is valid: 
* 	* 
L* 	r 9 L 
t2eff = tt2r  + 1 - r (8.40) 
Regime —3 towards the Red Sea: for this regime, both modes are supercritical, 
and neither mode is continuous across the hydraulic jump. Therefore, the Ber-
noulli potentials cannot be determined from the basin conditions. 
It is now possible to obtain all other variables from the set of equations (8.21-8.31). 
8.5.3 Solution method 
In the following, the governing equations are solved for each flow type. Only the solution 
for type [1, 3] is explained in detail here, while the solution for the other regimes is 
summarised in figure 8.8, with the equations given in appendix D.3.2. 
Flow type (1, 3]. In this regime, there is inflow in the two upper layers. There are 
controls at the sill and towards the Gulf of Aden, but not towards the Red Sea, so that 
(8.29) cannot be used. The boundary conditions yield: 
(8.41) B0 = — sd9 h 9 (see D.3.2 d73) 
B1 = rdghlg* (see D.3.2 d84) 
B2 = 	 ( rdr 
h0,. = h r  (see D.3.2 d174) 
(8.42) 
(see D.3.2 d86) 	 (8.43) 
(8.44) 
I 	 h03 	 : 
& 
Q) 
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Figure 8.8: Overview of the solution used for the different regimes. Each column shows 
the order (from top to bottom) in which the variables can be calculated as functions 
of the variables above them. Boxes spanning different columns indicate that the same 
equation is used for different regimes. Variables in shaded boxes are implicitly defined 
by the roots of polynomial which is solved by a Newton algorithm, whereas variables in 
unshaded boxes are defined explicitly. The annotation on the left indicates the subset 
of the governing equations that is used to obtain the respective variables. All equations 
are listed in appendix D.3.2. 
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It is not necessary to solve all governing equations simultaneously. First the equations 
towards the Gulf of Aden (8.23, 8.26, 8.29) can be solved to give: 




(see D.3.2 d136) 	 (8.45) 
2B 1 
h19 = 	(see D.3.2 d138) 	 (8.46) 
____ 	Bo (see D.3.2 d143) 	 (8.47) 
h09 = 2sdbh9 - sdg 
Now the set of equations for the Red Sea (8.21,8.24,8.27) give: 
	
- 	qi 	
(see D.3.2 d183) 	 (8.48) hi, - d
rbr ./2(Bø +Sdrh0r ) 
3 3 h2r - 2b(2dhr - (B2 - B 1 )dh 1 ) + q1 (see D.3.2 d186) 	(8.49) 322 - 	2(r - 1)dbhr 
q2 = 	T(2d2b2h(rdrhir - B 1 ) + q) (see D.3.2 d188) 	(8.50) 
hir  
(8.51) 
At this point, all quantities at the basin entrances are known. Finally, the four sill 
equations ( 8.22,8.25,8.28,8.30) have to be solved for q3, h0 8 , h1 8 and h25 . The equations 
are combined to eliminate q3 and ho, giving a coupled set of two equations in h1 8 and 
h23 
0 = —s(2dbB i h 8 + q)h 8 + 2rsdbh 8 h 3 + sqh 3 
0 = q12 
3222 +h 3 (-3dh 3 qrb + dh28qrb + 3dh28 q1 b 
222 —dh28qb - 2B 2dh28 q b - 2B i dq1 b) 
+h 3 (-6dh28 qrb + 2dqrb + 6dh28qb 
—dqb - 2B 2dqb - 2B 1dqb) 
+h 3 (3dqb) 
+h 8 (3dh 3r2b - dh28r2 - 3dh 3 rb 
+dh25rb + 2B2dh28rb + 6B1 dh28 rb 
—6B 1 dh28 b + 2B1 db + 4B1 B2db + 4Bdb) 
+h 8 (-3dh25r2b + 3dh23r14 - 2drb 
—4B2drb - 4B 1 drb - 6B1 db) 
(8.52) 
(8.53) 
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+h13 (6drb) 
This set of equations cannot be solved analytically, but is accessible to a two-dimensional 





(see D.3.2 d246) 	 (8.54) 
- 2sdbh 3 - sd3 
2 - 
	(h28 + h18 - i) 
q3  (8.55) 
- rdbh3hs - h 3q - 
(r2dbh3h3 - rdbh 3 h 3 - rdbh 3 q + dbh 3 q + dbh8q - q?q) 
(see D.3.2 d247) 
This solution method is depicted graphically in the second column in figure 8.8. 
Flow type [-3,3]. This flow type is a limiting case for [1,3] with an additional control 
at the Red Sea, and - like [1,3] - with surface inflow. As the regime at the Red Sea 
is —3 and therefore has two supercritical modes, the Bernoulli potential of the lower 
interface B2 is not determined by the reservoir conditions, but this additional variable 
can be solved for as there is the additional control condition at the Red Sea (8.29). 
The solution method for this type is summarised in the first column in figure 8.8, and 
the explicit equations given in appendix D.3.2. 
Flow type [2, 3]. This flow type has one control at the sill and one in the Red Sea, but 
the control condition in the Gulf of Aden (8.31) may not be used. As the regime towards 
both reservoirs has one subcritical mode, all Bernoulli potentials are determined by the 
boundary conditions. For this flow type, the surface flow can be in both directions. As 
the surface boundary conditions depend on the direction of the flow (see section 8.5.2), 
the solution method for surface inflow is different than for surface outflow. The two 
solution methods are shown in the third and fourth column of figure 8.8. 
Flow type [2, —2]. This flow type is a limiting case of [2,3] with one additional control 
at the Gulf of Aden. With two supercritical modes towards the Gulf of Aden (regime 
—2), the Bernoulli potential B 1 is not determined from the boundary conditions but 
can be calculated from the full set of equations following the method outlined in the 
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last two columns of figure 8.8. Again separate methods have to be used for inflow and 
outflow. 
8.5.4 The selection of the correct type 
Criteria are needed to decide which flow type is correct for a given set of boundary con-
ditions, so that the correct solution method can be used. This has also been identified as 
an important problem by Lane-Serif et al. (2000). For the problem presented here, con-
tinuity arguments simplify the problem considerably. When the boundary conditions 
change, the solution may change continuously within one flow type, or the solution may 
switch to a different flow type. However, only a limited number of transitions are possi-
ble: Flow type [-3,3], e. g., cannot be transformed into [2, —2] without going through 
[2, 3]. The possible transitions can easily be seen from figure 8.7, and the different flow 
types can only change along the sequence [1, 3] -+ [-3, 3] +-* [2,3] 4-+ [2, —2]. 
• In the transitions [1, 3] -* [-3,3], one additional control (dis-)appears, as [1, 3] 
has two controls (at the sill and the Gulf of Aden), whereas [-3,3] has three 
controls. In [-3,3] the control condition at the Red Sea (8.29) is identically 0, 
and for continuity it also has to approach 0 from [1,3]. Therefore the control 
condition is calculated from the values obtained by the solution method for type 
[1, 3], and the switch from [1, 3] to [-3,3] can easily be found when it approaches 
0. As can be seen in the hi -h2-plot (figure 8.7), this transition occurs when the 
middle layer in the Red Sea becomes thinner. 
• For the transition [2,3] 4-+ [2, —2] the same argument applies with respect to the 
control condition in the Gulf of Aden (8.31). This transition occurs when the 
interface in the Gulf of Aden becomes very shallow. 
® In the transition [-3,3] -+ [2, 3], the control at the Gulf of Aden disappears. In 
channel geometries where the position of the control may vary, there are inter-
mediate flow regimes: First the control towards the Gulf of Aden moves towards 
the Strait, eventually forming a second order control at the sill, which the splits 
into one control at the sill and one control that moves towards the Red Sea. In 
the simple channel geometry used here, controls can only be at the sill or channel 
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entrances. However, the transition can still be identified by a second order control 
at the sill. A second order control, i. e. two coincident controls, can be found by 
calculating the saddle points of the control condition (see also figure 8.5). This 
leads to the condition 
O=_(F_l+r)+'_T(Fj2_l) 	 (8.56) 
h i 2 h2 
This transition can occur when the interfaces in the Red Sea rise or sink. 
These conditions give sufficient criteria for the transition between the different flow 
types. 
8.6 Conclusions and future work 
The work presented here forms the basis for the strait submodel which can represent 
all relevant 3-layer flow types and improves the rigid lid model used by Smeed (2000) 
by including a free surface. Although some insight into the different flow types can be 
gained from the strait submodel alone, the results are not significantly different from 
the rigid lid results obtained by Smeed (2000): Without a corresponding box model, 
the free surface has to be set to values that lead to a specified net exchange, so that 
the model is essentially equivalent to the rigid lid model. 
In future, this strait submodel will be connected to a box model similar to the 
HYCOBOX model described in chapter 3, but with an additional intermediate layer 
between the upper and the lower layer, connected to the middle layer in the strait. Its 
volume can approach 0 to model the 2-layer winter exchange as a limiting case of the 
3-layer situation. As there is no outflow from the intermediate layer trough the strait, 
it loses water to the upper and lower layer through mixing and diffusion. 
This model can be used for a variety of problems. Of immediate interest are the 
following: 
• Can the observed cycle of the sea level in the Red Sea (Cromwell and Smeed 1998) 
be attributed to the internal dynamics alone, i. e. is the reversal of the surface 
flow driven by the sea level difference or directly by the wind? The model can be 
used to impose the sea level cycle in the Gulf of Aden and obtain the resulting 
sea level cycle in the Red Sea, which can be compared to observations. 
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• How much is the spreading of the tongue of GAIW in the Red Sea influenced by 
mixing between the layers? The model can be used to investigate different values 
of diffusion and mixing between the layers. A comparison with the observed size 
of the GAIW tongue leads to better understanding of the mixing processes. 
• Under which circumstances is the present 3-layer/2-layer seasonal cycle possible? 
If the upwelling in the Gulf of Aden is weaker, does the seasonal cycle revert 
to a simple 2-layer flow? Has this occurred for situations in the past? This 
is particularly important, as the total exchange in the combined 3-layer/2-layer 
cycle is considerably less than in a simple 2-layer flow, with implications for the 
water properties of the Red Sea. 
Chapter 9 
Summary and conclusions 
In this thesis, a range of studies is presented that were performed with the HYCOBOX 
model, a 3-box model of the Mediterranean Sea (or similar marginal basins) with a 
hydraulically controlled Strait of Gibraltar. Box models have the inherent problem 
that they are very coarse representations of complex systems in nature, and therefore 
cannot compete with General Circulation Models (GCMs) when precise numerical pre-
dictions are needed. However, the complexity of GCM studies also makes it difficult 
or impossible to interpret the results - one might say that they describe reality very 
well, but are less adequate for explaining it. Process studies using simpler models, on 
the other hand, focus on physical mechanisms. They can therefore give insight into 
fundamental constraints and overall behaviour of the system, but they also often yield 
surprising results and lead to new questions. The model presented here is no excep-
tion and offers both useful and robust "rules of thumb" and surprising new types of 
dynamical behaviour. 
Firstly, the work presented here has produced some simple correlations that can be 
helpful for the investigation of similar systems. For example, section 3.5 discusses how 
realistic strait cross-sections can be approximated by simple rectangular cross-sections. 
This is useful for GCM experiments, where the representation of sea straits is notori-
ously difficult. For the geometry of Gibraltar, this method leads to a representation 
of the triangular strait by a rectangular strait with a sill depth of 208 m, considerably 
shallower than the true depth of 284 m. 
More relevant for a wide range of applications, in the interpretation both of GCM 
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experiments and of observations in nature, is the SQE equation (5.13) in section 5.1. 
For a change in the freshwater budget, i. e. changes in evaporative losses or changes in 
freshwater input through precipitation or river runoff, this equation gives the resulting 
change in strait transport and basin salinity. The SQE equation is particularly useful 
as it is based on quite fundamental constraints and is therefore not sensitive to details 
of the basin processes. This is also confirmed by the set of experiments listed in table 
5.3 and 5.4, which cover fundamentally different water formation processes. 
A related result is the observation that a change in evaporative fluxes not only 
changes the salinity of the basin, but as a secondary effect also the temperature: For 
every 1 psu increase in the salinity of the bottom layer, its temperature increases by 
0.7°C (assuming that the heat budget remains unchanged). Similarly, a change in at-
mospheric heat loss with unchanged water budget primarily affects the temperature, 
but as a secondary effect the salinity also changes by about 0.06 psu for every 1 °C. 
These results are used to investigate the causes of observed changes in Mediterranean 
water properties in section 5.3, where it is found that the observed increase in tem-
perature and salinity of the Mediterranean in the 20th century is not consistent with 
known changes in river runoff alone. 
Besides these correlations, the study has also lead to challenging new types of 
behaviour, which may have to be investigated in more detail in future work. At least 
three situations have been identified in which the feedback between the basin and the 
strait leads to surprising dynamical behaviour, that has not received much attention 
by previous researchers. In these situations, the system responds to comparatively 
small disturbances with a significantly altered circulation for considerable periods on 
the order of centuries. 
Firstly, the experiments in chapter 5 indicate that changing air-sea-fluxes do not 
always lead to a smooth transition from the old steady state to the new steady state. 
At least for some types of water formation parameterisations, the transitional period is 
characterised by a considerable movement of the interface depth: The interface drops 
when the net evaporation or the heat loss is reduced, and rises when either is increased, 
returning to almost the initial depth only after more than a century. Although the 
transitional phase is less visible in other quantities like the strait transport or the basin 
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average water properties, the change in interface depth is in itself significant, as the 
interface can be identified with the pycnocline, whose depth has profound influence on 
the nutrient availability in the photic zone and therefore on the biological productivity 
of the basin. However, it has not been established sufficiently whether this behaviour 
is relevant for real past or present situations. It may be possible in future to obtain 
sufficient observational data to detect this transitional signal in the movement of the 
pycnocline. 
A second type of interesting dynamical behaviour is the reservoir effect discussed 
in section 6.3, where the effects of the rising sea level since the Last Glacial Maximum 
(LGM) are investigated. The long reaction time of the properties of the deep and 
intermediate water masses make the basin more stably stratified in times of compara-
tively rapid sea level change, providing a possible new mechanism for the collapse of the 
circulation that has lead to the formation of carbon-rich sediments at the pleistocene-
holocene transition. The model allows this effect to be estimated in comparison to 
other proposed mechanisms, namely the inflow of additional freshwater through the 
opening of the Black Sea. The reservoir effect is found to be of comparable size. It 
can therefore be conjectured that it may indeed have played a role in the formation 
of sapropels in the Mediterranean Sea at the end of the pleistocene. This result also 
suggests that evidence for reduced circulation at the same time may be found in other 
marginal basins, as this mechanism is driven only by the global sea level change. 
Finally, a challenging new type of complex behaviour is found in chapter 7, where 
new feedbacks are introduced into the system through a parameterisation of mixing in 
the hydraulic jump. It is assumed that a fraction of the infiowing water is entrained 
into the outflow, thus reducing the effective exchange with the basin. The entrainment 
rate depends on the height of the hydraulic jump. With these modifications, a new 
meta-stable state is possible. The system can move to this meta-stable state after a 
comparatively small perturbation, and the circulation in the basin may collapse for a 
period of the order of centuries. In other situations, the system can show oscillatory 
behaviour between a normal circulation and a stagnant basin, where the period of 
the oscillation is several centuries. This mechanism has not been noticed by previous 
researchers, and it may be a relevant factor in the explanation of past changes in the 
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circulation. 
However, while this is the most surprising and complex behaviour found in this 
study, it is also the most speculative contribution to our understanding of the feed-
back, as fluid dynamical studies give only limited support to significant entrainment of 
inflowing water into the outflow. On the other hand, as is discussed in section 7.8, it 
is not entirely unrealistic either. Whether this behaviour is possible in natural systems 
cannot be established here, but it is shown in section 7.7 that it can occur in Gen-
eral Circulation Models. Therefore, even if it were an unrealistic scenario in nature, it 
could still help to understand and improve the representation of sea straits in General 
Circulation Models. 
Although the amount of mixing can in principle be easily established from salin-
ity measurements, for the qualitative dynamical behaviour the absolute value of the 
mixing is less important than the functional relation between mixing and the hydrau-
lic regime in the strait. Therefore, measurements of the mixing are needed for both 
the submaximal and the maximal regime for a range of interface depths. Obviously 
the present day Mediterranean is not in the strong mixing/weak circulation regime, 
so present day observations cannot give much insight into this state. However, some 
information about the relation between strait regime and mixing can likely be obtained 
from a detailed analysis of observations of seasonal and tidal changes, where the strait 
regime may change on shorter timescales. 
On a different line of argument, the Alboran Gyres may provide the mixing mecha-
nism proposed here, if it can be shown that the maximal strait regime leads to stronger 
circulation in the gyres, and that stronger gyre circulation increases the entrainment 
of surface water into the outflow. Both theoretical studies and observations are needed 
to clarify these relations, and therefore a more detailed investigation of the Alboran 
Gyres may give important insights into the dynamics of the whole Mediterranean Sea. 
Leaving the Mediterranean, the application of the ideas and results presented here 
to other marginal basins will be useful. Of foremost interest is the Red Sea with its 
shallow connection to the Gulf of Aden through the Strait of Bab al Mandab. However, 
the straightforward application of the HYCOBOX model poses some problems, as the 
exchange switches from the 2-layer system to a fundamentally different 3-layer exchange 
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in summer. Chapter 8 discusses the 3-layer case and identifies four different flow types 
that are relevant in the Red Sea. Previous work by Smeed (2000) on the 3-layer 
exchange is supplemented by the inclusion of a free surface, and a solution for each of 
the four flow types is given. This work forms the centrepiece of a future box model 
of the Red Sea, but considerable work is still necessary. The resulting model will be 
a useful tool to investigate the mechanisms of this fascinating seasonal cycle and to 
investigate different conditions in the past. 
Appendix A 
Symbols and Conventions 
A.1 A note on the salinity units 
According to the practical salinity scale (PSS), which has been adopted as standard on 
oceanographic research, salinities should be quoted as unitless numbers, e. g. "a salinity 
of 38 on the practical salinity scale". However, scientist's horror vacui demands that 
every measurement value is accompanied by a unit, so that the use of "practical salinity 
units" (psu) has found widespread use. Unitless salinities have more or less died out. 
In this text, the pragmatic approach was preferred over the fundamentalist, and the 
psu used as a "unit" for salinity. 
In numerical terms, the values on the practical salinity scale are approximately 
equal to values measured in kg of salt per ton of water, or 
A.2 Symbols used in this text 
Quantities that are defined separately in each layer carry subscripts. Arabic numerals 
(0,1,2,3) refer to the quantities in the strait, capital Roman letters (A, F, U and L) 
refer to quantities in the basin, and small Roman letters (a, s, b) refer to different 
points in the strait. 
The following symbols are used in the text: 
nondimensional quantities (only used where it is necessary to distinguish 
between dimensional and nondimensional quantities) 
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•0 	 refers to the sea level in the strait, only used for h0 
1 	 quantities of the upper layer in the strait, i. e. the strait inflow 
quantities of the lower layer in the strait, i. e. the strait outflow 
quantities of the Atlantic (surface water) 
quantities of the water formation box F in the basin 
quantities of the upper layer box U in the basin 
quantities of the lower layer box L in the basin 
quantities at the sill 
quantities in the strait, at the entrance towards the Atlantic 
quantities in the strait, at the entrance towards the Mediterranean basin 
a 	coefficient for 	in the equation of state for sea water ( 0.766 M3 P.U) 
a 	parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
coefficient for - 	in the equation of state for sea water ( —0.244 iii 
kK 
/3 	parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
ii 	parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
71 	 parameter in the water formation parameterisation 
rhu, 	characteristic timescale (e-folding time) for changes in interface depth in 
the basin 
'rho 	characteristic timescale for changes in sea level 
Ts 	 characteristic timescale for changes in salinity 
TT 	 characteristic timescale for changes in temperature 
A 	area of the basin 
atot 	total cross-sectional area at the sill 
a2 	cross-sectional area of layer i at the sill 
CO 	dimensionalisation constants 
cy 	transport rate from box X to box Y, where X and Y can be F, U or L 
D 	sill depth 
d(x) 	channel depth 
E 	entrainment rate 




E - P 	net evaporation (evaporation minus precipitation and river runoff) 
H 	 total (effective) depth of the basin 
HAt m 	heat loss to the atmosphere 
h0 	sea level (positive values: sea level below reference level) 
h 1 	thickness of the top layer in the strait 
h2 	thickness of the bottom layer (for 2-layer case) or the middle layer (for 
3-layer case) in the strait 
thickness of the bottom layer (3-layer case) in the strait 
hia 	layer thickness of layer i at the strait entrance towards the Atlantic 
hb 	layer thickness of layer i at the strait entrance towards the Mediterranean 
basin 
h 8 	layer thickness of layer i at the sill 
hc 	basinside interface depth at which the strait regime becomes maximal ib 
hF 	"thickness" of the water formation box F, i. e. its volume divided by the 
basin area A 
hL 	thickness of the lower layer box L, i. e. its volume divided by the basin area 
A 
hu 	"thickness" of the upper layer box U, i. e. its volume divided by the basin 
area A 
h' 	"thickness" of the effective upper layer box U' = U + F 
hHJ 	"height" of the hydraulic jump between the strait and the basin 
J 	Hydraulic functional for the two-layer case 
j(3 ) Hydraulic functional in the three-layer case 
j( 2 ) 	Hydraulic functional for three-layer case with rigid lid 
kgeom 	factor describing the strait geometry 
kentr 	factor describing the mixing strength for entrainment in the hydraulic jump 
Q 	net strait exchange, Q = qi + q2 = q1  - I2I 
q 	total transport in the strait, q = qi - 	= Iqil + I2I 
qi 	flow rate in layer i in the strait, qj > 0 for inflow 
qi 	upper layer inflow, generally q > 0 
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q2 	lower layer outflow, generally q2 <0 
flow rate in layer i for the maximal regime 
entr 	entrainment from upper into lower layer in the hydraulic jump 
qi 	effective flow rate into (> 0) or out of (< 0) the basin in layer i 
Q 	net strait exchange, Q = q + q2 = qi - I2I 
W channel width at the narrows 
W3 	channel width at the sill 
X 	alongchannel coordinate 
z 	vertical coordinate, measured downwards from the reference level 
Appendix B 
Equation of state for seawater 
The equation of state for seawater 
p(S,T) = 1028.125 - 0.0735T - 0.00469T 2 + (0.802 - 0.002T)(S —35) 	(B.1) 
was used throughout this study, where the temperature is measured in °C, and the 
salinity in values on the practical salinity scale. Occasionally only the differential 
relation between salinity and density is needed, represented by the coefficient 
	
LP = 0.766 kg 	 (B.2) /3 := 	
m3 psu 
Similarly, the differential relation between density and temperature is 
ap 	kg 
a := - = 0.244 mC 
	
(B.3) 
where the numerical values are valid around T = 18°C and S = 36 psu. Then 
Lp = —a1T + /3IS 	 (13.4) 
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Parameters of HYCOBOX runs 
In this Appendix, the parameters for all HYCOBOX runs used in this study are listed. 
C.1 General 
The following values were the default values used in every experiment, unless stated 
otherwise in the description of the individual experiments. In the tables for each exper-
iment below, parameters that differ from the default values are marked with an asterisk 
(*). 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Sill depth D 284 m 
Width of Narrows W 12 km 
Basin Area A 2.4 x 1012  m2 
Effective Basin Depth H 1000  
Salinity of the Atlantic inflow S1 36 psu 
Temperature of the Atlantic inflow T1 16°C 
Net Evaporation E - P 75 cm/year 
Heat Loss HAtm 7W/rn2 
For the water formation parameterisations the following abbreviations are used: 
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Symbol Description Parameterisation 
(I) interface only CFL = a - (h 	+ hF) 
 density CFL 	s I . 
(h1 + hF) 	(PF - PL) 	for 	PF > PL 
10 	 for 	pFpL 
 evaporation CFL = (• (h + hF) . (E - P) 
The parameters a, and ç are quoted here in two different units. The first form can 
easily be interpreted, whereas the second form is the form used in the model, where all 
transports between the boxes are interpreted as "thickness transports" per year. The 
units and conversion factors (assuming A = 2.4 x 1012  m2 ) are as follows: 
Parameter physical units model units conversion factor 
a m2 /s year-1 . A year- ' A = 7.72 x 10 4 m2 /s 
M'/(kg s) m3 /(kg year) . A year- ' 	A = 7.72 x 10 4 m2 /s 
m 
C.2 Individual experiments 
The following tables give all the relevant parameters for each experiment in this study. 
Parameters that have the default value (see C.1) are not listed, parameters for which 
a different value than the default value was used are marked with an asterisk (*). 
Section 4.1.2: Experiments to demonstrate maximal and submaximal situations, shown 
in figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, and further experiments summarised in figure 4.5. 
The experiments have identical initial external conditions and identical settings 
for all parameters except the water formation parameter a. 




Cross section rectangular 
Sea level constant 
Heat Loss (*) HAtm = 0W/m2 
Water formation parameterisation (I) 
1 0.12 	submaxirnal exp. 
WFO parameter a = 
( 0.25 	maximal exp. 
Basin Mixing no 
Initial interface depth hu' = 0.6D = 170 m 
Initial lower layer salinity SL = 38 psu 
Initial lower layer temperature TL 	16 0 C 
Section 4.2: Four experiments to demonstrate the typical timescales for different feed-
back mechanisms. The experiments are shown in figures 4.7, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12. 
Each of the experiments was started with the same conditions: 
Parameter Value 
Cross section rectangular 
Sea level constant 
Water formation pararneterisation (I), (D), (E) 
WFO parameter see table 5.2 
Basin Mixing no 
Initial interface depth h' = 0.268D = 76.1 m 
Initial lower layer salinity SL = 37.44 psu 
Initial lower layer temperature TL = 13.4°C 
The initial conditions were chosen close to the steady state such that the steady 
state is reached after less than 10 years, and the model run was run for 20 years 
(t = —20 to t = 0) before the following changes was introduced at t = 0: 
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Experiment figure steady state value changed to 
Sea level 4.7 h0 = 16 cm 41 cm 
Interface depth 4.9 h' = 76.2 m 56.6 m 
Salinity 4.11 SL = 37.42 psu 36.90 psu 
Temperature 4.12 TL = 13.44 °C 14.4 °C 
Section 5.2: 24 experiments, in which the air-sea-flux was changed. Details of the 
experiments are listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Parameter 	 Value 
Cross-section simplified Mediterranean 
Two initial states were used, one in the maximal regime, and one in the submax-
imal regime. These are characterised as follows: 
Maximal regime 
Steady state E - P = 75 cm/year . A = 0.058 Sv 
HAtm =7W/m2 -A= 17 x 10'2 W 
h' = 60m 
q2 = 1.057Sv 
AS = 1.97 psu 
T= —3.49°C 
Water form. param. c = 1.77 x 104 m2 /s = 0.229 year — ' . A 
= 4.28 x 104  m5 kg' s -1 = 0.555 m3 kg' year' . A 
= 0.305m1 




Steady state E - P = 75 cm/year A = 0.058 Sv 
HAt m = 7W/rn2 . A = 17 x 10'2 W 
hu' = lOOm 
q2 = 0.989 Sv 
LS= 2.11psu 
AT = -3.68°C 
Water form. pararn. a = 1.14 x 104 rn2 /s = 0.128 year- ' . A 
2.14 x 104 m5 kg-1 s 	= 0.278 M3  kg-1 year- '. A 
=0.17lm 
Section 7.3: Experiments including entrainment in the hydraulic jump. The results 
are summarised in table 7.2. 
Parameter Value 
Water formation parameterisation (D) 
Water formation parameter p = 3.1 x 104 m5 kg-1 s 
= 0.4m3 kg' year- ' . A 
Basin Mixing yes 
hydraulic jump entrainment yes 
entrainment parameter kentr = 0; 0.2; 0.3; 0.35; 0.4; 0.5 
The steady state is characterised by the following values: 
Variable Value 
Interface depth hu' = 81 rn 
Outflow q2= 1.051 Sv 
Salinity difference (Strait) AS = 1.97 psu 




HYCOBOX was programmed using the Modelmaker package by Cherwell Scientific 
Computing Ltd., Version 3.0.2. The Modelmaker software package is specifically de-
signed to simplify the programming of box models and process studies which do not 
need much computing power. 
The model is designed on a graphical user interface which displays the connection 
between the different variables. The figures on the following pages give the graphical 
representation of the model. The first figure on page 230 gives the overall design, 
followed by detailed views of the different sub-models. 
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HYCOBOX: The Strait equations. The sub-box "Iterate" contains the the Newton-Raphson iteration (3.10). The sub-box 
"Maximal" calculates the maximal solution, and the sub-box "Hydraulic Jump" connects the interface in the basin with the 
interface in the strait according to the present strait regime. 
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-100 	 0 
Main 
-® alpha_ave 	 0.4 	 0 
conversion coefficient in 1/year 
-Ø alpha_seas_amp 	 0 	 0 
-® alpha—seas—phase 0 0 





datlantic/dt = -qi +q2 
Initial Value = 0.0 
Begin Active Reset 
Non-periodic triggers at: 
start 
Actions: 
Get FileName(Please enter data file containing sea level data", Data file, sealevel); 
h0a Unconditional Universal 
Sea level Atlantic 
hOa = hoext 
U hoa_neg Unconditional 
Sea level in the Atlantic 
hoa_neg = -h0a 
U heat—budget Unconditional 
heat—budget = (tl a_A"ql tfb_F*evap*areat2s_S*q2)*r_0*c_heat/(secyear*area) 
sealevel Sealevel.dat 
Control 
hoext Controlled by: 
Linear interpolation 
/ ql Unconditional 
Flow from atlantic to q1 —a 
qi =ql_Ai 
—,4'q2  Unconditional 
Flow from q2_a to atlantic 
q2 = q2—Ai 
—CDrla—A Unconditional Universal 
Density 
rl a_A = 1028.1 250.0735*t1 a_A0 .00469*t1 a_AA2+ (0.8020.002*t1 a_A)"(sl aA-35) 
r2a_A Unconditional Universal 
Density 
r2a_A = 1028.1 
sla_A Unconditional Universal 
Salinity Atlantic 
sla_A = sla_ini 






salt _budget = (qi _Ai"sl a_Aq2_Ai*s2s_S)/secyear 
tla_A Unconditional Universal 
Temperature 
ti a_A = ti a_ini+tl a_seas_amp(cos (2*3 .  141 5"(t-tl a_seas_phase))) 
t2a_A Unconditional Universal 
Temperature 
t2a_A = t1 a— ini 
-cJU evap Conditional Universal 
I 	Evaporation in rn/year 
I evap= 
I evap_increaseevap_ave+evap_seas_amp(cos(2*3 .1415" (t-evap_seas_phase))) for 
I 	t>evap_increase_tirne and t<evap_increase_time-m-evap_increase_penod 
I evap_ave+evap_seas_am p*(cos(2*3.1 41 5*(tevap_seas_phase)))  by default 
evap_sv_AT Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
evap_sv_AT = evap"area/secyear/1 E6 
heat Conditional 
Heat Loss in W/m 2 
heat = 
heat_ave for t<0 
heat_increase*(heat_ave+heat_seas_arnp*(cos(2*3. 141  5*(t  heat seas phase)))) for 
1......e 	 ,:..-. 	...i . ..i....,. ;...,.......... 	. i,...., 
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heat_ave+heat_seas_amp*(cos(2*3.1 41 5(t-heat_seas_phase)))  bydefauft 
®beta_ave 	 0 	 0 
conversion coefficient 
0 beta-seas-amp 	 0 	 0 
0 beta_seas_phase 0 0 
0 c-heat 	 4200 	 0 
Specific heat capacity of water in J/kg°C 
,I cflM Unconditional 
Flow from cfl_Fo to cfl_U 
cfl_M = cfl_Fo 
,l cfu_M Unconditional 
Flow from cfu_Fo to cfu_Ui 
cfu_M = cfuFo 
/ clu_M Uncon_ditional 
Flow from clu_Lo to clu_Ui 
clu_M = cluo 
1 cuf_M Unconditional 
Flow from cuf_Uo to cuf_Fi 
cuf_M = cuf_Uo 
,1 cul_M Unconditional 
Flow from c_u to cul_Li 
cul_M = cul_Uo 
0 diffdistFL 	 10 	 0 
Typical diffusion distance between F and L 
® diffdistFU 	 20 	 0 
Typical diffusion distance between F and U 
® diffdistUL 	 1000 	 0 
Typical diffusion distance between U and L 
Gods 	 284 	 0 
Depth Strait 
Oevap_ave 	 0.75 	 0 
Average evaporation in meter/year 
evap_increase 	 1 	 0 
Increase in evoparation at evap_increase_time 
J evap_increase_period 	10 	 0 
Period over which the evaporation increases 
® evap_increase_time 	500 	 0 
Time when evaporation changes 
J evap_seas_amp 	 0 	 0 
Seasonal amplitude of evaporation 
J evap_seas_phase 	 0.5 	 0 
ph Seasonal ase of evaporation (0: Winter maximum) 
J Formation 
alpha Unconditional 
alpha = alpha_ave+alpha_seas_am p*s in (6 .2830*(t alpha_seas_phase)) 
beta Unconditional 
beta = beta_ave+beta_seas_amp*sin (6.2830*(tbeta_seas_phase)) 
/ U cfl_F Conditional 
Flow from hfb_F to cfl_Fo 
cfl_F = 
cfl_set_F for switch _waterformation=0 
cfl_ set _F for switch_waterformation=1 
0 for switch_waterformation=2 
cfl_ set _F for switch_waterformation=3 
cfl_set_F+kappaFL_F/diffdistFL*secyear by default 
U cfl_set_F Conditional 
Set the water Formation rate here 
cfl set F = 
(alpha*hl Not  _U+beta)*( rfb_F r2b_L+rf2diff) for rfb_F-r2b_L>-rf2diff 
0 by default 
evap_Fi* (al  pha*hl  btot_U+beta) for 1>0 
alphahl btot_U+beta by default 
—CDcfi set sv F Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cfl_set_sv_F = cfl_set_Farea/secyear/1 E6 
Dcfl_sv_F Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cfl_sv_F = cfl_F*area/secyear/1 E6 
,*'n  cfu_F Conditional 
Flow from hfb_F to cfu_Fo 
cfu_F = 
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cfu_set_F for switch_waterformation=0 
o for switch_waterfomiation=1 
kappaFU_F/diffdistFUsecyear for switch_waterformation=2 
o for switch_waterformation=3 
cfu_set_F+kappaFU_F/diffdistFUsecyear by default 
OH cfu_set_F Unconditional 
Set the water Formation rate here 
cfu_ set _F=0 
Ocfu_set_sv_F Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cfu_set_sv_F = cfu_set_F*area/secyear/1 E6 
Dcfu_sv_F Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cfu_sv_F = cfu_F*area/secyear/i E6 
OH cuf_comp_F Unconditional Universal 
Compensating flow rate 
cuf_comp_F = (hfb_set_F-hfb_F)/t_comp 
o cuf_comp_sv_F Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cuf_comp_sv_F = cuf_comp_F*area/secyear/1 E6 
/ cuf F Unconditional Global 
Flow from cuf_Fi to hfb_F 
cut _F = cuf_Fi 
EJhfb_F Unconditional Universal 
dhfb_F/dt = +cuf_F-cf l_F-evap_Fi-cf u_F 
Initial Value = 0.1 
o hfb_neg_F Unconditional 
hfb_neg_F = -hfb_F 
O hfb_set_F Unconditional 
Set the required Volume for the WFO region here 
hfb_set_F = 03*h1 b_U 
O kappaFL_F Conditional 
Diffusion/Mixing coefficient 
kappaFL_F = 
kappaFL_conv for rfb_F>r2b_L 
kappaFL_back by default 
DkappaFU_F Conditional Universal 
Diffusion/Mixing coefficient 
kappaFU_F = 
kappaFU_conv for rfb_F>rl b_U 
kappaFU_back by default 
Drib_F Unconditional Universal 
rib _F = 1028.1 250.0735*tfb_F0.00469*tfb_P\2+(0.8020.002*tfb_F)*(5fb_F35) 
Osfb_F Unconditional Universal 
dsfb_F/dt = ( Si b_Usfb_F)*cuf_F/hfb_F4.sfb_F*evap_Fifhfb_F 
Initial Value = si b_mi 
OH tfb_F Unconditional Universal 
dtfb_F/dt = (ti b_Utfb_F)*cuf_F/hfb_Fheat_Fi*Secyear/(c_heat*r_0*hfb_F) 
Initial Value = ti b_mi 
heat_ave 	 7 	 0 
Average heat loss in W/m 2 over the basin 
heat increase 	 1 	 0 
Increase in heat loss at heat—increase—time 
heat_increase_period 	0 	 0 
Period over which the heat loss increases 
heat_increase_time 	500 	 0 
Time at which the heat loss changes 
U heat _seas—amp 	 0 	 0 
Seasonal amplitude of heat loss 
heat_seas_phase 	 0 	 0 
Seasonal phase of heat loss (0: Winter maximum) 
htotb 	 1000 	 0 
total depth of basin 
U mi_al 	 0.6 	 0 
Inital Area for iteration 
ini_cluul 	 14 	 0 
Transport between 1 and 2 
ini_hOb 	 0.1 	 0 
initial sealevel in basin 
H ini_hOsnd 	 0.02 	 0 
initial sealevel in strait 
EM ;; h11,,1 	 flQ 	 A 
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initial thickness of top layer in basin 
DU ini_hlsnd 	 0.5 	 0 
Cj) kappaFL_back 0 0 
Diffusion coefficient between F and L in m 2/s 
J kappa FL_cony 	 0.001 	 0 
Diffusion coefficient between F and L in m2Is during convection 
D kappa FU_back 	 0.0001 	 0 
Diffusion coefficient between F and U in m 2/s 
cE kappa FU_conv 	 0.1 	 0 
Diffusion coefficient between F and U in m 2/s during convection 
DkappaUL_back 	 0.0001 	 0 
Diffusion coefficient between U and L in m 2/s 
kappaUL_conv 	 0.1 	 0 
Diffusion coefficient between U and L in m 2/s during convection 
I Lower—Layer 
H/ cft_L Unconditional Global 
Flow from Cf I_Li to h2b_L 
cfl_L = Cf I_Li 
-/ clu_L Conditional 
Flow from h2b_L to clu_Lo 
clu_L= 
clu_set_L for switch _waterformation=0 
0 for switch_waterformation=i 
I 	kappaUL_U/diffdi stUL*secyear  for switch _waterformation=3 
I kappaUL_U/diffdi stUL*secyear  for switch_waterformation=2 c l u_set_L+kappaUL_U/diffdi stUL*secyear by default 
H clu_set_L Unconditional 
Set the upward mixing between layers 1 and 2 here 
clu_set_L = ini_cluul 
clu_set_sv_L Unconditional 
clu_set_sv_L = c l u_set_L*arealsecyear/i E6 
clu_sv_L Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
clu_sv_L = clu_Larealsecyear/i E6 
/ cul_L Unconditional Global 
Flow from cul_Li to h2b_L 
cul_L = cul_Li 
h2b_L Unconditional Universal 
Lower Layer 
dh2b_L/dt = +cuLL-q2larea+cfl_L-clu_L 
Initial Value = htotb-ini_hi b nd*ds i n i_h0b 
/ q2 Unconditional 
Flow from h2b to q2J 
q2 = q2—Li 
rl2b_L Unconditional 
Density difference L-U 
rl2b_L = r2b_L-rl b_U 
rlfb_L Unconditional 
Density difference F-i 
ri fb_L = rib—F-ri b_U 
r2b_L Unconditional Universal 
r2b_L = 1028.1 250.0735*t2b_L0.00469t2b_LA2+(08020.0O2*t2b_L)*(S2b_L35) 
rf2b_L Unconditional 
Density difference L-F 
rf2b_L = r2b_L-rfb_F 
s2b....L Unconditional Universal 
ds2b_L/di = (Si b_Us2b_L)*cul_Uh2b_L+(sfb_Fs2b_L)*cfl_Uh2b_L 
Initial Value= s2b_ini 
t2b_L Unconditional Universal 
dt2b_LJdt = (ti b_Ut2b_L)*cul_Uh2b_L+(tfb_Ft2b_L)*cft_Uh2b_L 
Initial Value = t2b_ini 
1 ql_M Unconditional 
Flow from qi_ato q1 —u 
qi_M = ql_Ao 
/ q2_M Unconditional 
Flow from q2—Lo to q2—Ai 
q2_M = q2—Lo 
®r_0 	 1028 	 0 
®rt2diff 0 	 0 
Density difference between F and UL for which WFO sets in 
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sla_ini 	 36 	 0 
Initial Salinity Atlantic Surface 
sib_mi 	 36 	 0 
Initial Sal Upper Layer Basin 
s2b_ini 	 38 	 0 
Initial Sal Lower Layer Basin 
Usecyear 	 31104000 	 0 
seconds per year 
H start 	 -100 	 0 
Strait 
b0 Conditional Global 
bO = 
-(ri snd_Sh0bnd)/(r2snd_S-rl snd_S) for hoand>hobnd 
-(ri snd_S*h0and)/(r2snd_Sr1 snd_S) by default 
€db Unconditional Global 
db = (qi snd_S/S_hl bnd)A2/2+S_hl bnd+h0bnd 
€Jdeltaq Unconditional 
deltaq = (qi s-q2s)/area 
dim_q Unconditional Universal 
dim_q = ws*sqrt(dsA3*9.81 *2*( s S-ri s_S)/(ri s_S+r2s_S))*secyear 
h0and Unconditional Global 
hOand = h0a_Si/ds 
H hOand_neg Unconditional 
hOand_neg = -hOand 
Dh0bnd Unconditional Global 
hobnd = h0b_Si/ds 
DU hobnd_neg Unconditional 
Sea level in Basin 
hobnd_neg = -h0bnd 
D hOs Unconditional 
hOs = hosndds 
DII hOs_neg Unconditional 
Sea level in the Strait 
hOs_neg = -hOs 
Dhosnd Unconditional Global 
h0snd = (r2snd_S-rlsnd_S)/risnd_S * ((qisnd_S/Outal)A2J2-bO) 
DII hosnd_neg Unconditional 
Sea level in the Strait, nondimensional 
hosnd_neg = -hosnd 
-Dhi bnd Unconditional 
hibnd = hib_Si/ds 
-c3fl hibnd_neg Unconditional 
Upper layer thickness in the Basin, nondimensional 
hibnd_neg = -hl bnd 
U HJ_hi bndstrait Unconditional 
HJ_hl bn_d strait = max(lnHJ_hi bnd,lnHJ_hi bnd_max) 
U HJ_hjumpnd Unconditional 
Height of Hyd Jump 
HJ_hjumpnd = HJ_hl bnd_strait-InHJ_hi bnd 
HJ_qi q2 Unconditional 
HJ_qlq2 = qlsnd_HJi/lnHJ_q2snd 
HJ_qi q2—delay 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = 1 
Maximum Delay = 1 
HJ_qndmix Unconditional 
HJ_qndmix = q l snd_HJi*HJ_r 
U HJ_r Unconditional 
Entrainment rate 
HJ_r = min (m i x_maximum,mix_strength*HJ_hjumpnd/lIJ_h1 bnd_strait) 
mix_maximum 	0.7 	 0 
Maximal mixing ratio 
U mix _strength 	0 	 0 
Proportion of water across HJ height mixed into lower layer 
rls_HJ Unconditional Universal 
ri s_HJ = 1028.125-0.073511 s_HJ0.00469*t1 s_HJ/\2+(0 . 8020.002*t1 s_HJ)'(sl s_HJ-35) 
r2s_HJ Unconditional Universal 
r2s_HJ = 1028.1 250.0735*t2s_HJ0.00469*t2S_HJA2+(0.8020.002*t2S_HJ)*(S2S_HJ35) 
sls_HJ Unconditional Universal 
sls_HJ = sla_A 




s2s_HJ = si s_HJ"HJ_rHJ_ql q2_delay+s2b_L*(l  -HJ_r"HJ_q 1 q2_delay) 
ti s_HJ Unconditional Universal 
tis_HJ =tla_A 
t2s_HJ Unconditional Universal 
t2s_HJ = ti s_HJ*HJ_r HJ_q i q2_de lay+t2b_L*(l HJ_r*HJ_q1 q2_delay) 
J Iterate 
aOl Unconditional 
aOl = al_safe+aO 
U al Conditional 
all = 
(ai _last+a_totO)/2 for F_der<O 
al_last-F/F_Der by default 
al -between Unconditional 
al -between = al-last 
al -last Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = ini_al *a tot 
Maximum Delay = 1 
al_lastlast Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = in i_al*a_tot*0 . 99 
Maximum Delay = 
fi al -safe Conditional 
al safe = 
0.5"a_tot0 for a1<0 
0 . 5*a_totO for al>a_totO 
al by default 
binvers Unconditional 
binvers = l/Lookuplb 
binvers_between Unconditional 
binvers_between = binvers_last 
binvers_last Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = 1/b surface 
Maximum Delay = 
—Obinvers_lastlast Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = 1/b surface 
Maximum Delay = 
-® Begin Active Reset 
Non-periodic triggers at: 
start 
Actions: 
Get FileName("Please enter data file containing Strait cross-section", "Data file, Strait_a_bh); 
—OF Unconditional 
F= 
binvers_last"al _lastM+(2*hi snd_last+2*hOand2*l ndb.a_totO*binvers_last)*al _lastA3+a_totO*lnq 
—OF der Unconditional 
F_der = (F-F_last)/(ai _last-al _lastlast) 
—OF-last Unconditional 
F_last = 
binvers_lastlast"al _lastlastM+(2"hi snd_lastlast+2*hOand2*lndba_totO*binvers_lastlast)*al  _lastl 
—0 his Unconditional 
his = hlsnd"ds 
-OU hls_neg Unconditional 
Upper layer thickness in the Strait 
his_neg = -hls 
—0 hi snd Unconditional 
hlsnd = Lookuplh-hoand 
—0 hi snd_between Unconditional 
hlsnd_between = hlsnd_last 
-Q hi sndjast Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = ini_hlsnd 
Maximum Delay = 
-Q hi snd_lastlast Global 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = 
Maximum Delay = 
--OH hlsnd_neg Unconditional 
Upper layer thickness in the Strait, nondimensional 
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nisna_neg = -nisna 
Strait_a_bh straitdat 
Strait Crossection, b(a), h(a) 
Lookupi h Controlled by: aOl Universal 
Linear interpolation 




—Oa-tot Unconditional Universal 
a_tot = 
a_totO Unconditional Universal 
a_totO = a_tot-aO 
fl aO Unconditional Universal 
aO = Iookup(Lookup2a,hOand) 
Ij al-max Conditional 
at -max = 
min (a_totO,(al _max_old+a_tot0)/2) for F_der_old<O 
min(a_totO,ai _max_old-F_oldIF_der_old) by default 
al -max-old Unconditional Global 
al_  max _old = Lookup2a-aO 
0 al_max_safe Conditional 
al_max_safe = 
05*a totO for al_max<O 
0 . 5*a_totO for al_max'a_totO 
al-max by default 
b-old Unconditional Global 
b-old = Lookup2b 
bsurface Unconditional Universal 
b--surface = 
' Begin-max Active Reset 
Non-periodic triggers at: 
start 
Actions: 




cO = a_totO*b_old*ql nd_maxA2 
c3 Unconditional 
c3 = b_old*(2*hi snd_max_o ld2*db_maxO)a_totO 
db_maxO Unconditional 
db_maxO = (qi nd_max/hi bnd_max)'2/2+hl bnd_max 
evapnd Unconditional 
evapnd = evap*area/dim_q 
evapnd_delay Universal 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value = 0 
Maximum Delay = 
F_der_old Unconditional 
F_ der old= 6*a l _max_o?dA3+3*c3*a l _max_oldA2 
F_old U_nconditional 
F_old = al _max_oldM+c3*ai _max_oldA3+cO 
hOl snd_max Unconditional 
hOlsnd_max = hlsnd_max_old+hOand 
hi b_max Unconditional 
hl b_max = hi bndmax*ds 
II hib_max_neg U-nconditional 
Upper layer thickness in the Basin for maxinal exchange 
hib_max_neg = -hib_max 
hi bnd_max Unconditional 
hi bnd_max = q  nd_maxA(2/3) 
fi hibnd_max_neg Unconditional 
Uper layer thickness in the Basin for maxinal exchange, nondimensional 
hlbnd_max_neg = -hlbnd_max 
his-max Unconditional 
his_max = hl snd_max*ds 
0 hls_max_neg Unconditional 
Upper layer thickness in the Strait for maxinal exchange 
his_max_neg = -his_max 
hi snd_max Unconditional 
h1nd may= Ionktin(I onkiinlhiil may safp-4-a0-hfland 
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DU hlsndmax_neg Unconditional - - 
Upper_ layer thickness in the Strait for maxinal exchange, nondimensional 
hisnd_max_neg = -hlsnd_max 
O hi snd_max_old Unconditional 
hlsnd_max_old = hlsnd_max0 
O hi snd_maxO 
Delay = 0 
Initial Value =.95 
Maximum Delay = 
Straithba strait.dat 
Strait Crossection, b(h), a(h) 
hOl snd max Control 
Lookup2b Controlled by: hoisnd_max Global 
Linear interpolation 
Lookup2a Controlled by: hOl snd_max Global 
Linear interpolation 
o q_a_0 Unconditional 
q_a_0 = (a_totO-al _ma)_old)'3+a1 _max_oldA3 
Oq_b_0 Unconditional 
q_b_0 = 2*evapnd_de lay*a i _max_ol&'3 
o q_c_0 Unconditional 
q_c_0 = all—max _o l cF\3*(evapnd_de layA2.(1 /b_o ld)*(a_toto.ai_max_old)A3) 
Oqi nd_max Unconditional 
qi nd_max = ( q_b_0+sqrt(q_b_01\24*q_a_0*q_c_0))/(2*q_a_0) 
Oqi sv_max Unconditional 
qlsv_max = q l nd_max*dim_q/secyear/1E6 
Oq2nd_max Unconditional 
q2nd_max = qi nd_max-evapnd_delay 
Oq2sv_max Unconditional 
q2sv_max = q2nd_max*dim_q/secyear/i E6 
qi b Unconditional 
q1  = S_qlbnddim_q 
qi b_sv_S Unconditional 
qib_sv_S = qib/secyear/1E6 
qi s Unconditional 
qis = qisnd_Sdim_q 
qi s_sv Unconditional 
qi s_sv = qi s/secyear/i E6 
qlsnd_S Conditional Global 
qlsnd_S = 
-S_hi bnd*sqrt(rl  snd_S/(r2snd_S-rl sn d_S)*(h0andh0bnd)) for hoand>h0bnd 
S_hi bnd*sqrt(ri  snd_S/(r2snd_S-rl  snd_S)*(hobnd.hOand))  by default 
q2b Unconditional 
q2b = S_q2bnddim_q 
q2b_sv Unconditional 
q2b_sv = q2b/secyear/1 E6 
q2s Unconditional 
q2s = S_q2snd*dim_q 
q2s_sv_S Unconditional 
q2s_sv_S = q2s/secyear/1 E6 
rls_S Unconditional Universal 
ri s_S = 1028.125-0.073511 s_SO.00469*t1  s_SA2+(0.8020.O0211 s_S)'(sl s_S-35) 
rlsnd_S Unconditional Global 
rlsnd_S = 2r1s_S/(rls_S+r2s_S) 
r2s_S Unconditional Universal 
r2s_S = 1028.1 250.0735*t2s_SO.0046912s_SA2+(0.8O20.O02*t2s_S)*(s2s_S35) 
r2snd_S Unconditional Global 
r2snd_S = 2r2s_S/(rl s_S+r2s_S) 
S_hlbnd Unconditional Global 
S_hi bnd = OutHJ_hl bnd_strait 
H S_ql bnd Unconditional 
Flow rate upstream of HJ 
S_ql bnd =q1 snd_S-OutHJ_qndmix 
H S_q2bnd Unconditional 
Flow rate upstream of HJ 
S_q2bnd = S_q2snd-OutHJ_qndmix 
S_q2snd Unconditional Global 
S_q2snd = sqrt(abs((a_toto-Outal )A3*(Outbinversq1 snd_SA2iOutal '3))) 
slsS Unconditional Universal 
si_ s_S = sla_A 
s2s_S Unconditional Universal 
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= ss_ri 
tis_S Unconditional Universal 
tls_S =tis_HJ 
t2s_S Unconditional Universal 
t2s_S = t2s_HJ 
water Unconditional 
water 
(DIN  switch_waterformation 	3 	 0 
Sets the type of Water Formation Parameterization 
OUt_comp 	 0.1 	 0 
Timescale for compensating flow into WFO region in years 
®tla_ini 	 16 	 0 
Initial Temp Atlantic Surface 
®tla_seas_amp 	 0 	 0 
Otla_seas_phase 0.75 0 
®tlb_ini 	 16 	 0 
Initial Temp Upper Layer Basin 
®t2b_ini 	 12.5 	 0 
Initial Temp Lower Layer Basin 
EJ Upper—Layer 
/ cfu_U Unconditional Global 
Flow from cfu_Ui to hi b_U 
cfu_U = cfu_Ui 
/ clu_U Unconditional Global 
Flow from clu_Ui to hi b_U 
clu_U = clu_Ui 
cuf_sv_U Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cuf_sv_U = cuf_U*area/secyear/1 E6 
/ cuf_U Conditional 
Flow from hi b_U to cuf_Uo 
cuf_U = 
cuf_comp_F for switch _waterformation=0 
cufcomp_F for switch_waterformation=l 
cu f__com p_F+kappaFU_F/diffdistFU*secyear for switch_waterformation=2 
cufcomp_F for switch_waterformation=3 
cuf_com p_F+kappaFU_F/diffdistFU*secyear by default 
cul_set_sv_U Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cul_set_svU = cu l_set_U*arealsecyear/i E6 
H cul_set_U_ Unconditional 
Set the downward transport between layers i and 2 here 
cul_set_U = ini_cluul 
cul_sv_U Unconditional 
in Sverdrup 
cul_sv_U = cu l_U*area/secyear/i E6 
/ cul_U Conditional 
Flow from hi b_U to cul_Uo 
cul_U = 
cul_set_U for switch_watertormation=0 
0 for switch_waterformation=1 
cul_set_U+kappaUL_U/diffdistULsecyear for switch _waterformation=2 
kappaUL_U/diffdistUL*secyear for switch_waterformation=3 
cul_set_U+kappaUL_U/diffdistULsecyear by default 
U hob_neg_U Unconditional 
Sea level 
hob_neg_U = -hob_U 
hob _U Unconditional 
sea level 
hob_U = htotb-hi btot_U-h2b_L 
II hi b_neg_U Unconditional 
Upper layer including WFO region 
hlb_neg_U = -hibtot_U 
hi b_U Unconditional Universal 
Upper layer excluding WFO region 
dhi b_U/dt = +qi _U/area-cul_U-cuLU+clu_U+cf u_U 
Initial Value = ii—hi bnd*ds 
hi btot_U Unconditional Universal 
Upper Layer including WFO region 
hibtot_U = hib_U+hfb_F 






I 	kappaUL_conv for rlb_U>r2b_L 
I kappaUL back by default 
—/qi_U Uncond_itional Global 
Flow from qi_Ui to hi b_U 
I 	ql_U=qi_Ui 
—DribU Unconditional Universal 
ri-b_U = 1028.125-0.073511 b_U-0.00469t1 b_U'2+(0.802-0.002t1 b_U)(si b_U-35) 
I—EJsi b 	Unconditional Universal 
dsib_U/dt= 
I 	(Si s_S-si b_U)*q i _U/(areaThi b_U)+(s2b_L-sl b_U)*c l u_U/hi b_U+(sfb_F-si  b_U)*cfu_U/hi b_U 
Initial Value = sib-ii 
Ii b_U Unconditional Universal 
dtlb_U/dt = 
(ti s_S-ti b_U)q1 _U/(areahi b_U)+(t2b_L-ti b_U)* c l u_U/hi b_U+(tfb_F-ti b_U)cfu_U/hi b_U 
Jwhichrund Value =tib_ini 	0 	 0 
Jws 	 12000 	 0 
Width Strait 
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D.2 Stability analysis 
The Macsyma-code used for the stability analysis in chapter 7.4 is shown on the fol-
lowing pages. 
251 D.2. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Stephan Matthiesen 	 D:SM\Beruf\PHD\Hycobox\HJ-mix\HJ-mix-stabUity.mfe 
Mixing in the Hydraulic jump - stability analysis 
Find the functions c(h) (water formation rate) and q(h) (strait transport) and plot them. The steady state is the intersection between the curves. For 




(dl) 	 q(h) :=O.t255(l. k+ . ) 
For simplicity, the submaximal part is defined explicitly: 
(c2) 	qsnbnsax:10, 0.0546199,0.103109, 0.123455,0.125262,0.t254761 
(d2) 	 E0, 0.05463 0.1031 L0.123430.l25260.l254t 
(6) 	hsuhmax:[ 1,0.547792,0.3921 14,0.296796,0.272177,0.25973J 
(113) 	 (I, 0.54774 0.3921 l, 0.2969 0.27219 0.2597 
Water formation rate 
First the explicit fans 
(c4) 	konstant: mu°sqrt(rl)/(W°sqrt(D°g)) 
 
(cS) 	eq I: cf=hf-rl)/sqrt(rl-rl)°konslant 
h i (rf - r 4'i 
cf= 
(c6) 	define(cll)(h),pant(eql,2)) 
(116) 	 cm(h) 	
h li (of - rI) 4i 
On the other hand, of changes when the water formation changes. We want Us remove this effect for the plot. The assumption is made that the density 
of the water formation layer is in steady state, so that diff(rf,t)=tl. Therefore: 
(0) 	eq2:0=(ru-r0 °cfi-llnxes 
(d7) 	 0=cf(rs-rf)+fluxes 
Later the flux constant is calculated from the present water formation rate and densities: 
(CS) 	lloxeso:rlss(first(sotve(eq2,fluxes))),cf:clO 
(dS) 	 clflrf - cfttru 
Now solve eq2 for rf, and combine it with eqi at obtain a relation between the water formation rate and the interface depth. 
(0) 	sotve(eq2,rf-ru) 
fluxes 
(d9) 	 [rrui'  cf  












(1112) cf2 Jij4iTiw=.Gi(cf hitni- cf hFrl+ fluxesh u) 
It is easier - and sufficient for the plot - to define h(cl) rather cf(h) 
sotutiout:solve(eq3,h) 
Monday, 12/11/100 - 17:54:45 	 Page 1 
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Stephan Matthiesen 	 D:\SMBeruf\PHD\Hycobox\HJ-mix\HJ-mixstabiIity.mfe 
(03) 	 Ih= 	
ef,  Ji4iw 
L ci4Tru-cf)5r?°+fluxes)L4i j 
(c14) define(h(cI),part(solutionl. 12)) 
(04) 	 h(cf)= 	
cf2.ff;i:Tiw 
cfii4ru-cflhr?'+ fluxes )i4Ti 
Plotting the solution 
Define the function 'niakeplot', which takes a number of variables and plots the cf- and q-curves. Also, it calculates values for cf(h) which darn can be 
used for PiCFeX. 
makeplot(muO.k,clO,rlrf,ru,rl): block( 


















Some constants have to be given numerical values: 
lw,d,gl:112(0)),204,l0l 
d16) 	 [12(001204 10] 
Results 
Some example situations. 
/° The steady state for k=0.4 and mn=0.4 01 
makeplot(0.4,0.4,0.1255,1026.518 1029.201,1026.927, 1028.701), xmax:0.4, ymas:0.2 




0.00 0.10 020 0.30 
0.00 X  0.40; 0.00 < V 0 0.20 
(d17) 	 done 
f° The steady state for k=0.2 and muwi0.4, otherwise the sane values as above*/ 
makeplot(0.4,0.2,0.1255,1026.5 tO ,1029.201,1026.927, 1020.701), xmax:0.4, ymax:0.2 
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Stephan Matthiesen 	 D:\SM\Beruf\PHD\Hycobox\HJ-mix\HJ-mix-stability.mte 
V 
0.00<X.a0.40;0.00-aY.a020 	 X 
(d18) 	 done 
(c19) 
1 The situation for k=0.4 and mu=0.4, but increased evaporation °/ 
makeptot(0.4,O.4,0.t255,1026.5 IS ,t029.301 1026.927, 1028.78 1), xmax:0.4. ymax:0.2 







0.00 0.10 0.20 030 
000 .sXs 0.40:0.000 Y< 0.28 	 X 
(d19) 	 done 
(c20) 
V 
Monday, 12111/100 - 17:31:34 	 Page 3 
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D.3 3-layer theory 
The 3-layer system was mainly investigated using the computer algebra system Mac-
syma. Two scripts were used, one for producing h 1 -h2 -pl0ts of different quantities, and 
one solving the equations for the free surface system. 
D.3.1 Rigid lid approximation and h1 -h2-pl0ts 
The following Macs yma script defines a number of functions for producing hi -h2 -plots. 
In particular, it provides functions for the following: 
. The function plot-roots that finds the roots of the hydraulic functional by a New-
ton search algorithm at one point along the channel. 
. The function plot-roots-all that uses plot-roots to plot the roots at different points 
along the channel, producing a path in the hi -h2 -diagram. 
. The function plot_fronde which plots the Froude number condition. 





D:\SM\Berut\RedSea\,MacsymaDef 3-layer plots.mfe 
The 3-layer problem - Solutions along the channel 
Introduction 
This script tries to clarify what the solutions are for the 3-layer system ate. If we only solve the set of equations at the three points, it is possible that 
we get solutions which cannot be connected through. This is  real danger, as the numerical solution depends on finding roots of polynomialtc 
It is therefore desirable to know the solutions along the channel (as least for a simple channel geometry). 
Here the system of equations is solved, so that - ideally - if we know the boundary conditions in the two reservoirs, this Macsyma script will produce 
a plot of the solution along the channel as well as values for all the parameters that occur in the Modelmaker programme. This is dose in two 
(independent?) ways: 
- by producing a contour plot of the hydraulic functional 
- by deriving a differential equation, which is then solved numerically. 
Definitions 
These parameters and variables are used (in bold: parameters imposed by the boundary conditions): 
s_rn, s_s, x..ga: position of the control points towards Red Sea, at the Sill and towards (lulfofAden 
M), hi, h2, h3: layer thicknesses (general). 
hO_rs, etc.: layer thicknesses at the entrance or the virtual control towards the Red Sea 
hO_rsx, etc,: layer thicknesses is the Red Sea 
ho_ga, etc.: layer thicknesses at the entrance or the virtual control towards the Gulf of Aden 
hQ.gaa, etc: layer thicknesses in the Gulf of Aden 
ho_sl  etc.: layer thicknesses at the sitl=geometrlc control point 
rhoi, rho2, rho3: layer densities 
bO_hj, ht_hj, h2_hj: Bernoulli potentials when a hydraulic jump is present 
Normalization 
The layer thicknesses are normalized "twice: hi(s) [meter] = ds(x) [meter] * d(x) * h(x), where ds(meter) is the depth at the sill in meter, and d(x) is 
the nundimensional channel depth with d(x_sili)=l. Therefore always O.ch(n)<l, but the h(s) at two different points are not directly comparable. 
Basic definitions 
Bernoulli equations 
Starting point are the Bernoulli equations. We have one for the surface, and two which represent the difference in Bernoulli potential across the two 
interfaces. They are taken from David Cobbs thesis. 
All are in nondimensiunal form, in which d(x) is the nondimensional channel depth along the channel, w(n) is the channel width. Both can be explicitly 
defined later. 
(CI) 	1`un0(u,hQ,h1ji2,h3.h0) := 1/(2(vi2'd(x)2) * ( q 1mt)*2 - 'd(n)'hO - let 
hi J (dl) 	 ____________ fun((x, till, hi, h2, h3, ho) 	
2 W2
(x) d2(x) . sd(s) hO- bet 









(x) d2 (s) 
(6) 	Iun2(u,t,O.h1J,2,h3,h2) := 1I(2w(u)A2'((nY'2) • ((q2fls2)*2 - (q3/ts3)2) • tt-Od(s)(h9vti1+h2)-h2 
(_2_) 
 h2 3 h h3 	+(i-r)d(x)(hO+l+h2)-h2 fun2(x. h(l,  hl, ls2, h3 h2) := 
2 Wa (S) d'(5) 
Froude numbers 
(c4) 	tnoidot(s,ht):- qt lw(x)2*d(u)3ht*3) $ 
(cS) 	rnodo2(s.h2): q2*2J(wts)2d(o)3*h23) $ 
(6) 	fro*te3(u,h3):- 	2J(ws)2d(o)3hY3) $ 
System of equations 
(cl) 	ru_tn: O=f*usrn(fuut(xJs,to_n,htj h2J iuf,bt)2*(dluJ*)w(uJi)thiJ,1i2 ..p)*2), hOjco 
(0) 	 0=2ht_rs3h2_rs2rd3(x_n)w2(n_rs)2hlh1 _11;1 h2_rsad2(s_rs)w2(n_n)hl_rs2q2+h2_rs2q12 
(c8) 	,n_2n: 	f 	ttmit(r,tcs_n.tiOjctitj*di2.j*,irf,hWDld(n_rs) uJi)*h2J0*20, hO.jvu 
Thursday, 4/26/101 - 12:16:26 	 Page 1 
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Stephan Matthiesen 	 D:\SM\Beruf\RedSea\Macsyma\Def 3-layer plots.mfe 
0= 2 62_rs3 r d'(x_rs) w2 (x_rs) + 2 hi_rs h2_rs2 r d3 (x_rs) w 2 (x_es) - 2 h2rs3 
• d3 (x_rs) w2 (x...rs) -2 hi_rs h2_rs2 d3 (x_rs) w2 (x_rs) + 2 b2h2_rs2 d2 (x_rs) 
w (x_rs)-q2 
(c9) 	ni_is: O=fasni(hrnl(u_sbO_s,hl_s,b2_s.l-hO_s-bt_s-62_s,ht)'2(d(oJ)5(uJ)hi._4'h2...5Y2). 0_sO 
0 = 2 hi_s3 h2-s' r I(x_s) w 2 (x_s) -2 bi hi-s2 h2_s2  d2 (x_s) w2 (x_s) - hi-s2 
 q22 + h2-s2 of 1 2 
(d0) Sq_24: 
o = 2 is2_s5 r d3 (n_s) w2 (x_s) + 6 hi_s ts2_s r c?(x_s) w 2 (x_s) -4 62_s4 r d3 (s_s) w2 (x_s) + 6 hi_s2 h2s3 r d3 (x_s) 
* w2 (s_s) -8 hi_sh2_s 3 r d3 (x_s) w2 (6_s) + 2 h2-s'  r d3 (s_s) w2 (x_s) + 2 hi_s3 h2_s2 r d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) -4 h1_s2 h2—s' 
* r d3 (n_s) w2 (a_s) + 2 hi_s h2_s2 r d3 (x_s) w2 (n_s) - 2 h2s5 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) - 6 hi_s h2-s' d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 4 h2 S'  
(dlO) 	 * d3 (n_s) w2 (x_s) - 6 hi_s2 h2_s3 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 8 hi_s h2s3 d3 (x_s) w2 (s_s) - 2 ii2_s3 d3 (u_s) w2 (x_s) - 2 hi_s3 
* 1s2_s1 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 4 hi_s2 h2 
_S2 
 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) - 2 hi_s 62_s2 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 2 h2 h2-s4 d2 (x_s) w2 (x_s) 
+ 4 b2 hi_s 62_s3 
42(_) 
 w2 (x_s) -4 b2 h2_s3 d' (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 2 h2 hi_s2 1i2_s2 d2 (x_s) w2 (n_s) -462 hi-s h2_s2 
d2 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 2 b2h2_s2 d2 (x_s) w2 (x_s) -2 hi_s h2_s q22 + 2 h2_s q22 - hi_s2 q22 + 2 hi_s q22 - q22 + 2 h2_s2 qi q2+ h2_s2 q 1 















(c12) 	foods_i: 0 =-iwtor( hsi(q3=-qI-q2,(fro.uk2(s_s,h2_s)2 - ( I- 
0 = hl -s' h2_s5 r2 d6 (x_s) w4 ()k_s) + 3 hi_s4 h2_s r2 d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) -3 hi_s3 ii2_s5 r2 d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) + 3 hi -s3 h2_s4 r2 
d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) - 6 hi_s4 h2_s4 
2 
 d6 (x_s) w4 (s_s) + 3 hi-S' h2_ s
4
r2 d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) + hi-s 62_s3 r2 d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) 
- 3 hi_s5  h2 s' r2 ° (x_.:;) w4 (x_s) + 3 hi_s4 h2_s r2 d6 (s_s) w4 (x_s) - hi_s3 h2_ s3 r2 d°(x_s) w4 (x_s) - hl -s' h2_s5 
• d° (x_s) w4 (x_s) -3h 1_ s 4  62_s r d5 (s_s) w4 (x_s) + 3 hi_s3 h2-s" r d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s) - 3 hi_s5 h2_s4 r d° (x_s) w4 (x_s) + 6 
• his4 62_s4 e d6 (x_s) w4(xs) - his3 ii2_s r d6(x_s) w4 (x_s) - hi_s6 1i2_s3 r d6 (x_s) w4 (x_s)+ hl S' 62_s3 r d6 (s_s) 
*w (n_i) -3 hi_s h2 _s id (x_s) w (x_s) + to 
_S3 
 h2 _S r d (x_s) w (x_s) - hi-s h2_s q2 r 4'(x-s) w (x_s) -2 hi-s '  
• 	
3 	3 	2 	 62 	3 	2 	 52 	3 	2 	 32 
h2_s qi q2rd (x_s) w (x_s) - h2-s6  qi rd (u_s) w (n_s) -3 hi_s h2_s qi rd (x_s) w (x_s) + 3 h2_s qi rd 
3
(x_s) 
2 	 2 	42 	3 	2 	 42 	3 	2 	 42 	3 	2 
°w (x_s) -3 hi_s 62_s qi id (x_s) w (x_s) + 6 hi_s h2_s qi rd (x_s) so (x_s) - 3h2_s 
q12
	(x_s) w (x_s) -2 
(d12) 	* hi_s5 h2_s3 qi2 r d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 3 hi_s2 h2_s3 q1 2 r d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) -3 hi_s h2-s3 q12 r d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + h2_s5 of 12 
• d3(x_s) sv2(x_s)  + hi_s3 h2-s' q22 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) +3h I _s 4  h2_s2 q22 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) -3 hi-s3 h2_s2 q22 d5 (x_s) 
• w2 (x_s) + 3 hi_s5 h2_sq22 
43(_) 
 w2 (x_s) - 6hi_s h2_sq22 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + 3 hl-s" 62_sq22 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) 
623 	2 	 5 	23 	2 	 423 	2 	 323 	2 
+ hi_s q2 d (x_s) w (x_s) -3 hi_s q2 d (x_s) w (x_s) +3h  i_s q2 d (x_s) w (x_s) - hi_s q2 d (x_s) w (x_s) 
+ 62_s6 qi2 
43(_) 
 w2 (x_s) + 3 his h2-s' of 
12 
 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) - 3 h2-s5 of 
1
2 43 (x_s) w 2 (x_s) + 3 hi_s2 h2_s4 q12 d3 (x_s) 
* w2 (n_s) -6 hi_s 62_s q i 2 d3 (x_s) w 2 (x_s) + 362_s4 gi2 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) + his  Us  q 
1 
 d3 (x_s) w2 (x_s) - 3 hi_s2 
523 	2 	 32) 	2 	 3 	23 	2 	 34 	3 	3 
• h2 S'  qi d (x_s) W (x_s) + 3 hi_s 62_s of 1 2  U (x_s) so (n_s) - h2_s qi d (xs) w (x_s) + hi_s q2 + 2 hi_s qi q2 -3 
• hi_s h2-s' of 
12 
 q22 + 3 62_s2  qi2 q22 -3 hi_s2 h2_sqi 2 q22 + 6 hI_s h2_s qi 2 q22 - 3h2_sq12 q22 + 3 hI_s2 of 
12 
 q22 -3 hi_s 
q 1 q2 +qi q2 +2h2_s of 
13 
 q2 + h2j of 14  
'c13) 	
rrosds_o: 0- fas3os((-r'(l-r) + frouds2(s_ss.h2js) - (l.r)frosidsl(*_ri.hl_ri) 
- iros*telx_o,hl_o) fosido2(s_rs,b2_rs)) * hl_is3h2_rs3'd(si)6w(u_rs)M) 
0= hi_is3 h2_F 
2 
 d6 (n_rs) w4 (x_rs) - hl-"' h2_rs3 r d° (x_rs) w4 (x_rs) + h2_rs3 qi2 
(d 	
* d3 (n_rs) w2 (s_rs) + hi_es3 q22 d3 (x_rs) w2 (x_rs) - h2_rs3 q 1 d3 (x_rs) W(x_rs) - qi 2 q22 
Hydraulic functional 
NOW define the hydraulic functional. i define two forms: One for a free surface, and a simplified version assuming a rigid id. The rigid-lid version is the 
one investigated by Smeed. 





2 	2 	+(hi+hO)rd(x)-hi 
2d(x)w (x) 
(di6) 	 2 	2 
622 	632 
2  
2 d (a) w (x) 
fu*2d_sinp(*.hI.h2,b1,b2) 
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2 	2 1 
111 2 - 1122 I 
+hlrd(x)-bI 	I 
2d2 (x)w2 (x) 	 I 
qY 
(di?) 	




+ (112+111) (I r)d(s)b2J 
Criticality condition 
Control points are points at which different solution sheets of the Bernoulli equations meet, and the solutions are regular. Different sheets meet when 









rd(x) - h 1 	






E 	 (-112-111+1) d
2
(x)w2 (x) I 




(x) 	 2d2(s)wt(x) 	 J 
(c23) 	o..irnp(x,bt,h2,hl.b2) 
i
2 2 F 	 g32 	1 
11,2 h22 	 h22- (-h2-ht+1)2 I 
d2(x)w3(x) 	 - 	
(123() 
(d23) 	 2 	2 2 g2 g32 I 







And now the differential equation: 
(c24) dcpcosh(lht,52,d,wJx) 
(d24) 	 [hI(s), h2(x), (1(x), w(s)] 
(c25) 	diffes1ot: Odiff(foo2s2_imp(n,ht,b2,ht,h2)ltl,n) 




	 dx __2 
	
2-0-qI 
(d25) 	 h1 
	td 	 hi2h22J(d(x)) 	 3 	- 
- 	 +hlr"(d(x)) + 	
h13 	sihi 
d2 (s)w3 (x) 	- 	d3 (n)w2 (x) 	 2d2 (x)wt (x) 












d2 (x)w3 (x) 	 - 	 s11(x)w2(x)
dh2
((126) 	 2(._-__(11111 __
3
a (1112 	2 
dx 	
" - "J 2.'"q2 dx 
d 	 (.h2.hi+i) +..__ 
- 	h23 	sth2 	
dhi ) (I - r) d(s) + (h2+hi) (I - r)'(d(x))+ 	
2d2 (x) w2(x) 	 I, dx 	dx 
(c27) 	kso(nJsO.ht,h2,h3):=dotmminm,t(m(nJsO,bl.h2.h3,ht.b2)) $ 
(c28) dm_impn,ht,h2)=dotrmsinam(m_imp(x,ht,b2,bt,h2))$ 
(c29) 	dclm(o,h0,bt,h2,h3) 
J  g2 ( 
2 	 2 	\ 	2 
gi I _F) 
(d29) 	 (rsl(s)_ 	 I.r d(x) 	
t12 (i- 
, 
hi d2 (x)w2 (x) 	 112 d2(x)w2(s) j h2 d(x)w 2 (s) 
00) dsmjsmp(n,htjs2) 
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2q32 	2 q2z 	
q2- 	
- 	 q32 
113 ____________ _____________________ 	 I (I r)d(x) 3 it2  (x) 2 (- 	 ls2 	 I 	(-h2-ht+I)w(a) (0) 	
[rd(x)- 	
h2-hi+I) 




2 (x)w ) 	 23d2(x)w2(x) 
(di) 	(mwtc(x,h0,h1,h2):= difr(faot(s,hO,ht,h2,t-hO-ht-h2.bt).ht) diff(fun2la,bO,hi,b2,I-hO-hi-h2.b2).h2)- dirf(ftos2(i,hO,hI.h2,14iO-b14L2,b2).hi) • difflnml(x,hO,tiI,h2,1-so-hi-h2,bi),h2) $ 
fn,ado(s,hO,h1,h2) 
2q32 	q2 2 	 "1 q22[(I-r)11(s)- 32 ___2 _________________ 	 q32 
gi 	 - (--hi-hQ+I)3 I 	(.h2- hl -ho+i)d(x)w(x) (1132) 	
rd(x) 	
2 
- hI3 1(x) w2(x) J 2112 (x) w2(x) 	+ (I - r) d(x) - 	 h25 d2(x) wi(s) 
rnsakt(n,bt)o q1(wu)02d(s)03th103)$ 
04) froodo2(u,h2): 	2/(ws)°2'd(x)3th2°3) $ 
(65) frouito3(.,h3):= q3°21(w(u)°2'd(x)°3th33) S 
Connection to the basin: the Bernoulli potentials bi 
The Bernoulli potentials are determined from the reservoir conditions. The functional form of this relation, however, depends on the presence or 
absence of the hydraulic jump. 
06) ett bt= to d(a_ga)'(ht_gas) 
(1136) 	 hI =hl_gaxrd(x...ga) 
rqJtj2: b2=-bt+ d(xja)(ht_yas .0 -r) 52_sax) 
(1137) 	 h2 = (h2_rsx (I - r) + hi run) d(x_rs) - b  
Model channel geometry 
In order to solve along the channel, depth and width have to specified. 
d(x):=5-4' cxp(-x°2) $ 
w)x):=5-4° osp(-x°2) $ 
Find the solutions: find—solution—brute 
This defines a function that calculates the ql,q2,q3,bi,b2 from the basin conditions. Note that the q's can be pins or minus - the original symmetry 




















Alongchannel plot: plot_channel_diff 
This defines a function that takes the important parameters, integrates the differential form of the equations and plots the solution along the channel, sit 
that ills easier to try out different situations. This is called by: 
plot_channel_difl(ql,q2,bl,b2x_inin,x_max,hI_bc,h2_bc,stepsize) 
The variables are: 
qi, q2: flow rites (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from ql+q2+q3=O 
hi, b2: Bernoulli differences 
r: density ratio 
u_mm, a_man: channel boundaries 
hi_bc, h2_hc: boundary conditions for hi, h2 at x=x_min, normalized to the depth at x_min 
stepsize: stepsize for the integration 
Note the normalization of all depth variables in the graph-function: for the plot, everything is normalized to sill depth, not to local channel depth. 
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aotuiionon k_n mioti 
fra(diffcqnhmnnax)atv(d12,aonnn)l, 
blh2J, 




'a ahlaatatkw) d( nn.aaatwicn)i, 
-(nhlotuIiuh2,olotion))'dinnufn,aotolion)) 
Plot of solutions at different points: plot —roots 
The hydraulic functional fua2d_simp(n,hI,h2,bI,b2) is a fraction R°3 -> R°2. Unfortunately it is difficult to produce a contour pint of fua2d_simple 
along the channel, as we now have 2 vertical variables (hi, h2). However, for gives hi, hi, qi, q2, q3, it is possible to plot the solution into a 
hl-h2-diagramrne for any given point a. 
The following defines a function that plots the root of the hydraulic functional at different points. This is called by: 
plot_roots(qI,q2,bl,b2,r,x) 
The variables are: 
qi q2: low rates (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from qi+q2+q3wi) 
hi, h2: Bernoulli differences 
r: density ratio 
n: point along the channel 
num_intervals: number of intervals for the search 
Before the plot function can he defined, we need an auxiliary function which transforms the numerical results into n list that can be ptoltet. 
odom_pIotiot(iopodi1o):=htodi(l141t,tior2l, 	J'inpaatiot: itht=o,h2=bl,tbtn,b2=tl....l'/ 
kitt(tiott,tiaI2), 	 Ioopar:  
jilt: II, 
16 12: Il. 
'c42' 	for it than tronlh(inroartol) do Mock( 
lilt :appoaot(tiit t ,lpart(intwttita,i. t .2)1 1. 
hn12:oppnnat(tia12,(poat(inwltlall,i,2,2)1) 
ltiat.hul2t 









l000a_intnrvata.numJnlrrvntal 	I' the nionhor of interval for the arnnh/ 
o,ntcaina:101, 
atahat:'ht.ytohat:'h2, 
'c43'title: ceaicar(hto",ht, h2=, 1,2, qt=', qt, 	q2=', q2, ': q3-". q3, an', a,"; 
coinhioopkia( 	 /° paaittnn lw,too °1 




groph( 	 P plot Or mimoaicot aaasa/ 
proatow_ptuiltlatisotollnn)ttl. 
prodnre.pttotlnt(soturion)l2l. 
1191 /'codea,no line l 
gatph(10,11,11,01,121) 	 P the diagoo.at / 
Notation 
>1 
Plot of the roots: plot —roots—all 
A similar (auction, but this plots only the roots (n(t the fall contours), but for different points along the channel. This is called by: 
plot_roots_aH(ql,q2,bl,b2,r,x_min,x_max,stepsize) 
The variables are: 
qI, q2: flow rates (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from qi+q2+q3=0 
hi, 1,2: Bernoulli differences 
r: density ratio 
n_mm, u_man: channel boundaries 
stepsize: stepsiee 
nam_intervals: number of intervals for the search 
qt: qt_pn, 
q2: q2-K, 
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q3: -qt-q2, 
ulobol:h1 memolizod to totot depth at uylohoI:'h2 - tmmo,lieod to toot depth at f, 	 /0 tot the .xoo labels 1 
tide: er/'ql=,qt, 
g,opb(lO,tMt,Ol.12l.fout), 	 /0 PIN the diugou.t hotly poittts below diagonal are relevant) °1 
for u:sjuin step otopsioe wttilc n cu sjnos do hlki 	10 cotoodoo solution for points along the channel 
,ohoin: 	toutech 	
/ 





i(oou_mit, the ,ols5istlottslutton. 















/' PIN the solution at u_mist with  different symbol '1 
I' plot motors, no tine 'I 
1° ptso into the tutor plot'/ 
1' ptot do utotssical amos SI 
I' dots, too line 'I 
/0 plot into the unto ptot'/ 
/ plot the lost tetusitot, again with different tynttsol/ 
lu clooltu, no line It 
/ the Iss plot in this undo 'I 
)$ 
Plot of the roots: plot_roots_all_d 
Essentially the same function, but the plot is normalized to sill depth, whereas plot_roots_all is normalized to actual depth at each point. This can be 
useful, because ills easier to sea how the layer thicknesses change. 
This is called by: 
plot_roots_all_d(qI,q2,bI,b2,r,x_min,x_man,stepsize) 
The variables are: 
qI, q2: flow rates (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from ql.st2+q3=0 
bt, b2: Bernoulli differences 
c density ratio 
u_mis, i_man: channel boundaries 
slepsize: stepsize 




utabol:ttt - tunututizott to tilt stepttt'.ytatet:it2 . tuunt.liood to tilt depth'. /0 tot the toes tobels 'I 
tiste:omcot('ql=',qt. ';92o', q2,';q3=, q3, "; bho'.hl,': h2='. tt2,'; r=, r,'; cut s_mitt,'... u_mas,'(;tts=',otrpoize), 
for s:s..min slop otopsioe while x < ujuos do btswk( 	1 coteotato solution he points otoun the hottool u/ 




















Another plot along the channel: plot _channeLplain 
This solves the Bernoulli equation numerically for [ht,h21 at different points and plots it mug a hl-h2 diagram. thus it is not necessary to integrate the 
differential form of the equation. 
The following defines a function that plots the oust of the hydraulic functional at different points. This is called by: 
plot_channel_pintn(ql,q2,bI,b2,r,x_min,x_notsx,stepsize) 
The variables ale: 
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qI, q2: flow roles (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from ql4q23wi0 
bI, b2: Bernoulli differences 
c density ratio 
n_mis, umax: channel boundaries 
stepsize: slepsize for the integration 
Note the normalization of all depth variables in the graph-function: the the plot, everything is internalized to sill depth, not to local channel depth. 
Technical notes: Newton_search gives the solution in the form 
[[hl=hla, h2--h2—a], [hl=ltlb, h2h2_bJ. .... I for every x. However, for plotting with the graph command the heat form would be to have lists 
Fxt,x2,x3,...I. [lsl_a(ul), hl,a(x2),...1, [h2_a(x1), h2_a(x2),...1, lhl_b(xl).  hl_h(x2),...1, [h2_b(x1), h2_b(x2),..j,ordered according to size: 
hl_a<hlb'dsl_c .... Unfortunately we don't know in advance hew many roots there are for every points, and the system should still held if some 












Plot of the Froude number: plot_f roude 
The following defines a function that plots the mitt of the determinant. This is called by: 
plot_frnude(ql,q2,r,x) 
The variables are: 
qI, q2: flow rates (with appropriate sign); q3 is calculated from ql+q2+q3=() 
r: density ratio 
n: point along the channel 
num_inteivals: number of intervals for the search 











End of definitions 
Now all the functions are defined and can be used to investigate different situations. 
(c48) 
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D.3.2 Macsyma: Different solution regimes for the 3-layer case with 
free surface 
The following Macs yma script solves the governing equations for the free surface system, 
see section 8.5.3 
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The 3-layer problem - different solution regimes 
Summary and Introduction 
This Macsyma Script derives the equations used in the 3-layer Medelmaker programme. It also provides a number of functions that solve the system 
numerically and produce different plots. 
The Bernoulli equations and appropriate Frotule number conditions are calculated no three points along the channel. The Bernoulli potentials are 
obtained from the basin conditions, with appropriate considerations for hydraulic jumps. 
(c69) stnodisp5rne 1° Macsytna: display a star instead of space as multiplication sytnhol 0/ $ 
Definitions 
These parameters and variables are used (in hold: parameters imposed by the boundary conditions): 
xrs, us, xga: position of the control points towards Red Sea, at the Sill and towards Gulf of Aden 
IsO, It 1, h2, h3: layer thicknesses (general). 
Mrs, etc.: layer thicknesses at the entrance or the virtual control towards the Red Sea 
hOrsx, etc,: layer thicknesses in the Red Sea 
hOgs, etc.: layer thicknesses at the entrance or the virtual control towards the Gulf of Aden 
hOgan, etc: layer thicknesses in the Gull of Aden 
Ws, etc.: layer thicknesses at the sill=geometric control point 
r, 5: density ratios 
K hI, h2: Bernoulli potentials 
hOeff, hlet'f, h2eff: Effective layer thicknesses, David Smeed's 'hI-hal, h2-hat'. A different way of expressing the Bernoulli-Potentials, these can he 
interpreted as the layer thicknesses if all energy was potential energy. 
Normalization 
The layer thicknesses are normalized twice': hi(n) [meter] = ds(n) [meter] * d(x) * h(x), where ds(metee) is the depth at the sill in meter, and d(x) is 
the noadimensional channel depth with d(x_sill)=l. Therefore always (hds(n)<l, but the h(x) at two different points are not directly comparable. 
Bernoulli potentials and effective layer thicknesses 
Effective layer thicknesses area differnet way of expressing Bernoulli potentials. The relation is as follows (assuming that h(k<hl): 
(00) retstion_IrO_hefl: h(iss°h0eff°d(n) 
(00) 	 bO=boeff's°d(n) 
(c71) relation_hI_heff: ht=r*hleffbd(s) 
(d71) 	 hl=hleff*r*d(x) 
(02) relation_h2_hell b2=0-r)°(sleff+h2efl)°d(x) 
(d72) 	 h2 = (h2eff + hlefl)°( I - r)*d(s) 
Solution Regimes 
Relevant for the situation at the Bah-el-Maadah are four different solution regimes (we think...). We label them according to Smced's classification 
with two numbers, the first number characterizes the condition at the RS, the second number at the GA. Also, for the purpose of this calculation, we 
use small letters (abed) as  handy index. 
The four regimes use: 
(a) 1-3,31:3 controls: RS ([.31-[11), Sill (111.1-21), GA (1-21-131) 
(h) 11,31:2 controls: Sill ([11-1-2]), GA (1-21-131) 
[2,3): 2 cisntrots: RS (121.101), Sill (10]-131) 
[2-2): 3 controls: RS (121-101), Sill ([0]-[3]), GA (131.1-21) 
Obviously [-3,3] is  limiting case of [1,3) with one additional control, but otherwise equal situation. Similarly 12-21 is a limiting case of 12,31. 
Hydraulic jump at the surface 
The Bernoulli constant bit is determined by the upstream sea level: 
073) sol_lrOi: b(hi.hogax°s°d(n), x:xga 
(d73) 	 hO= - hogax's*d(xga) 
(04) sot_Ntis: b(ts.h0rsn°s°d(x) x:nes 
(04) 	 In(t= - ht)rsat'sd(xrs) 
Hydraulic jumps and connection to the basin 
The type of the Hydraulic jumps, and therefore the appropriate equation for connecting the Strait to the Basins, depend on the flow regime at each 
end. Note that if the flow regime has one supercritical mode [+i), then it is the second msste (Snteed'n conjecture). Note also that generally the 
Bernoulli in the upper interface is determined in the GA, the lower in the ES (Why?). 
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131 at GA (a,b,c): hydraulic jump in the lower layer (does not concern us here). Bernoulli in upper interface is directly determined from the GA 
conditions. 
(clS) connection_ga3: hleffhlgax 
(05) 	 hieff=hlgan 
(06) conoeclion...ga3h: tubst(conneclion_ga3,relation_tsl_hefi), n:xga 
(06) 	 hi = hlgae'r°d(xga) 
1-21 at GA (d): with two supercritical modes, the Bernoulli in upper interface is not determined, but has to be calculated using the additional 
control condition. 
[1] at RS (b): hydraulic jump in the upper layer. Bernoulli in lower interface is directly determined from the RS conditions 
(07) connectaon_rsl: h2eff=b2rsx 
(d77) 	 h2eff = h2rsx 
(08) connection_rslb: subst(solve(relatmon_blJteff,hleff),subst(connectmon...rs l,relation_b2_heft)), x:xrs 
(08) 	 b2 = (I r)*( rd(m) + h2rsx)od(nrs) 
[2] at RS (c,d): second mode HJ in the RS 
(09) connection_r12: hleff+(l-r)°h2eff=hlrsx+( i-r)°h2rsx 
(09) 	 h2eff°(l . r) + hlcfl= h2rsx°(l - r)+ hlrsx 
(c80) connectioa_rs2h: pamifrac(subsm(solve(connectiou_rs2,h2efi),relation_h2Jmetl),b2rsx), x:xrs 
(d80) 	 b2 = (bliss. hleff°r)°d(nrs) + h2rsx°(l - r)°d(srs) 
[-31 at RS (a): with two supercritical modes, the Bernoulli in the lower interface is not determined, but has to he calculated using the additional 
control condition. 
Summing up for each of the cases: 
[-3,31 (a): No information about h2eff and b2, but hieff and hi are determined from the GA conditions: 
(c81) connection_alh: connection_ga3 
(dSl) 	 hlcff=hlgax 
(c82) connection_nib: connection_ga3h 
(d82) 	 hi = hlgao'r°d(xga) 
[1,3] (b) Both Bernoulli functions are defined 
(c83) connection_hlh: cimnnection_ga3 
hieff=hlgax 
(cM) connection_bib: connection_ga3h 
hi =higus'r*d(xga) 
(cBS) conneciion_h2h: subs4connecti(in_ga3.connection_rsl) 
b2eff = h2rsx 
(c86) connection_h2h: snhst(connectinn_ga3,connection_rs Ib) 
lil 
h2 = (I - r)( r°d(xus) + h2rsx)od(xrs) 
[2,31(c) Both Berunoulli potentials are defined: 
(e87) connection_clh: conuection_ga3 
hleff=hlgax 
(cBS) connection_rib: ronuection_ga3b 
(d85) 	 hi =higar*d(xg a) 
connection_c2h: partfrac(iiest(nolve(suhst(conuection_ga3,connecti(in_rs2).h2efi)),r) 
hlgax.lx 




connection_c2h: facmorsum(lratsubst(s(ilve(relatiou_bi_heff.hlefi),connection_rs2b)), n:nrs 
(00) 	 h2 = - ((h2rsx*(r- I) - hlrsa)'d(nrs) + hi) 
12,-21 (d) The upper Bernoulli potential is not determined from the basin condition. The lower Bernoulli potential is given by 
connectiorm_d2ic pamtfrac(fmrsm(si)lve(c)naectimmu_is2.h2efi)).r) 
hieff. hlrsx 
(d91) 	 h2eff= 	
r- i 	
+h2rss 
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(c92) connection_d2h: factoesum(lratsubst(solve(ielataon_bi_heff,hlefl),conncctmn_rs2h)), x:x1s 
(d92) 	 b2= - ((h2Is7.(r - I) - hirsx)d(xrs) +b I)  
Conditions for each regime 
There are two condhious that establich which regime is appropriate 
I) htrsu4slgax for (nb) - hlrsns1sigax for(c.d) 
2)2 controls for (bc) 3 controls for (ad) 
To determine the correct regime, we therefore proceed as follows: 
I) Check hlrsnfltlgax. Establishes whether it is (a,b) or(c,d) 
Assume it is (b) or (c) respectively and calculate solution. 
Check the Froude number condition to see if a 3rd control is necessary. This establishes the correct regime. 
Outline of solution 
Basic definitions 
Bernoulli equations 
Starting point are the Bernoulli equations. We have one for the surface, and two which represent the difference in Bernoulli potential across the two 
interfaces. They are taken from Davicfs thesis. 
All are in nondimensional form, in which d(x) is the nondimensional channel depth along the channel, w(n) is the channel width. Both can he explicitly 
defined later. 
(c93) fun0(x,h0,hi,h2,h3,h0) := l/(25w(x2°d(x)12) • (qiRai) 12 - a d(x)h) . hO 
ILl 2 
(d93) 	 hi ) 
	
funl)(s, h(( h I, h2, h3, ho) := 
2w 
a
(x) d (x) 
a 	S d(x)9s0- hO 
(c94) fun i(x,hl),hl,h2,h3,hi) := 1I(2w(x2d(x)A2) ((ql/hl)2 - (q2Th2)12) + r*d(x)*QaOi4tl) -bi 
( 2 - 




+rd(x)(hO+ hl) .ht 
(c95) fun2(x,hO,hl,h2,h3,h2) := l/(2*w(x)A2*d(x)02) * ((q2/h2)2- (q3/h3)°2) + (i.r)d(x)(hOThl+h2)-b2 
( 2 2 
(d95) 	 (152) (h3) fian2(x,hhl,hZh3,h2) := 
2*w a (x)d a(n) 	
+ (I. r)d(x) (hO+hl +h2) - h2 
The rigid lid approximation is used in the derivation of some equations, mainly the Fronde number conditions. However, we will not assume the rigid 
lid approximation for calculating the solution. 
(c96) rigid_lid: l=hli-h2+h3 
(d96) 	 t=h3+h2+hl 
Hydraulic functional 
Now define the hydraulic functional. I define two forms: One foes free surface, and a simplified version assuming a rigid lid, The rigid-lid version is the 
one investigated by Smeed. 





2d (u)w  (x) 





d (x)*w (u) 
Use the rigid lid approximation to map this functional onto a functional on the 2-dinnensional subspace of (bl,h2.h3) defined by the rigid lid condition. 
(c99) fuu2d_simp(x,hl,h2,hl ,h2):=fuu2d(x,O,hl,h2, l-hl-h2,hl,h2) $ 
(clOD) fun2d_simp(x,hl,1s2,bl ,b2) 
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(dlOO) 	 2 	2 
h22 	(-1s2-hi+1) 2 
2 	2 	+(h2+hi)°(i-r)°d(x)-b2 
2*d (x)°w (x) 
And now the full 3-dimensional version 
(clOt) 	 $ 
(002) fun3d(x,hO,hi,h2,h3,hO,bl,h2,h3) 
2 2 	2 	
hii*s6d(x)hO 





(x) + (hi + hi))r*d(x) - hi 
2 	2 	
+(h2+hi+h1°(i-r)°d(x)-b2 






2hi d (x)*w (x) 
hl' - h22 
2 	2 	+(hl+hO)°r°d(x)-bi 
2°d (s)°w (x) 
q32 
(-h2-hi-hO+ 1) 2 
2 	2 	 +(h2+hl-s.hO)°(i-r)d(x)-b2 
26d (x)°w (x) 
Criticality condition for rigid lid 
Control points are points at which different solution sheets of the Bernoulli equations meet, and the solutions are regular. Different sheets meet when 





2 	 2 
qI q2 
] 
h13°d2 (x)°w2(x) 	 h23 °, 2 (x)°w2 (x) 	 I 
(d106) 	 - 	2°q32 	I 
q32 	 (-h2-ht+1) 3 	i22 
(l-r)°d(x)- 	 + 	r)°d(x)I 
(-h2-hl+ I) 6d2O6a2() 	2*d2(x)*w2(x) 	 j 
fmude_temp(x,hl,h2):rtieterminant(m2d(x,hi,b2))$ 
(dOlt) froude_temp(x,hlh2) 
21q32 	_:i_ 	 ' 	o 	 g3 
2 	 - 	
22 [(t - r) d(x) - 	 3 2 
_______________ 	(-h2- hl+ I) 	tt2 I (-h2- hi + I) °d (x)°w 2 (x) (d108) 	
[r*d(x) - h1
3 d2 (s)*w2 (n) 	 2°d (x)'w (x) 	 ) 
qi ______ ___ 	 _______________________________________ 
2 	2 +(l.r)°d(x) I. 
A helter, more familiar form: 







 *r 	 q2 *(i-r) 
- 	 33 	 33 
(-h2-hl+ i)
3 0
d3 (x)*w2  (n) 
	h2 ci (x)°w
2 
 (x) - h2 ((x) 0w
2 





(duO) 	 2 2 	 2 2 	 2 2 
+(i-r)*r 
q2 °q3 qi °q3 qi °q2 
+ 	 + 	 + 	





6 	 4 
(x)w (x) 	hi 	 2-hl+ I) *d  (x)°w (n) 	hi °h2
3
°d (n) w (s) 
















2 	 2 	 2 
qi ______________ ___________ 
(dlii) 	 11= 	3 3 	2 	
(x)
g2 2
(x) h2 °dw 	h33*d3(u)w2 
_ _ I (x) J 
(ci 12) fullralsuhs(ineqjeverse(sIfruude),suhst(h3,i-is14s2,fmudx,hl,h2))) 
(d112) 	 -r 2 + (- I) + fi + I)r+ (12+ fi)f3+ (Ii. I)-f2 - fi 
Control condition for the free surface 
The same hit the full equations. 
(cli3) 	 $ 
(c114) m3d(x,h0,hl,h2) 
- sd(x) 	
- 	3*d2 qi 
	
0 
h1 	(x)w2 (x) 
qi 	 q2 
rd(x) 	 rd(x) - 	3 2 2 	 3 2 	2 
hi d (x)*w (x) h2 d (n)w (x) 
2q32 
(-h2-hi-hO+i) 3 	li2 q3 	 ________________________________ _________________________________ 
(I - r)-d(x) - 	 (I - r)d(x) - 	 + 
(.h2-hi-hO+ i)S *d2 (x)*w2 (x) 	 (_h2_hi_h )+ i)S ?(x)*w2 (x) 	 2d2 (x)w2 (x) 
(cliS) froude3d_temp(n,hOhi,h2):=detenninant(m3d(x,h),hi,h2))$ 
(0 16) froude3d_temp(x,hO,hl,h2) 
2 g32 
	




(-u- hi - hO+ I) + (I - r)*d(x)J - 
- h230d2(x)*w2(x) 2d2 (x)*w2 (x)  
hi3 d2 (x)w2 (x) 
2 	\ 
qi 
(r*d(x) - 	3 2 	2 
(016) 	
/ 	2q32 	 '1 I (--hi-h0+l)3h23 .sd(x) 	o 	 +(i-r)d(x) 
2d2 (x)w2 (x) 
q2IO -________




	 h23 *d2 (s)*w2 (u) 
(ci 17) fruude3d(x,hOhi ,h2,h3):=expand(suhstQs3,i-h0-hi-h2,fmudc3(_temp(x,is0,hi,h2)W(d(x)3)) $ 
(ci i8) froude3d(x,hO,hi ,h2,h3) 
q32 ir*s 	 q i2*rs 	 q22 s 	 qi2 s 
h33 *d3 (x)*w2 (x) - hi 3 d3 (x)w2 (x) + h23*d3 (x)*w 2 (n) + ht3 *d5 (x)w2 (x) 
qi__r 	 gi__r 	 q2_°g3__s 	 qi__q3_'s 
(d118) 	
hi3 *d3 (x)*w (x) + hi3 d3 (u)w2(x) - h23 *h33 *d° (s)*w4 (x) - hi 3 *h33 d° (x)w° (x) 
qi__q2s 	 qi__q3'r 	 qi
2_iq2 
- hi3 *h23 *d° (x)*w4 (n) - h13*0°d° (x)*w4 (x) - hi3 9s234(x)w4 (n) 
qi__q2_q3 	2 
+ 	, 	 +rS-r5 
hi Th2 Th3 d (n)*w (n) 
(c119) fullraisuhst(ineqjeveese(sifmude)fmude3d(x,hO,hi,h2h3)) 
(019) 	 ( 2 + (13- fi - i)e+ (-12- fi)f3+ (I - fi)l2 + fl)*s - Ii's 2 + (Ii - (if3)r+ 119293 - 1t12 
The bracket in the first term is equivalent to the 2-dimcnsioanl situation. As ns>r, the both versions are approximately equal. 
(c267) rcmfunction(frisude_Iemp,fr(yude3d_temp) 
(d267) 	 [fmude_temi froude3d_tem 
The equations in explicit form 
(dii4) 
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The flow rates can be determined by solving a set of equations at the three control points (or, for 10-21, for the geometric control and the strait 
entrances). 
For the rigid lid with prescribed net flux, there are it equations for the it variables qi. q2, q3, hiis, h2_rs, hi_s. h2s, hi_ga. These are the 
equations below, excluding eqo_rs, eqfi_s and eqfi_ga, plus qsuji+q2+q3. 
For the free surface we have 10 equations for the 10 quantities qi, q2, q3, hO_rs, hi_ru, h2_rs, hO_u, hi_s, h2_s, hi_ga. 
(620) eq_Ors: (befun(Xxrs,hflrs,hirs,h2rsjnf,bO) 
qi 
	
(d120) 	 0= 	2 2 	2 	- hOrssd(xrs) - hO 
2hirs d (xrs)*w  (sos) 
(c121) eq_irs: (infuni(xrs,hors,hirs,h2rs,inf,bt) 
2 	2 
htrs2 	h2rs2 (d121) 	
0= + (htrs+ h)rs 5 rd(srs) - hi
2°st2(xrs)5w2(xrs 




0= + (h2rs+htrs+hOrs)(i -r)d(xrs)-b2 
2=d2 (xrs)w2 (xrs) 
(c123) eq_Os: (tefun0(xs,hOs,hls,h2s,i-hfls-hts-h2s,bO) 
q 12 
d123) 	 0= 	22 	- hi)s*s*d(xs). bit 
2Thts d (xs)w (us) 
(c124) eq_is: (t=funt(xs,h0s,his,h2s, l-hOs-hts.h2s,bt) 
(d124) 	 his2 	h2s2 
0=-2 2 	+ (his+ hOssrd(xs) - hi 
2d (xs)*w (xs) 
(c125) eq_2s: 0=fun2(xs,tsos,his,h2s,i-h)s-his-h2s,b2) 
(d125) 	
2 	
(- h2s- his- hfls+ 1)2 
0= 	2 	2 	 +(h2s+his+hfls)(i -r)°d(xs)-h2 
2d (xs)*w (us) 
(c126) eq_Oga: (fon((xga,h()ga,htga,inf,infb)) 
q 
(026) 	 0= 
2Thtgad2(ugs)w2(nga) 
 - hOgas°d(xga) - ht) 





+ (htgn+ h0gard(xga) - hi 
2d2 (xga)w2 (xga) 
(c128) froude_s: Orfrsntsle(xs,hin,h2s) 
g325r 	 q22*r 	 q22 (t - r) 	qi2 (i - r) 
- - ( - h2s - his + 
1 )3*d3 (xs)5w2 (xs) - h2s3 d3 (xs)'w2 (xs) - h2s3 d3 (xs)sw
2
(xs) - hts3 *st3 (xs)*w2 (xs) 
(d128) 	
+ 	 g22q 	
+
cii2 	
+ 	 + (I - r)r 
(- h2s - hts+ i) 5h2s °d (xs)°w (xx) 	his'*( - h2s- his + 1) ' d (xs)w (xs) 	his h2s °d (xs)w (us) 
(c129) froude_rs: 0=cxpand(1imil(frnude(xrs,hirs,h2rs),i-hirs-b2ru.in0) 
(029) 	0 = 	
qt2 *r 	 q22 	- 	qi2 	+ 	qi2 q2° 
hirs3 d3 (xiu)w2 (xrs) 	h2rs5Id' (xrs)*w2 (xrs) 	htrs3 d1 (xrs)w2 (xxs) 	hirs3 °h2rsd° (xrs)°w4 (xru) 
(c130) froude,,.ga: Oanxpaud(rntsimp(limi0frnude(xga,higa,lt2gn), h2ga,inl)/(i-r))) 
gi 
(d130) 	 0=r. 	3 	2 
higa °ri (xga)w (xga) 
Or, inn more familar form: 
(c131) Iullestsubst(ineq_reverse(sifmude),tubst(Ihis=hi,h2s=h2,xs=xI,subst(h 3, i-his-h2s,froude_s))) 
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(c132) fufiasubu(ineqjevefmnde),subte(lhlrhl,h2rsoh2,xrswel,ftflude_rS)) 
(d132) 	 0= .r2 +(fl+l)*r+(fl-l)*12-fl 
(c133) fullratsubst(ineo_reverse(slfmude),subst([hlga=hl,xgsoxI.fmside...ga)) 
(033) 	 O=r- fl 
Solution for the different regimes 
Solve the equations for each regime. From the way the variables occur in the equations, it is natural to start with the GA equations, then the PS, and 
finally the sill equations. For the two interfaces, we assume that hO(c<hl) can be neglected. 
GA solutions 
Start by solving the equations at the GA for as many variables as possible in each case. 
Cases (a) and (b), GA solution 
(c134) eqslist,gaab:limit(sabst(q lsq,ql°2,teqjga,frnude..gafl), hoga:0 
(d134) 	 I 	(mtga'*roi3xga - 2blhlgaa0da(xga))0wa(xga) + qlsq O=r- 	qisq 24hlga °d2 (xga)*w (nga) 	 hlga °d (sga)w (nga) j 
(c135) sol_qlhlga_ab: solveeqnlist_gaabjq lsq,hlgaj) 
I I 	tTh15 °w2 (xga) 	2°hl 	Ti (d135) 	 (htga=0,qtsq=0J, qlsq= 	 ,hlga= 3''d()  27-r 2 
(c136) sol_qI_a: part(sol_qlhlga_ah,2,l) 
ooh?oWa(xga) 
(036) 	 qlsq= 	a 
27°f 
(c137) sol_ql_h:sol_ql_a $ 
(038) sol_hlga_a: part(sol_qlhlga_ab,2,2) 
2°bt 
(d138) 	 hlga= 3•r°d() 
sol_hlga_h:sol_htga_a $ 
remvalue(eqnlist_gaab,sol_qthlga_ab) $ 
For outflow in top layer, hflga is equal to the GA value, for inflow it has to he calculated from the Bernoulli 
Note: for outflow this dries not lead to consistent equations! However, there should he no outflow in this situation. For the model, it is best to use the 
same surface connection for in- and outflow (but check whether the model has outflow in these cases). 
sol_hoga_ao: h0ga=hflgax 
(041) 	 hfiga=h0gax 
sol_hoga_ho: sol_hflga_ao $ 
(043) tamp: first(expand(solve(eq_t)ga,hflga))) 
hoga= 2
*htgaa s ds (nga)*wa (xga) - s°d(xga) 
(c144) sol_hogs,_a: suhst(sol_q l_a,suhst(solJtlga_a, suhst(qlsq,ql°2,temp))) 
hI 	hO 
hoga= 3°s°d(xga) - sd(xga) 
(645) sol_hOga_b: sol_M)ga_a $ 
(cUlt) remvalue(temp) $ 
For cases (a) and (h), we now have the following quantities: ho, hi, qI, hlga, hflga. For (b) also h2. 
Note: strictly this is only true for inflow. However, the outflow is irrelevant, so for reasons of simplicity and model stability it is best to assume that in- 
and outflow follow the same equations. 
Case (c), GA solution, outflow 
(c147) temp: eliminate(limit([eq_Oga,eq_tgaD,Iqll) 
C:\sgramme\Macsyma\Macsyma25ahartfclim.fas  being loaded. 
C:Wogramme\Macsyma\Macsyma2\iibraryt'resulLIaS being loaded. 
(dt47) [4mlga4od4(nga)*((lsoga=s + hlga°f + hoga°r)d(nga) - hI + hO)°w ° (xga 
(048) sol_bOga_co: ltl)ga=ttl)gax 
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(c149) sol_hlga_co: first(solve(tcmp,hlga)) 
hlga= (hOgas + hOgar)'d(nga) - hi + bO 
rd(sga) 
0150) sol_qI_co: fjrst(solvesubst(qlsq,qI°2,limit(eq_lga)),qlsq)) 
(11150) 	 qisq= (( - 29s1ga3 - 2hOga*hIga2 )*T*d3 (xga) + 2th1Th1ga2 *d2(xga))w2 (xga) 
0151) sol_qI_co2: factorsum(sust(sol_hlga_cosol_qlga_co)) 
(d151) 	 sol_q Iga_co 
rcmvalne(lemp)$ 
For case (c), outflow, WC now have the following quantities: ID, bI, b2, ql, higa, hOga. 
Case (c), GA solution, inflow 
In this case, hOga is not determined in the basin, but has to be calculated. With only two equations, we cannot solve for qi. hOga and higa can only 
be calculated after the RS equations have been solved (they are not needed for the RS equations) 
sol_hOga_ci: subst(qlsq,q 102,fust(expand(nolve(eq_Oga,hOga)))) 
'd153 	
qlsq 	 ho 
hlga= 	 - 
2°hlga2 °sd (xga)*w (nga) 	sd(xga) 
temp: subst(qlsq,ql°2,limit(eq_lga)), hOga:0 
(2m1ga3°r°d5(xga) - 2*bl*hlga2 *d2 (xga))w2 (sga) +qlsq 
(11154) 




C:\Programme\Macsyma\Macsyma2\share\facexl.fas  being loaded. 
C:\Ptogramme\Macsyma\Macsyma2share\FACEXP.fas  being loaded. 
C:\Prugramme\Macsyma\Macsyma2\share\GNDECLfas  being loaded. 
(d155) 	 0= 2*htg?0rd3(nga)w2(sga) - 2Th1*hlga20d2 (sga)w 2 (xga) + qlsq 
remvalue(temp) $ 
For case (c) inflow, we have now an implicit expression for higa (to be solved by a Newton Raphson method), and an explicit equation for h(ga, 
both under the assumption that q us known. 
Case (d), GA solution, outflow 
On this case, b  is not known from the basin conditions, i.e. there are now 3 unknowns (bl,ql,hlga) which have to be solved using the three 
available equations. 
sol_hoga_do: hOga=hOgax 
(d157) 	 hOga=hogax 
(c15$) temp: limit((eq_lga,froudc_gal), hoga:0 
(11158) 	 10= 
(2*hlga5*r?(xga). 2Thl*htgan*I(xga))wa(sga) + q12 	
q 1 
L 	 2thtgaada(nga)wa(nga) 	
-,0= - 
 hlga3 *d3 (xga)*w2 (nga) j 
cqulisad: subst(qlsq,q12.cons(eq_Oga,Iemp)) 
q lsq 
- h0gad(nga) - 
Th 2 lga0*i?(nga)*w2 (nga) 
(d159) 
(2hlga3'r'd1(nga) - 2mtthtgaada(sga))*wa(sga) + q lsq 
(1= 
2°hlgad2 (xga)w2 (xga) 
1 
qlsq 











[h] = %ri,higa=0,qlsq=01, 
	
(060) 	
(8.:.s 3 .d3 (xga) + 24h0h0gas 2 d2 (xga) + 244te)gasd(xga) + 8b'])w 2 (xga) 
qlsq= 	
r 
hlga= 2ThOgasd(xga) + 2b0 
rd(xga) 
(8ls0ga' sd3 (xga) + 24°b(isOgasd'(xga) + 24*h( 20hOga*s*d(nga) + 8403)*w 2 (xga) 
r2 
2*(2*hOga sd(xga) + 2*hO)*w 2 (xga) 
+ 	 2 
hl= 	
2 2 
2*(2*hOgas*d(xga) + 2Th0) w (xga) 	
j 
This tells me that there is a solution, however the given solution is not very helpful... 
(c161) sol_higa_do: part(tcmp,2.2) 
(d161) 	
higa= 2lsOgasd(uga) + 2Th0 
rd(xga) 
(c162) sol_qi_dss: fsrst(solve(last(eqnlist_gasi),qlsq)) 
(d162) 	 qisq= hignrd3 (nga)w2 (xga) 
(c163) sol_hi_do: first(expand(soive(pauteqnlist_gad,2),bl))) 




= 2Thlga2 si2 (xga)w (xga) 
(664) remvalue(temp)$ 
For case (d) ssutllssw, we now have the following quantities: ho, hi, h2, qI, higa, hOga. 
Case (d), GA solution, inflow 
On this case, neither hi floe hOga are not known from the basin conditions, i.e. there are now 4 unknowns (bl,ql ,hlga, hOga) with three equations. 
These equations cannot be solved unless q  is known. 
(c165) sol_hlga_di: iast(solve(lass(eqnlist_gad), hlga)) 
113 
(d165) 	 hlga= , 
r d(nga)w (xga) 
(c166) sol_hOga_di: fsrss(expand(ssslve(fsrst(eqntist..gad),hOga))) 
qlsq 	 hO 
(d166) 	 hOga= 	a 	s a 	- 
2hlga 'sd (nga)*w (xga) 	s d(xga) 
(c167) sul_hl_di: first(expand(ssslve(part(eqnlist...g42),bl))) 
(d167) 	 hl= 	
qlsq
a a 	a 	+hlgaed(xga) 
2thlga d (xga)w (xga) 
We should eliminate all GA quantities to obtain a relation between hi and q lsq, to use it in the RS solutions: 











Fssr case (d) inflow, we now have explicit equations (or hOga, hlga, hi, assuming that qi is known, and a relation between bland qi involving only 
known quantities. 
RS equations 
We want togct to a situation where the following quantities are known: ho, hi, b2, qI, q2, lsOga, idirs, higa, hiss, h2rs. The 4 equations at the sill 
can then he used to solve fssr q3, isOs, hIs, h2s. 
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Current Situation: 
Foe cases (a,b) the following quantities are known: bit, hI, qi. hOgs, hlga, hOrs. 
For cases (coat, d out) the following quantities are known: ho, hi, qi, hOgs, higa. 
For case (c in) the following quantities are known: ho, bi, hOrs. (hip, hOga can be calculated when qi is known) 
For case (din) the following quantities are known: ho, hOrs, and a relation qI-bl. (hi, higa, hOga can he calculated when ql is known) 
It may he possible to combine the last two cases by taking bl from the last timestep in the RS for (din). 
First define the list of equations that we can use. 
(c170) temp: limit(Iet.lrs,eu,2rs,frnude_rsl), M)rs:0 
q22 	 ql2 
2 	+ 	2 2 	2 	+hlrsrd(xrs) . hi, 
2is2rs °d (nrs)w (sri) 	2istrs °d (xes)*w (xrs) 
(((2oy2rS3 + 2*hlrs*h2r52)or - 2b2rs3 - 2*birs*h2rs 2 ) rt3(xrs) + 2*b2ib2rs2*d2(xrs)J*w2(xrs) - q2 2 
(d170) 	 2Th2rs d (xrs)w (xrs) 
a 	 2 	 2 
ill *r q2 qI 
o 
 
HIS 5 't3 (srs)w(xrn) 	h2rs3 d3 (xrs)'wt (nrs) 	hlrs3 *d3 (nts)'w2 (xrs) 
1 
+ 	
, 	qlq2 	.r2+Il 
bIn h2rs ri (xes)*w (urn) 	j 
(c171) eqniist_rsacd: subss(q2sq,q22,sshst(qisq,ql°2,coss(cqj)nsIemp))) 
[  0 = ____________________ I 	 - hOrssd(xrs) - hit, [ 
2*h ins2 d2 (ues)*w2 (xrn) 
q2sq 	 qlsq 
= - 	 + 	 + hlrsed(xes) . hi, 




(((2Th2rs + 2*hlsth2s2 )*r - 2th2rs3 - 2hirsh2s2) °d3  (x) + 2*b2Th2rS2*d2(x0)*w2(xs) - q2sq 
2*h2ri2.da( X15).w2 (xrs) 
1 
qlsqr 	 q2sq 	 qisq 	 q l sq*q2sq 	2 
htrs3*d3(xes)*w2(xrs) - h2rs 3 d3 (xrs)w2(xes) - hlrs5d3(xrs)w2(xrs) + hlrn3ob2rs3*d6(xes)*w4(xrs) - r + 





2*hl rs2 0d2 (xrs)*w(xrs) 
- 	 - 
q2sq 	 qlsq 
= - + 2.h1 0
2.d2(xrs).w2(xrs) + hlrsrd(xrs) . bi, 
((2Th2rs3 + 2h lrs*ln2rs2 )*r - 2Th2rs3  - 2*blrs*h2rs2) d5(xrs) + 2*b2Th202*d2(xm))iw2(xrs) - q2sq 
- 	 2*h2rs2*d2 (xrs)4w2 (xes) 
(c173) remvalue(temp) $ 
Case (a), RS solution 
Known: hO, hi, qi, hOrs. Wanted: h2, q2, hits, h2rs 
(c174) sot hOrs a: hOrs=hfirsx 
(d174) 	 hOrs=hOrsx 
(c175) stnl.hlrs,a: hirs=max(map(rtss,soive(fust(eqniisLrsacd),hlrs))) 
qlsq 	 j 	qisq 
(d175) 	 l4 hons°sd(xis)+hO 	44 hOrssd(xes)+hO 
hirs=max 
,jiid(srs)nw(xrs) 	4i4 d(xrs)*w(xrs) 
(c176) temp:elinninate(pars(cqniist.rsacd.[2,4])jq2sqJ) 
[Istrs14((ht05m2rOrr2 + (2Th1rs6 - hirs5 ls2rs)*r) d° (xrs) - 2*hl 4htrsid'(srs))4w(xrs) 
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C:\amme\Mama\ hrewcisias being loaded. 
[((hIrsThrs*r + (2ThIrs° - hlrs5th2rs)r) *d6() - 2*bi*birs5 *d5 (xrs))*w4 (xin) 
(d177) 	 + ((( - hiin2 9s2is- 2Th1rs3 )'qisq'v + (hi
rs2*h2rs+ hirs3 )'qlsq) 4 (xrs) + 2Th1*b1rs2 *qisq*d2 (xrs) ) 
• qIsq1 
(c178) soi_h2rs_a: firsUfactnrsum(solvc(temp 2,h2rs))) 
(h1rs3 1(xrs)'w 2 (xrs) - qis*(2*hirs2 *d2 (srs)(hlrs'rd(xrs) - hi)w 2 (xrs) + qlsq) 
(d178) 	 h2rs= - 
hlrst (r - i)*d(xrs)'w 2(xs)*(hIrs'r'd 3 (xfs)'w 2 (xis) - qisj 
(c179) remvalue(temp,temp2)$ 
(cISO) sol_q2_a: factnrsnm(Iu(solve(p(eqnhisl_isacd,2),q2sq))) 
hs2*(2*hlrs2JZ(n-rs)*(hlrs*rd(xrs) - bl)w 2 (xrs) + qisq) 
(d180) 	 q2sq= 	 2 
him 
(cISI) soi_b2_a: factorsum(flrst(solve(part(eqniisLrsacd,3),h2))) 
(081) 	
h2= - 2th2rs2 (h2rs+hlrs)'(r- I)*d 3 (nrs)'w 2 (xrs)- q2sq 
29s2rs d (xrs)w (xrs) 
For case (a), we now have all 10 variables: Id), hi, hOrs (foam boundary); qi, hOga, higa (foam GA) and h2, q2, him, h2os (foam KS) 
Case (b), RS solution 
Known: ho, hi, b2, qi, hors. Wanted: q2, him, h2ms 
(c182) sol_h0ms_h: h0ms=hOrsx 
(082) 	 h0rs=hOmsx 
(c183) sal_him_h: h irs=max(map(mhs.soive(fmrst(eqnlist_msh),hims))) 
j 	qisq 	 qisq 
(d 183) 	 \ 	hors's'd(xms)+h() 	J homssd(nrs)+hO 
hlrs=max  
J *d(xrs)*w(nrs) 	.f*d(xms)*w(xrs) 
(084) temp:elimiaate(rest(eqnhist_rsb),Iq2sql) 
0184) 	 [h2ms2s( ( (2*hirs2 th2rsr - 2°hlrs2 h2is - 2Thin3 )*d5 (xrs) + (2Th2 + 2*h1)*hlms2*d2 (xrs)) *ww2 (xrs) - qisq)j 
(c185) temp2:tempf(h2rsmax(powen(temp,h2rs))) 
(085) 	 [((2shlrs*h2msm. 2Thirs2*h2ms  2Thirs3 )*d5 (srs) + (2Th2+ 2*bi)Thirs2*d2 (nrs)) w2 (xrs) - qis4 
sol_h2rs_h: first(soive(temp2,h2ms)) 
(d186) 	
h2rs = (2Thlrs3d3(xrs) + (- 2-b2 .  2*hl)*hl02 *d2 (xms))w2 (xms) + qisq 
(2thims r-2Thlms )°d ()*w (xrs) 
memvalue(temp,temp2)S 
sol_q2_h: factomsum(fmrst(solve(part(eqnlist_msb,2),q2sq))) 
h2ms2(2ThlrS2*d2(Xms)*(hlmsr*d(xrs) - hl)'w 2 (xrn) + qlsq) 
(088 ) 	 q2sq= 	 2 
hirs 
For case (b), we now have all 10 variables: ho, hi, b2, Mrs (from boundary); qi, hOga, higa (from GA) and q2, him, h2rs (from KS) 
089) remvalae(eqnlist.jsh) $ 
Case (c) Inflow, RS solution 
Known: ho, hi, b2, hors. Wanted: b2, qi, q2, hira, h2ms 
sri_ hors _cl: hOrs=h0msx 
(d190) 	 homs=hOrsx 
leap: factor(eliminale(eqnlist_rsacd.Iqisq,q 2sqj)) 
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[hlns4Th2ns2*d4(xrs)*(4Thi*s2*d2(os) + 2Th0r5Th2rsr*s*d2 (xrs) + 4*hOrs*hirs*rus*I(xrs) - 2*hors*h2rssd 2 (xrs) -2 
ThOr Thlrs*s*d2(xrn) - hit Th2rsr 2 d2 (ius) + hlrsTh2rsr°d (xis) - 2Th1rs2*rtd 	- 4*bi*hctis*s*d(xrs) + 8*bOThOxs*s 
*d(xrs) + 2Th0h2r905'd(xrs) + 4Th(Thlrsr*d(xTs) - 2Th0Th2r?d(xrs) + 2*hlThIrxd(Srs) - 2Th0'hlrstd(xrs) - 4*1)trh1 + 4 
(d191) *1)(?)*w4(xrs), ht rs2 Th2 s2*d1(xrs)*(6Th)rsTh215r*s*dl(XrS) + 4ThOrsThl rsr4s*d 2 (xrs) - 6Th0rStti2rsstd2(xrs) - 4ThOrs 
*hsr*d2 (xJs) - htrsth2rstr2*d2(xrs) - hi h2rsur*d 2 (xrs) - 2*ht Is; 2 *r*d2 (xrs) + 2*hirsth2rs*d2 (xrs) + 2*hirs2 d2 (xrs) + 4 
*t,2*hOrs*s*d(xrs) + 6Th0*h2rs*r*d(xrs) + 4th0Thtrsmrd(xrs) - 6*bOTh2rs*tt(xrs) - 2*b2Thirsd(xrx) - 4*bO*hirs*d(xrs) + 4 
*bO*b2)*w4 (x*s 
(c192) temp I: (tofirst(iemp) $ 
(c193) temp2: (tolast(temp) S 
(c194) tempi 
O=h 1  s4*h2rs2*d4(xS)*(4qii)r52nS2*d2(XrS) + 2ThOrsTh2rxtSms*2(xns) + 4Th0rs*hlr r*std 2 (xrs) - 2*h0rs9,2rss*d2(xrs) - 2 
	
(d194) 	 Th0rsThirss*tt2 (xrs) - hirsth2rs*r 2 *2(xrs) + bins ii2rsrd 2 (xes)- 2*hlrs2*r*d2(xrs) - 4Th1Th0r5rs*d(xrs) + 8ThOThOrsTh 
d(xrs) + 2*biPh2rSnr*d(xrs) + 4Th(Ph lrstr*d(xrs) - 2*bOTh2rs* tt(xrs) + 2*bi*hlrs*d(x rS) - 2*h()rtilrsd(xrs) - 4*,0*1)) + 4*t)1?)w t (xrs) 
(c195) temp3:teiupIsaet(templ.2,aiihut(4)) 
0= 	 + 2*hOus4h2rs*rs4(xrs) + 4*h0rs*hirst5*s*d t (xrs) - 2*hOrsTh2rsOs*d2(xrs) - 2*h0rs*htrs*s 
(d195) 	 *d2 (xis) - htrs*h2rs 1v2*d2 (xrs) + hirs*h2rsuu*d2(xrs) - 2Thirs2rd2(xrs) - 4Thi*hors*s*d(xrs) + gThOThOrs°s*d(xrs) 






h2rs  2.d,1 (..)*(6-h(h-s*h2rs*r*s-d 2(XrS) + 4*hOrs*hIrsr*s*d 2 (xrs) - bthOrs*h2rs*s*d2(xrs) - 4°h0rsthirs°s 
(096) 	 *d2 (xrs) - hirs*h2rSnr2*d2 (xrs) htrsTh2rs*rd'(xrs) - 2*hirs 2*r*d2 (xrs) + 2*htrs*h2rs*d2 (xrs) + 2*1) l I's 2*d2 (xrs) + 4*1)2 
*hOrs*s*d(x rs) + 6*bi)Th2rsr*d(xes) + 4*hl ns*rd() - 6Th0*h2rs*d(xrs) - 2*h2*hlrsd(xrs) - 4*bOThIrs*d(xrs) + 4*bO*b2)*w 4 (x rS) 
(cifl) Wmp4: iemp2iast(temp2,2,alihut(4)) 
0= 6*hOrs*h2rsr*s*42 (xrs) + 4ih(1)*ht*s*tI2 (xrs) - 6ThOrsTh2rs*s*42 (xrs) - 4*hOrs*hirsus*d2(Xrs) - hirs 
(d197) 	 *h2rsr2 d2 (xrs) - hlrs4h2rsrd2 (xcs) - 2Thtrs2rd2(xrs) + 2*hirs*h2rs*d 2 (xrs) + 2*h irs2 *d2 (urs) + 4*b2*hOrs*s 
-d(m) + 6*boh2rs*rutt(xrs) + 4bØh trs*T*d(urs) - 6*b0h2rsd(xrs) 2*b2*hlrs*d(xrs) - 4*bOThtrs*tt(xrs) + 4*bO*h2 
The best way to proceed is probably to take 1)2 from previous step, tkeu solve tine of the equations for hi, and then the other for h2 
(c198) soi_h2rs_ci: fact rswn(first(s(iive(temp4,h2rs))) 
2*(hi rs*(r - t)*tt(xrs) + h2)*((2*hOrs*s - hlrs)*d(xrs) + 2*1,0) 
(098) 	 h2rs = - 
(r - 1)*d(xrs)(6*hi)rs*sd(xrs) - hIrs*r*d(xrs) - 2*hir s*d(xrs) + 6*1)0) 
(c199) temp5: multthru(denom(rhs(sol_h2rx_ci)),subst(sol_h2rs_ci,lemp3)) 
0 = - 4*hOrs*r*s*d2(xrs)*(hiis*(r - t)*d(xrs) + b2)*((2*h0 rs *s - htrs)ntt(xrS) + 2*1,))) + 4*h0) rs*s *d2 (xrs) 
*(ht(r - I)*d(xrs) + h2)*((2ls(rs*s - hi rs)*d(xrS) + 2*1)0) + 2*htrs*r2 *d2 (srs)*(ht rs*(r . i)*d(xrs) + 1)2) 
- htrs)*d(xrs) + 2*1,1)) - 2*htrs*r*d'(xrs)*(hl rs r(r - i)*d(xrs) + h2)*((2*h( rs*s - hlrs)*d(xrs) + 2*1)))) - 4*bO*r 
nrt(xrs)*(hirs*(r - i)*d( xrs) + b2)*((2*hOrs*s - htrs)*d(xrs) + 2*1)0) + 4*bO*d(xrs)*(htrs*(r - i)*tt(xrs) + ti2) 
- hl rs)*d(xrs) + 201)0) i 4*hOi.S2*(r. t)ms2 uc?(urs)*(6*bties*s*d(urs) - hlrsrd(xrs) - 2*htrs*d(xrs) + 6b0) + 4thOrs 
*htrs*(r - l)*r*s*d' (xrs)*(6*hOrs*s*d(xrs) - htrs*r*d(xrs) - 2Thlrs*d(xfs) + 6*1)1)) - 2*hOrsihtrsi(r - 1)* s *43 (xrs) 
*(6*h))ns*s*d(xns) - hirsur*d(xrs) - 2*hirs* tI(xrs) + 6*1)0) - 2*hlrs2 *(r - i)nr*d3 (srs) 
(099) *(6*h0s0s*d(xrs) - hlrs*r*d(xis) - 2*htrs*d(urs) + 6*1,0) - 4*b1*h0rs*(r - 1)* s *d2 (xrs) 
*(6ThOrsrs*d(xus) - hIrsr*tt(xrs) - 2*htrs*d(xrs) + 6*19)) + 8*b0ThOrs*(r - 1)*s4(xrs) 
*(6ThOsid(xns) hiis*rntt(xrs) - 2*htrs*d(urs) + 6*1)0) + 4*bO*hi rs(r - 1)0T*d 2 (xrs) 
*(6*WJns*s*d() - hirs*r*d(xrs) - 2*hlrs*d(xrs) + 6Th))) + 2*hi*hlrsr(r - i)*d 2 (xrs) 
*(6*tiors*s*d(xrs) - htrsr*d(xrs) - 2thirsod(xrs) + 6t4)) - 2*bO*hlrs*(r - i)*d'(xes) 
*(6*h0rsOsd(xrs) - hl rs*r*d(xrs) - 2*h1rs*d(xrs) + 6Th))) - 4*bO*hi*(r - 1)d(ors) 
*(69iOrsms*d(xrs) - hlrsur*d(xrs) - 2*ht rs*d(xrs) + 6Th))) + 40b(?*(r - t)*d( nrs) 
*(69AWs*d(nis) - htrsnr*d(xes) - 2*hirs*d(xes) + 6*1)0) 









(i*isors' *r'  + 12*Ors'r)*s'*,i'(xrs) + ((69*2+ 6Thi + iSThO)ThOrs*r' + (- 249*2- 6(Thi + 144Th0)*hOis*r)*s 
, *d(nss) + (b2 + (29*1 + 69*0)9*2+ hi ' + 69*09*1 + 9*bO')*r' + ((49*1 - 249*0)9*2+4*1,1'  - 6(?bO'bi + 72Th0' )r+ 49* 
- 39*0rsrsd(xrs) + (- h2 - bi - 3Th0)*r - 29*1 
6*r*d(nss) 
/ 	
(22 + 72Th(rs'*r)*s' *I(xrs) + ((69*2+ 6bi + i8Th0)ThOrs*r' + (- 249*2 - 609*1 + 144*bO)*hOrs*e)*s 
(4200) 	'\4 (*d( xIs) + (b2' + (29*1 + 6'b(Th2+ hi ' + 69*09*1 + 9*bO')*r' + ((49*1 - 4*1,)9*49*2.o9*o9* + 72*hO')*r +49*1' 




hlrs= 2*hOrs*s*d(xrs) + *1,o 
d(xrs) 	j 
sol_hirs_ci: part(iemp6,2) 
(s*isors'*r' + 72*hors2 *r)*s




+ (h2' + (29*! + 69*0)9*2+ hi ' + 6b0Thi +9Th(?)*r'  + ((49*1 - 249*0)9*2+49*1'  - 6(rO'hi + 72*bO')*r+4Thi' 1 
+ 3*hors*r* s*d(nrs) + (1,2 + hi + 3Th))*r + 29*1 
him 	 6*r*d(xrs ) 
remvaiue(temp, tempi, temp2, temp3, icmp4, temp5, temp6) $ 
sol_q2_ci: facior(firsi{soive(pari(eqniisijsacd,3),q2sq))) 
(4203) 	 q2sq = 2*b2 r5'*d'(xrs)*(h2rs*r*d(xrs) + hlrs"r*d(xrs) - h2 rS*d(xrS) - hirs*d(xrs) + h2)*w'(xrs) 
sni_qi_ci: factor(fnsi(soive(part(cqniistjsacd,i),qisq))) 
(4204) 	 qisq= 2*hi rs'*d'(xrs)*(hOrs*s*d(xrs) + bO)*w'(xrs) 
For case (C) inflow, we now have all io variables: hO, hi, b2, hOrs ((mm boundary); qi, q2, hirs, h2rs (form RS); hoga, higa (form GA) 
Case (c) and (d) outflow, RS solution 
Known: hO, hi, qi. Wanted: h2, q2, hOrs, him, h2rs 
soi_h2_crs: crsnnec6on_d2h 
(d205) 	 h2 = - ((h2rsx*(r. i) - hi,sn)*d(nrs) + hi) 
soi_h2_do: soi_h2_co$ 
sol_q2..co: facwr(first(soive(part(cqnlis!_rsacd,2),q2sq))) 
h2rs'*(2*hlrs'*r*d 3 (xrs)*w 2 (nrs) - 2Th1*hi rs'*d
2 (xrs)*w'(nrs) + qis 
(d207) 	 q2sq= 
him 2 
soi_q2.,.do: so]—q2—co $ 
temp:suhsi(sol_q2_c(i,pari(eqniist_rsacd,13,41)) 
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(((2*h2rs + 2'hlrs'h2rs2)'r - 2'h2rs3 -2ThirsTh2rs2) d3() + 2Th2th2 rs24d2 (xrs)) 
2 	is2rs '(2mirs 'r'd3 (xrs)w (xrs) - 2thiThIrs 'd (xrs)w (xrs)+qlsi 
w(urs)- 2 
hlrs 
- 	 2Th2rs4(xrs)w2 (xrs) 
2Thirs't'd3 (xis)w2 (xrs) - 2blTh1rs2 d2 (xrs)w2 (xes) + q lsq 
- 	 hlrs2 h2rs'd3 (xrs)°w2 (xrs) 
	
(d209) 	
3*r 3 2 	
2 2 	2 
qlsq(2mIrs 	d (xrs)*w (xis). 2b1'hlrs d (xls)w (xis) + qisij 	glsqr 
+ 	 5 	 4 	
+ 	33 	2 




(c210) temp2: 0=factor(firxt(eliminalc(temp,[h2rsD)) 
(I = hlrs2(r - I)rf(xrs)*w 2 (nrs)*(6thIrs68r*d6 (xrs)w4 (xrs) - 2*b2h1rs5 *rid3 (xrs) 
(d210) 	 w4 (xrs) - 2*bIhlrs5 ir4(xrs)8w4 (xrs) 4'b1Th1rs3 J5 (xjs)*w4 (wn) - 3hIrs3 qlsqr 




(xs)w4 (xs) - 2*r2ThIrs5 'r'd5 (xs)'w4 (xs) - 2b lThIs5 'r*d5 (x)w4 (xs) - 4th l*hlrs5 d5 (xrs) 
d211   
*w4 xrs ) - 3xh1r53 *q isq*r*d3 (xrs)*w 2 (xrs) + 2'h2'hlrs2 'q l sq*d2 (xrs)*w2 (xrs) + 6th1h1rs2 q lsq'd2 (xrs) 4'w2 (xrs) - 3°q lsq2 
xol_hlrs_do_imp: sol_hlrs_coJmp $ 
sol_b2rs_co: first(solve(first(temp),h2rs)) 
(2Thtrs3d3(xrx)+ (• 2th2- 2Th1)thlrs2*d2(xrs)>'w2(vrs)  +qIsq 
(d213) 	 h2rs= 
(rtr I's 2 *r - 2'hlrs2 ) 4d3 (xrs)'w2 (xis) 
sol_h2rs_do: sol_h2rs_co $ 
remvalne(temp, temisl, temp2)$ 
sed_hOrs_co: expand(fjrst(svlve(tirst(eqnlist_rsacd),hors))) 
'd216' 	 hOrs= 	
gIxg 	 ho
s 2 	- 
2hlrs2 s*d (xrs)*w (xis) 	sxd(xrs) 
soljsOrs_sjo: ss,l_h0r_co $ 
For cases (c, d) outflow, we now have all 10 variables: hO, bi, b2, hogs (from boundary); qi, hlga (from GA): q2, hOrs, his. h2rs (from RS) 
Case (d) inflow, RS solution 
Known: ho, hors, and a relation between qI and hi. Wanted: hi, b2, qI, q2, hits, h2is 
For case (d) inflow, we now have all 10 variables: ho, hors (from boundary); (from RS) bl, hOgs, hlga (from GA) 
418) soljiOrs_di: hOrs=horsx 
(d218) 	 Mrs = horsx 
eqnlistrsdi: uppend(eqnlisijsacd,[rcl_blql.di, connectionj2h])$ 
dispterms(eqniist_rsdi) 
qlsq 
(I = 2trs2d2(xrs)*w2(xrs) - hors'ad(xrs) - hO Th  
q2sq 	 qtxg 
+ hlrs"r*d(xrs) - hi 
= - 2th2rs2 d2 (xrs)w2 (nrs) + 2ihlrs2*d2 (xrs)*w2 (xrs) 
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(((mzs' + 2Thlrs°b2rs2 )r - 2Th2rs3 - 2Thir9Th2r52) i'(xrn) + 2Th2*h2rs2*d2(xIs)J*w2(XcS) - q2sq 
- 	 2Th2r52 d2 (xrs)*wt (xrs) 
___________________ 	
isq°q2sg 	2 gisqr 	 g2sq 	 glsq 	________ ___ 
0= 
hirs *d3 (xiS)w2 (xrs) - 	3 d3 ( rw2 ( ) - hirs3'd3(xzs)°w2(xis) + htrs3Th2rs3d°(xrs)w4(xis) - r + 
0= 2ThiqIsq°r '° °w ° (xga) - 3°qisq'3w 2 (xga) 
 213 
b2= - ((h2rsxi(r. I) - hi rsx)*d(xrs) + hi) 
	
(d220) 	 done 
(c221) temp: factoi(eliminate(eqnhisi_rsdi[bl,b21)) $ 
(c222) dispierms(iemp) 






2°hir 2 h2r *rd3(xrs)w2(xrs) - 2hirs 2 m2rs*r4(xrs)*w2 (xrs) - 2*hirs2 Th2rsx3? (xrs)*w2 (xrs) 
+ 2Thirs242rsd3(xrs)*w2(xrs) - 2th1rs2 thirsx°d' (xrs)w2 (xrs) + 2*birs3 d3 (xrs)°w 2 (xrs) + qisq 
hir3*h2r*r2°d5(xrs)*w4(xxs) - hirs3Th2rs3*r*d°(xrs)*w4(xrs) - h2rs 3 °qisqr 
2(xrs)'w2 (xrs) + hirs3 *q2sqd3 (xrs)°w2 (xrs) + h2rs3°q isq*d3 (xrn)*w2 (xrs) 
- qisq°q2sq 
213 4/3 VS 
4' 2*hirs3 Th2rsqIsq r °w (xga)ld3(xrs)*w2(xrs)  3Thirs2 Th2rs2°qlsqr ' 1/3 	2 	5/3 I/SI 
2 *w2(nga)*d2(xrs)*w2(xrs) - hirs2*qlsI?13°q2sq*r'13*w (xga) + h2rs °qisq °r I 
I/S 	 I 
*w (xga) 	
) 
(d222) 	 done 
(c223) soLql_di: Iaciorsum(uirsi(soive(firsl(iemp)qIsq))) 
(d223) 	 qisq= 2Th1rs24(xrs)(hOrs°s°d(xrs) + h))*w 2 (xrs) 
(c224) temp2: facior(suhsi(soi_ql_di,resi(iemp))) $ 
(c225) dispierms(iemp2) 
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- 4*hIrs2 *h2rs4*d4 (xrs) 








4' 2*hOrsh2msm*s*d4 (xrs)0w2 (xrs) - 2th0ms*h2mss*d4(xms)*w2(xrs) - hUs°h2ms 3 r2 d4 (xrs)*w 2 (xrs) + hlrsth2rs3 *r°d° (xrs) 
w2 (xrs) + 2*bO'h2ms3*r*d3(xms)*w2(xms) - 2*hO'h2ms4(xms)*w 2 (xrs) + 2ThOmsq2sqsd(xms). h lrsmq2sq*d(xms) + 2Th0'q2sq 
24
4 	2 	2 	5 	4 	 4 	2 	2 	4 	4 	2/3 
6thOss°hlrs °h2ms rs°w (xga)d (xrs)*w (xrs) + 6°hO'hlrs °h2rs r°w (xga)d (xrs)*w (ems) - 2°2 
2/3 	 13/3 	2 4/3 	5/3 
nhlrs'°13* 	
2 2/3 	8/3 
h2ms °r w (xga) 4d2013 (xrs)*(hors*s*d(xrs) + (I) °w '°13 (xrs) - 2°2 *hlrs  Th2rs r °w (xga) 
2/3 	/0/3 	lB 	5/3 	4/3 	 2/3 2/3 
d '313 (xm)(hOm*s*d(xrs) + ho) w (us) + 2 hlrs q2sq°r w (xgo)d (xms)(hOrs'sd(xxs) + ho) w (xms)J 
(d225) 	 done 
(c226) sol_q2_di: lims4soIve(part(tcm2,2),q2so)) 
(d226) 	
(((2morsmh2rs*r - 2*hOms*h2rs3)*s hIrsTh2rs3 r2  + hlrs*h2r03 *r) d4 (xrs) + (2dt(h2rs3mr - 2 nbOsh2ms3 )*d3 (xrs))*w2 (xrs) 
q S4— - 
	 (2*hOrs*shIrs)*d(xrs)+2ob() 










- 4Th1rs2 42rs4 d4 (xrs) 
(d227) 
	
(h))rssd(xrs) + h2rsx*rd(xrs) - h2rsrd(xrs) - h2rsxd(xrs) + h2rsd(xrs) .hlrsxd(xrs) + hlrsd(xrs) + N)) 













 (xgn)'d (xrs)w (xis) + 24ThOThOrsThIrs rs 
0w2 (xga)d3 (xrs)*w4 (xrs) - 6N)is)rs5 rw2 (xga)4(xrs)w4 (xrs) + 12Th02*hlrs4*rxw2(xga)*d4(xrs)0w4(xis) - 
412xi 
1013 	 /3 	 0/3 	 3/3 	 0/3 2/5 	 13/3 	 /3 	 8/3 	 13/3 
ThOisthirs 	r 0sw (xga)d (xrs)(hOissd(xrs) + ho) w (xis) + 22 Thirs 	r w (xga)*d (xrs) 
0/3 1/3 	8)3 	 /0/3 	 10/3 513 	8/3 	213 
(hOrs*sd(xis)+h))) 	w (xrs)-41 2 N)hIrs 0 	w (xga)'d (xis)(h(rs*sd(xrs)+N)) w 	(xrs)-2 
2/3 	 10/3 	 4/3 	 0/3 	 1613 	 /0/3 
2 ThOrs*hurs 	h2rsr sw (xga)d 	(xrs)(hOrssd(xxs) ~ N)) 	w (xis) - 42ThOrsThlrs '313 r413 s 
2)3 	 o,s 2/3 	 /0)3 	 /3 	 113 	 /6)3 
2 rs2 	w113 (xa) 0613 (xis)(hOs'd(xis) + N)) 	w (xis) + 22 Th(b)is 	h2r sw (xga)'d (xis) 
/0)3 	 2/3 2/3 2/3 
(h(rssd(xrs) + ho) 	w (xis) + 22/3Th)islSL h2rsr713 	13 (xga)d'13 (xis)(hOrss*d(xrs) + N)) 	w 	(xis) - 2 
16/3 4/3 	8/3 	 0/3 
hlrs'313 	
4)3 	 8/3 	 /6)3 	 /0/3 
h2rsr sv (xga)d (xrs)(hOrssd(xrs) + ho) w (xis) + 22 Thus 	r w (xga)o1 (xis) 
3 
(h(ks°sd(xrs) + ho) 
2/3 





2/3 	 13/3 4/3 	 8/3 	 3/3 	 0/3 8/3 4°2 ThOThirs °r w (xga)'d (xrs)°Qsors*sd(xrs) + N)) °w (xis) + 2°2 lThIrs'°13 h2rsr'13 °w (xga) 






2ThOrs*s°d(xrs) - hurs°d(xrs) + 2h() 
(c228) reveal(temp3,3) 





(c229) jssweis(expand(temp3),h Irs) 
(d229) 
I 	Il)) 	13 	1611 
[T'-T' 'Ttj 
(c230) 	sol_hlrs_di: first(solve(fir2)(Iemp3),hlrs)) 
(h))iss + (Is2rsx. h2rs)°r - h2isx+ h2rs- hlrsx)°d(xrs) + N
him= (d230) l 
d(xrs) 
(c231) 	emp4: num(las)(temp3)) $ 
(c232) poweis(expand(temp4),h2rs) 
(d232) [2,3] 
(c233) )empS: uemp4fls2rs°2 $ 
(c234) )emp6: facxii(fullasimp(fiis)(solve(temp5,h2is)))) 
2(2Th0rs*s°d(xrs) - hurs*d(xrs) + 2°hO) 
3*h0hl*r*4(xis) 0w() + 3Th(h lrs*r*d(xis)°w(xrs) - 2ThThlrs113 °r '13 s 
•W 	(xga)°d413 (xrs)°(h(rssd(xrs) + N)) 	°w'13(xrs) - 2WTh) 1s4/3 nr4)3 *w (xga)*d4)3 (xrs) 
(d234) (hOisssd(xrs) + ho) 	w"3(xrs) - 
2/3 
°(hOrs*sd(xrs) + hO) 	°w 	(xis) 
h2iso 
1/3 2/3 	 I/S 	 1/3 	 2)3 	 4/3 
2 	Thus 	(r - I)r 	w 	(xga)°d 	(xrs)*(hOrs*sd(xrs) + N)) 	(2hOrs*sd(xrs) - hlrs°r'd(xrs) + 2*bO)w 	(xis) 
(c235) reveal(temp6,4) 
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2Sum(3)Sum(5) 
(d235) 	 h2rs = ExptExptSum(2)*xptExpxptiExprisum(3)Expt 
temp73canrnap(undisnib,lemp6) 
2(2*h0rs*s*d(xes) - hlrsd(nns) + 2ibO) 
	
f 	 213 2/3 	 3/3 	 2/3 	 213 2/3 213 	 2/3 	 2/3 	 2/3 
3hOrshlrs r sd (xrs)*w (xis) + 3th0ThIrs r d (xrs)w (xrs) -2 ThOmsw (xga)d(xrs) 
.1 
1 (d236) (borxsd(xrs) + h)) -2 
 213 	 2/3 
hlrsrw (xga)*d(xrs)*(hOrsxsid(xrs) + hO)
an 
 -22/31O*w213  (xga) 
2/3 
*(0.5*J(ç) + ho) 
h2rs= 
2 ' (r. l)w (nga)d(xrs)(hOrss*d(xrs) + ho) 	(2ThOrs*s*d(xrs) - hlrsrd(xrs) + 2*bO) 
See if it is possible to cancel common factors: 
for i: I thru 6 do block([tcmpl,temp 2l, 






 2 112 
[[. l, [ 
	, 
II 





hOrs*s*d(xrs) + ho 




Apparently no simple common factors. 
(c238) sol_b2rs_di: map(factorsum,temp7) 
- hlrs)d(xrs) + 2*bO) 
1 	 2/3 	2/3 	 5/3 
I 3thOrsthtrs 	r 	sd 
2/3 	 213 	215 	213 	 213 	 213 	 213 
(xrs)w 	(xis) + 3bOhlrs 	r 	d 	(xrs)w 	(xis) - 2 	ThOrssw 	(xga)d(xrs) 
I 
(d238) 	 1 (s0rssd(xrs) + 
2/3 	 2/1 	 2/3 	 an 	2/3 	 213 
ho) 	- 2 	htrsrw 	(xga)*d(xrs)*(hOrss*d(x rs) + ho) 	- 2 	•M)*w 	(xga) 
*(hOrs*s*d(xrs) + h)) 
h2rs=  203 
- l)*w 213 (xga)*d(nis)(h)) rssid(xrs) + h)) 	(2Th0rssd(xrs) - hlrsrd(xrs) + 2th0) 
Clean up the temporary variables. 
(c239) remvalue(temp, lemp2, lemp3, temp4, temp5, temp6, temp7) 
(d239) [temp tempZ templ temp4 temp5, tempts, templ] 
440) sol_bi_di 




2*hl ga  d (xga)w (xga) 
(c241) sol_b2_di: connection_d2h 
(d241) h2= - ((h2rSx(r - I) - hlrx)d(xrs) + hI) 
(c242) emvalne(eqnlisa_rsacd,eqnlist_rxdi) $ 
For case (d) inflow, we now have all tO variables: ho. hOrs (from boundary); qI. q2, hlrs. h2rs (from RS); hOgs, It Iga, b  (from GA), b2 (from 
boundary) 
Sill equations 
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Stephan Matthiesen 	 D:\SM\Beruf\RedSea\Macsyma\Def 3-Iayermfe 
For each of the cases we now have the following quantities: iti), hl, b2, qi, q2, hOga, higa, hth, hiss, h2rs, 
The 4 sill equations have to be solved 11w q3, l, his. h2s 
temp: ii6t([eqjs,eq2s,fmude_sJ), hth:O 
E gi 	0 + 	git = 	 +his*rsl(ss)-bi, 2Th22d2 (xs)w2 (xs) 	MIS 2 s12 (ss)w2 (xs) 
2 	
q22 q3  
= - 	 + 	 .h2s*rd(xs)-his*r4d(xs)+h2sd(ss) 0 22 	2 22 	2 
- h2s - hts+ i) d (xs)*w  (us) 	2Th2s d (xs)*w (us) 
q3e 	 qi2 r 	 q22 
(d243) 	 + hIsd(xs) - b2,(t= - 




q2 q3 qi2 q32 
+ 	 + 
lsis3*d3(xs)4w2(xs) 	(- h2s - hts+ i)3Th2sd6(xs)*w4(xs) 	his3 ( - h2s - his + i)3 *d6 (xs)*w4 (ss) 
2 	2 
q1q2 2 1 
+ 	3364 	-r +4 1  




2This2 *d2 (xs)w2 (xs) 
q2sq 	 qtsq 
- 	 + 2*h2s2 d2 (xs)w2 (xs) 	2This2*d2(xs)*w2(xs) + htsrd(xs) - hi 
q3sq 	 q2sq 
- h2srd(xs) - + 	 htsrd(xs) + h2sd(xs) + hied(m) - b2 
2( - h2s- hts+ 1) 2 *d2 (xs)*w2 (xs) 	2Th2s°°d2 (xs)w2 (ss) 
q3sqr 	
2 	
+ 3 3 
qlsqr 	 q2sq 	 qtsq 
- h2s - his + I) °d (xs)w (us) 	hls3 *d3 (xs)W2 (XS) - h2s3 d3 (xs)w2 (xs) - hts3 d3 (xs)w2 (xS) 
q2sqq3sq 	
+ 	 + 
qtsqq3sq 	 qtsqq2sq 	2 
+r 
(-h2s-hls+ 	 his 3 (-h2s-his+ 1)38d()W(Xs) 	htTh2s3d6(xs)w4(xs) -r  
0245) 	 done 
sol_hOs: expand(fsrst(solvc(first(eqnhist_s),hos))) 
qlsq 	 M)






2  (us) - sd(ss 
sol_q3: factoesum(first(solve(tast(eqnlist_s), q3sqfl) 
(h2s+hts- I) 
3(hts3 Th2s34r*d(ss)*w (us) - his Th2s3 *rd 6 (xs)w4 (x) - h22q isq*r ) 
(d247) 	
d3 (ss)w2 (xs) + hls3 *q2sqd3 (xs)w2 (xs)+ h2s3*qt4d3 (xs)w2 (xs) 
q3sq= 	
-qtfq2sq 	 ) 
his*h2s3 rd3 (xs)w° (xs) - his3 q2sq- h2sqlsq 
temp: suhst(soi_q3,patt(eqnlisLs,12,3D) 
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I 0= - 	 + g2sg 	 gIsq + hisr*d(xs) - hi, 2Th2s2*d2 (xS)*w2 (nS) 	2Thls2 d2 (xs)w2  (xS) 
3(is3 *is s35r2d6(xs)*w4(xs) - hls3*h2s3*r*d°(ss)*w1(xs) - h2s 3 q lsq*r ' 
(h2s+his I) 
(d248) 	
- 	d3 (xs)w2 (xs) + hiq2sqd3 (xs)w2 (xs) + h2sq lsqd3 (xs)w 2 (xS) 
-qlsq'q2sq 	
) = 
2( - h2s- hls+ l)25d2(xs).w2(xs)*(h1s3Th2s3*T0d3(xs)5w2(xs) - his 3 q2sq- li 3 qIs 
1 
g2sg 
+ 	 . h2srd(xs) - his*r*d(xs) + h2s*d(xs) + hlsd(xs) - h 
2*h2s2 d2 (xs)°w2 (xs) 
(c249) powers(expand(temp),hls) 
(d249) 	 [[0] = [.2,0, I], [0] = [0, 1,2, 3,4,5,6]] 
(c250) powens(expand(temp),h2s) 
(d250) 	 [[01=[-2,01,[O]=[-2,0,1,2,3,4,5,61] 
(c251) sol_hi s_imp:facsum(expand(lirsi(temp)*(his*h2s*d(xs)*w(xs)Y2*2*s),his) 
C:\Prngramme\Macsyma\Macsyma2 'ahare\indcx.6a being loaded. 
(d251) 	 0= - h 1 s2 *s*(2m1m2s2 *u2 (xs)w2(Xs) + q2s + 2*his3 *h2s2 *r*s*d3 (xs)*w2 (xs) + h2s1 *qisq*s 




3thi - hls5)*h2s)*r2 + ( - Phis ° Th2s2 + (3Th1s6 + his5 )*h2s+ 6-his' - 2*his°)*r)*d°(xs) 
- his2°h2s4 	
+ (((2*h2+ 6'bi)hlsth2s+( - 4°b2- 4Th1)*hin°)*r - 6b1h1s3 h2s- 6thih1s6  + 2*bi*h Is'  )*d(xs)+ (4mi*62+ 4h I2)i 
(d252) 	 W4(XS) + ((-3*h1s Th2s + (his - 6h1s )Th2s+ 2h1s )qisqr + (3Th1s h2s + (6Th1s - his )h2s+ 3h1s - his) 
4(xs) + 
(- 
2th2his2 h2s+ (.2*b2- 2*hi)*his3  - 2*b1*hi s2) q i sq*d2 (xs) 
w2 (xs) + q1sq2 
(c253) iemp3: expand(iemp2) $ 
(c254) pwe2s(iemp3,h2s) 
(d254) 	 [4,5,6] 
(c255) powens(temp3,h is) 
(d255) 	 [2,4,5,6,7,8,9] 
456) powers(iemp3,d(xs)) 
(d256) 	 [(1,2, 3,4,5,6] 
(c257) powers(iemp3,w(xs)) 
(d257) 	 [0,2,4] 
(c258) powes(ienip3,r) 
(d258) 	 [0, 1,2] 





3thisTh2s° + (3mi+hii)m2s+6shis.2mi).r)*d° (xs) 
+ (((2*is2+ 6hl)his5 h2s+ (- 4°b2- 4*hi)*h1s°)r- 6Th1hih2s- 6hlhls6 + 2*bi*hls}5d(xs) + (4hiTh2+ 4*b1 2 )5his5 d4 (xs) 
(d259) 	
w4 (xs) + 	- 3Th1s2 °h2s2 + (his2 - 65h1s3 )Th2s+ 2*his3 )'qlsqr + (3*h1s2Th2s2 + (6-his 
I 
 - his2 )Th2s + 3Th1s' - his3 ) oqisq) 
d3 (XS)
+ (- 2Th2this2h2s+ ( - 2Th2- 2shi)*his3 - 2Th1*his2)*qisq*d2 (xs) 
W2 (xS) + qisq2 











2 	2 	2 
 
f*c?(xs)*w ' (xs) 
3*his1 *r24()* 2() + hIsr2 ti4 (xs)w2 (xs) - 3thls4'rd4(xsw2 (xs) - hls' r 
0= - histh2?d (xs)w(xs) 	
•d4 ()w2 () - 2Th2Th1s 	?(xs)w2 (xs - 6Th1Th1s3 *td' (xs)w2 (xs) + 6Th1Th1s3
+ 6ThIsqisq'rd(xs) - qisq'rd(xs) - 6Thlsqisqd(xs) + qlsqd(xs) + 2Th2q1sq 
(d260) 	
+ (3mis44(xs)sv2 (xs) - his3 d3 (xs)w2 (xs) - 2b2Th1s3 d2 (xs)'w2 (xs) - 2 1bPhis3 d2 (ssw2 (xs) + qisjj 
• (2th153 r*d' (xs)*w2 (xs) - 2ThiThis2 d2 (xs)'w2 (xs) + qlsq) + 3Th1s2 Th22(r - i)'d3 (xS)w2 (xs) 
(hlstd' (xs)*w2 (xs) - qisq) 
(c261) emva1ucqn1iswemp,icinp2Iemp3,teinp4) $ 
(c262) sol_h2s_coeflfl: coIluis(cxpandwn(fatissum(coeflsniJi2s_imp,h2s0))hls),his) 
(d262) 	 o= (hIs3 *d2 (xs)((3Th1s- i)d(xs). 2'(b2+ hl))'w 2 (xs) + qis4)(2mis2 d2 (xs)*(his'r*d(xs) - bl)w 2 (xs) + qisq) 
(c263) soLh2s_coeff I: cIIeciterms(ex1,andw0(factorsum(cicff(soi_h2sJmp,h2s,i)),his),hIs) 
2 	2 	( 	
3*h1s4r2*d4(Ss)w2(,1s) + hIs3 *r2 d4 (xs)w2 (xs) - 3*hls4 T*d4 (xs)w2 (xs) - hls3 r 
(d263) 	
0= - his *I(xs)w 
d4(xs)w2(xs) - 2*b2'b153 *rd3 (xs)w 2 (xs) - 6Th1this3 rd3 (xs)w2 (xs) + 6Th1this3 
*d3(ss)w2(xs) + 6 4bisqisqrd(xs) - qisqrd(xs) - 6This'qisqd(xs) + qisqd(xs) + 2Th2q1sq 
(c264) soI_h2s_vcfl2: coil iiums(cxpandwit(factorsum(ucfl(sol_h2sjmp,h2s2))hls)his) 
(d264) 	 0= 3h1s2 (r - i)J'(xs)w2(xs)'(his3r°I(xs)w2(xs) - qisq) 
NOW all the equations have been solved. 
(c268) 
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